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(i) 
Our current knowledge of the Solar System, with a particular 
emphasis on the systems of interplanetary objects, is 
reviewed, and the theory of meteors and the reflection of 
radio waves from meteoric ionization is then discussed. A 
description of the meteor radar is given and a method of 
calibrating the antenna beam is developed. The main project 
comprises two parts: (a) A general survey of the radar echo-
rate for 20 major and minor meteor streams and the sporadic 
meteor background, conducted from Grahamstown over the 
period 1986 April to 1988 January, is described. Definite 
shower activity was observed for all of the major and some 
of the minor showers. (b) Based on a scheme proposed by 
previous workers (Morton & Jones), a method of recovering 
meteor radiant distributions from the distribution of echo 
directions is developed. We devise a technique of 
compensating for possible distortions of the resulting 
radiant maps, which may arise due to the anisotropic antenna 
beam. This involves a system of echo-weighting. Radiant maps 
which showed considerably less distortion than those of the 
above workers were obtained without the weighting procedure. 
It is concluded that, although the method in its present 
form introduces spurious features into the maps, the 
principle is sound and should eventually be refined to 
produce the desired compensation. 
(iiI 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1-1: The Solar System 
1-1-1: Description 
The Solar System for~s a regular, well-structured unit. It is dominated by 
a central selfluminous body, the Sun (mass = 2 X 10 30 kg). Nine large near 
spherical objects, the planets, spanning the range of masses from 10 22 kg 
to 1027 kg, are gravitationally bound by the Sun, and co-orbit it in the 
same sense. Their almost circular, concentric orbits are approximately 
confined to a single plane, the ecliptic (see section 2-2), with the 
notable exception of the innermost ~nd outermost planets whose orbital 
planes are inclined at 7 and 17 degrees to the ecliptic, respectively. The 
distribution of the orbital radii aboul the Sun follows fairly closely a 
regular geometrical progression. With the exception of the two innermost 
planets, all are accompanied by smaller orbiting objects (satellites). The 
masses of these secondary objects are roughly four to eleven orders of 
magnitude less than those of their primaries. Their orbits are circular 
and synchronous (that is, the orbital ·periods equal the sidereal 
rotational periods), and with only one exception the orbital poles are 
closely aligned with the rotational axes of their primaries. Forty-four 
such objects are known. 
The Solar System also contains a host of smaller bodies. These span a 
broad mass range, from 1021 kg (diameter = 1000 km) down to submicron 
particles of 10-20 kg (dust), and exhibit a steep increase in abundance 
with decreasing mass . Included in this group are objects of icy 
composition (the comets) that move in disparately oriented, highly 
elongated orbits. The comets extend into a three-dimensional cloud (the 
Oort cloud) which stretches some 201. of the distance to the nearest star. 
Several thousand rocky objects (the asteroids) orbit the Sun in a roughly 
circular belt situated between two of the planets. These become 
collisionally eroded with time, producing progressively smaller fragments. 
It is generally agreed that some kind of 'genetic relationship' exists 
between the comets and the asteroids, since these groups of objects are 
both believed to be 'primitive' in the sense that their constituents are 
thought to have undergone negligible metamorphosis since their formation 
with the birth of the Solar System. 
Each of the distinct groups mentioned above are discussed in sections 1-2 
to 1-5 
1-1-2: Some ideas concerning the evolution of the Solar Systea 
The original Kant-Laplace hypothesis of a primordial nebula remains today 
a tenable theory of the origin of the Solar System. It appears that about 
4.6 billion years ago a fragment of an interstellar cloud contracted under 
its own gravity to form the disc-like 'protosolar nebula'. This process 
was preceded by a supernova event, from which most of the elements 
presently contained in the Sun and the Planets were ejected . This vertical 
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contr 3ctio n WJ3 acco mpa ni ed by th e f o rma t Lon o f the Prot os un, which co -
rol al ed wilh lhe disc. 
As the gas in the nebula cooled, different substances formed granular 
condensates in accordance with the radial temperature gradient of the 
nebula. Grains large enough to detach themselves from the gas were formed, 
setlling on the midplane of the disc. It has been suggested (Safronov , 
1969) that gravitational instabilities in the particle disc had given rise 
to 'dust condensations', whose subsequent coalescence and contraction 
formed kilometre-sized bodies ('planetesimals') . 
This rap i d i nitial phase of planetary formation (1000 years) was lhen 
followed by a slowe r phase lasting several hundred million years, during 
which planetesimals with low relative collisional , velocities fused on 
encounter, forming embryo planets (with sizes of the order of 1000 km) . 
Through a process of gravitational accretion these bodies finally grew to 
fu l l-sized planets. 
Some planetesimals must have been left over after the formation of the 
larger bodies. These would probably have been stony in the terrestrial 
planet zone (asteroids) and icy in the giant planet zone (comets) . They 
should also bear the signatures of lheir regions of formation, and if 
identified they cou l d hold important clues concerning the origin of the 
Solar System and its early history. 
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1-2: The S1ste. of Planets 
The planets occupy the region of the ecliptic (see section 2-2) between 
0.4 and 40 astronomical units from the Sun (the astronomical unit (AU) 
being the mean Sun-Earth distance). 99 . 87% of the mass of the Solar System 
is contained within the Sun . The nine planets, whose masses span about 
five orders of magnitude from Pluto to Jupiter, contain nearly all the 
remaining mass. On the basis of differences in mass, bulk density, size, 
and composition, the planets fall into two· distinct groups: (a) The 
terrestrial planets - Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars - are essentially 
rocky, composed of heavy elements (silicates, magnesium, iron) and are 
relatively dense and small . (b) The giant planets - Jupiter , Saturn, 
Uranus and Neptune - consist mainly of ices and gases (H, He, NH 3 , CH 4 ) 
plus some rock, have roughly the density of water, and are relatively 
large. The outermost, smallest planet, Pluto, fits into neither group. 
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1- 3: The System of Asteroids 
The search for a 'missing planet' began in the late 1790's, after 
Herschel's 1781 discovery of Uranus had lent credibility to the Titius-
Bode planetary spacing relationship, according to ~hich the existence of a 
planet with an orbit between those of Mars and Jupiter is predicted. In 
1801 this search bore fruit with Piazzi's discovery of the largest 
asteriod, Ceres (d = 1000 km), with an orbital radius in accordance with 
the predictions of the law. Today, orbital data are available on more than 
7300 such objects (Kresak, 1985a), ~hich are referred to collectively as 
the asteroids. 
Whereas in the past it was generally held that the asteroids originated in 
the cataclysmic disintegration (either collisional or spontaneous) of a 
parent planet, current thinking is that they are remnant planetesimals 
(Chapman, 1985) . Jupiter (and its proto form) appears to have presided 
over the formation of the asteroidal belt preventing the planetesimals 
(proto Asteroids) in that region from forming a full-sized planet. 
Ho~ever, it remains uncertain ~hether the asteroidal region contains 
remnants of material condensed in that portion of the Solar System, rather 
than matter implanted there from elsewhere. 
Asteroidal orbits are apt to stray further from the plane of the ecliptic 
and be more elongated than those of the larger planets, and the bulk of 
these cluster within a toroia (the .ain belt) between the orbits of Mars 
and Jupiter. The asteroids span sizes ranging from that of Ceres down to 
large boulders; many are very irregular in shape and are generally 
supposed to be of rocky (more unusually of carbonaceous chondrite) 
composition. Their mineralogical compositions vary widely, and on this 
basis they fall into taxonomic types. The orderly progression of types 
with heliocentric distance mirrors variations in the compositions of 
nebular condensates due to the temperature decrease ~ith increasing solar 
distance during formation. Because the asteroids have not suffered 
chemical metamorphosis during the solar lifetime as have the planets, 
their mineral contents hold clues to poorly understood primordial 
processes in the solar nebula and during the early stages of planetary 
accretion . 
The outstanding feature of the belt is the Kirkwood gaps in the 
distribution of semi-major axes (see section 2-2), which are due to the 
perturbation , over the solar lifetime, of bodies out of orbits which 
resonate with that of Jupiter . In addition to such gravitational effects, 
their mutual collisional interaction has been a dominant process 
affecting both their physical and their dynamical evolution. It now seems 
that the largest asteroids are not easily fragmented and dispersed by 
collisions. Those larger than 50 km have probably retained an identity 
from primordial times, whereas those smaller than 25 km are most likely 
the fragments of larger bodies (Chapman, 1985) . 
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The main belt does not, however, contain all the asteroids. Many cross the 
orbits of the terrestrial planets. The group of Earth-crossing asteroids 
is of particular interest. Not only are they the most likely source of 
meteorites (ses section 2-1), but their abundance and their short 
lifetimes (10 5 - 107 years) relative to the age of the Solar System 
suggest constant replenishment from some as yet undetermined source. Main 
belt collisions near orbital resonance lanes could result in fragments 
being ejected into Earth-crossing orbits, Alternatively, some may be the 
defunct nuclei of 'extinct' short-period comets (Helin, 1985), The Earth-
crossers present attractive targets for sp~ce missions as a consequence of 
their low velocities relative to the Earth. A Joint US/European mission, 
which may even include a rendezvous, is envisaged within the next decade 
(Brahic, 1985), 
\-4: The Systea of Coaets 
The cometg are, by definition, objects which exhibit certain distinctive 
characteristics (the development of a gaseous coma, the formation of a 
tall and the release of dust) when sufficiently near the Sun. The current 
view of their composition is that they are loose conglomerates of dust 
particles trapped inside a matrix of frozen gases and water-ice (Whipple's 
'dirty snowball'). Diameters range between·roughly 1 and 10 km. 
By June 1985 the orbits of 739 were known (Kresak, 1985a), and these are 
classifiable into groups according to whether the orbital periods are long 
(greater than 200 years), intermediate (20 - 200 years - the 'Halley 
family' with aphelia between Saturn and Pluto), or short (less than 20 
years - the 'Jupiter family' whose aphelia cluster around the orbit of 
Jupiter). 
Comets spend most of their lives in an inactive state far from the Sun, 
where none of their characteristic properties are evident. As the body 
approaches the Sun, first the coma forms and then the tail. Spectral work 
shows that fin~ly, at distances of 2 AU, the tail becomes ionized. 
The two main rival hypotheses concerning cometary origin are: (a) they 
originated within and are members of the Solar System, and (b) they are 
interstellar bodies captured by the Solar System. At present (a) is the 
more widely accepted. Current thinking is that they were formed from 
planetesimals in the icy giant planet region during the process of 
planetary accretion, and that subsequent perturbations by these planets 
caused their ejection into the space beyond the planets to form the vast 
cloud first proposed by Dart in 1950. The modern view of the structure of 
this cloud is that it consists of an outer, spherical component, the 
'classical' Dort cloud, extending some 10~ AU from the Sun and containing 
10 12 comets with a total mass of 2 Earth masses, and a much denser inner 
component, a transplutonian disc extending in the plane of the ecliptic to 
10 4 AU. It is possible that this inner component formed directly from 
planetesimals beyond Pluto's orbit. Dort's original view is that cloge 
encounters of the Sun and another star (there have been an estimated 10 3 
encounters within one parsec during the solar lifetime) randomize the 
cometary orbits in the outer cloud and inject comets into the planetary 
region. According to another more modern view, encounters with Giant 
Molecular Clouds (GMC's), unsuspected in Dort's time, have similar 
perturbing effects, which cause the outer Dort cloud to be depleted, but 
also replenished by the transport of comets from the outer part of the 
inner belt, during the same encounter. The idea that the comets actually 
originated in the GMC's has been dismissed for the lack of a viable 
mechanism for this process (Safronav, 1985). 
An attractive coherent view of cometary behaviour is that of a dynamic 
equilibrium in which two evolutionary stages can be identified: (a) the 
regular injection of dynamically new comets from the Dort cloud into the 
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planetary region, and (b) the capture of all these objects, and the 
progressive decrease in the periods of their orbits. These stages are 
explained further below: (a) External disturbances by stars and/or GMC's 
denude the periphery of the outer cloud creating long-period comets, while 
internal perturbations by planets thin out the inner part of the the cloud 
and generate intermediate-period comets. (b) After capture the comets 
rapidly devolatilize and disintegrate, or change at the end of their 
lifetimes into 'extinct' Earth-crossing objects of asteroidal appearance 
and short collisional lifetimes (Kresak, 1985b). The final heritage is 
dust, in either case. Eventually this spirals into the Sun or is lost from 
the Solar System. The dust is dealt with in the following section. 
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1-5: The Syste. of Interplanetary Dust (~eteoroids) 
It is now generally accepted that the dust cloud which occupies 
interplanetary space represents the collisional progeny of larger parent 
bodies, or results from the disintegration of comets . The subsequent 
dynamical evolution of the bodies in this size-range (smaller than pebble-
size) is the result of the complex collective action of gravitational 
forces, and effects arising from the interaction with the solar radiation . 
Both radiation pressure and the corpuscular solar wind sweep particles 
having ;izes from 0.1 ~m to a few centimetres clear of the Solar System, 
depending on their composition (Burns, 1985). In addition, the velocity-
dependent Poynting-Robertson drag, due to the anisotropic re-emission of 
radiation in an inertial frame fixed to the Sun, modifies the orbits of 
such particles. The Yarkovsky drag is similar, except that it arises from 
asymmetries (due to particle rotation) in re-radiated thermal energy, and 
may affect the movement of particles ranging from centimetres to metres in 
size (Burns, 1985). For those particles which are able to withstand the 
effects of radiation pressure and the solar wind, these drag forces result 
firstly in the reduction of the orbital eccentricities and then the 
transformation of the orbit into a slender spiral which eventually carries 
the particle into the Sun. 
Most of our knowledge about this dust cloud is observationally restricted 
to the near - Earth particle flux. One of the most successful means of 
obtaining information is from observations of 'meteors' (see section 2-1), 
which occur in the height range 80 -140 km and can be observed visually, 
photographically, or by means of radar . From these techniques the 
velocity, direction of travel" and hence the orbit, of a meteoroid (see 
section 2-1) may be deduced. The interest in meteoric orbital motion 
derives from questions concerning their origin and the dynamical evolution 
of the Solar System. Although the optical methods are more precise, radar 
has the advantage that more numerous smaller meteors can be detected, 
throughout the day, in all weather. In addition, it is well suited to the 
continuous monitoring of daily and seasonal variations in meteoric influx. 
The interpretation of such variations is complicated by the fact that the 
observed influx is a function of geophysical conditions and, indirectly, 
the solar cycle. 
Most dust orbits lie near the ecliptic, exhibiting a prevailing prograde 
motion and with broadly dispersed streaming patterns. Superimposed on this 
distribution (the 'sporadic' background) are the streams - well-defined 
toroids of co-orbiting particles which are generally thought to be 
cometary in origin (see section 2-1) . Several streams have been identified 
with particular comets, while in other cases the original comet seems to 
have completely disintegrated . . Whenever the orbits of the Earth and a 
stream intersect we have the phenomenon of a meteor shower. These showers 
are annual events at particular solar longitudes (see section 2-
2).Although the spatial density of such meteoroids is often no greater 
than that of the sporadic distribution, a shower event appears distinct 
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due to the high encounter velocity of its particles. If the stream is 
sufficiently broad and both orbital nodes are favourably placed, the same 
stream may give rise to annual showers at two intersections. The 
conspicuous showers associated with comet Halley are an example of this: 
the Eta-Aquarids (May) and the Orionids (October). Similarly, comet Encke 
is associated with the B-Taurids (June) and the Taurids (November). 
Currently about a dozen meteor streams are known to produce significant 
annual shower events, although some authors list hundreds of minor 
showers. It is now accepted that the constituents of the streams are 
fragile dustballs, a structure consistent with a cometary origin. These 
invariably disintegrate completely high up in the atmosphere and hence 
there is no chance of a collision with the Earth's surface. The decrease 
in eccentricity and inclination of the orbits as the stream ages is 
accompanied by a lateral dispersion of the particles, until the stream 
loses its identity and merges with the sporadic background. 
The Geminids (December) are unusual in that they appear to be associated 
with an Earth-crossing asteroid, 3200 Phaeton, thought to be an 'extinct' 
cometary nucleus. An asteroidal origin is generally accepted for the 
meteorites and some of the sporadic meteors. 
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Chapter 2: Definitions of Teras 
This section contains the formal definitions of (a) specialized 
terms peculiar to meteor science (section 2-1) and (b) those which 
are common in the broader field of astronomy (section 2-2). Some the 
reader will already have encountered In Chapter 1; others will 
appear later in the text. 
2-1: Definitions specific to _eteor sceince 
The definitions in this subsection are based on the decisions of a 
subcomission of the IAU at a convention held at Berkeley, California 
In 1961 under the chairmanship of P. M. Millman. 
(1) Meteor - the (sometimes visual) phenomenon which results from 
the entry into the earth's atmosphere of a solid particle. The 
term Is also gene r ally applied as a noun or an adjective to any 
physical object or phenomenon associated with such an event. 
(2) Meteoroid - an object, moving in interplanetary space, which 
may give rise to a meteor . 
(3) Meteorite - a meteoroid which has struck the earth's surface 
without evaporating completely. 
(4) Microaeteorite - a meteorite with a diameter in general less 
than a millimetre. 
(5) Trajectory - the line of motion of a meteor relative to the 
earth, considered in three dimensions. 
(6) Train - anything (such as light or ionization) which remains 
along the trajectory of the meteor after the meteoric body has 
passed. 
(7) Persistent - an adjective used with 'train' indicating 
durations of appreciable length. 
(8) Radiant - the point where the backward extension of the meteor 
trajectory intersects the celestial sphere (see section 2-2) 
(9) Strea. - a group of meteoroids travelling In nearly identical 
orbits. 
(10) Shower - the (sometimes visual) phenomenon which arises when 
the earth passes through a recognisable stream. 
(11) Zenith attraction - the effect of the earth's gravity on a 
meteoric body, Increasing the velocity and moving the radiant 
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towards the zenith. 
([2) Zenith angle - the angle between the train axis (and hence the 
radiant) and the zenith . 
2-2: General astronomical definitions 
(I) Celestial sphere - an imaginary sphere of infinite radius with 
the earth at its centre, and cut in two points by extensions of 
the earth's axis, the North and South Celestial Poles (see 
Fig.2-1). The plane of the Earth's equator cuts the celestial 
sphere along the Celestial Equator. By definition, the most 
distant stars are fixed on the celestial sphere. 
(2) Apex of the earth's way - the point on the celestial sphere 
toward which the Earth is moving, at any moment. 
(3) Ecliptic - the circle described on the celestial sphere by the 
motion of the Sun during one year. The term also refers to the 
plane of 'the earth's orbit. 
(4) Hour Circle - as applied to an object or point on the celestial 
sphere the hour circle is a great circle on the celestial 
sphere, passing through the celestial poles and the object or 
point. 
(5) Meridian - on the earth, any great circle through the poles; on 
the celestial sphere, the great circle through the zenith and 
the north and south points of the horizon. 
(6) Vernal equinox - one of the two intersections of the celestial 
equator and the ecliptic. On or near March 21, the Sun passes 
through the 'vernal' equinox as it moves northwards across the 
celestial equator . This is also known as the 'First Point of 
Aries' (see Fig 2-1) and has, by definition, equatorial 
coordinates (see (7) and (8) below) RA = 0, 1 = 0 . This point 
moves slowly relative to the celestial sphere (fixed stars), 
but for many purposes can be considered fixed. Thw term 
'vernal' (spring) is only really appropriate in the Northern 
Hemisphere. 
The two common spherical coordinate systems with which we will be 
mainly concerned are: the equatorial system, which involves right 
ascension and declination (RA and I), and the hor izontal system 
which invo lves the coordinates of azimuth and altitude (Az and a). 
(7) Right ascension (0' ~ RA ! 360') - the right ascension of a 
point on the celestial sphere is measured in either hours or 
degrees eastward along the celestial equator, from the vernal 
equinox to the hour circle passing through the point in 
question (see Fig 2-1). Whereas the right ascension of an 
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observer's zenith increases by 15° every hour, the right 
ascension of any point on the celestial sphere is constant in 
time. 
(8) Declination (-90' ~ 0 ~ +90') - the declination of a point on 
the celestial sphere is the angular distance between the 
equatorial plane and the point, measured along the hour circle 
through the point in question and the poles. It is equivalent 
to terrestrial latitude (see Fig 2-1). The sign is taken as 
positive if the point is north of the celestial equator and 
negative if it is south. 
(9) Hour angle (HA) - the hour angle of a point on the celestial 
sphere is the angle measured along the celestial equator, 
between the hour circle passing through the point and the 
meridian. It is positive if the point is west of the meridian. 
(10) Altitude (0' ~ a ~ 90') - the altitude of a point is the 
angle measured perpendicularly from the observer's horizon 
to the point. 
(11) Aziauth (-180' ~ Az ~ +180') - the azimuth of a point is the 
angular distance, measured in the observer's horizontal plane, 
between the point and due north. Points to the east, that 
is, measured in the clockwise direction as viewed from the 
zenith, are positive. 
(12 ) Sidereal tiae time 
apparent rotation of 
sidereal time (LST) is 
calculated with reference to the 
the celestial sphere. The local 
defined as the hour angle (HA) of the 
vernal equinox. For any celestial oblect 'x', 
LST = HA(x) + RA(x). 
Since the hour angle of any object is zero when it transits 
the observers meridian, the object's right ascension at 
that time Is the local sidereal time. 
(13) Universal tiae (UT) and South African Standard Iiae (SASI) -
universal time is the mean solar time at the Greenwich 
meridian, and is reckoned on a 24 hour basis commencing at 
midnight (i.e. 0 h UT occurs when the Greenwich hour angle 
of the mean sun is ±12 hours). South African Standard Time 
is 2 hours ahead of universal time. 
(14) Solar longitude - angular distance from the First Point of 
Aries to the position of the Sun, measured eastward along the 
ecliptic. Ihe 'ecliptic longitude' of any other object is 
measured in a similar way. 
(IS) Orbital eleaents - these uniquely describe the size, shape, 
and orientation of an orbit and relative to the Sun. It is 
first necessary to consider some of the geometrical 
elements of an ellipse, shown in Fig. 2-2. 
a : semi-major axis 
b = semi-minor axis 
e = eccentricity = CS/CP 
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p = semi-altus rectum = a(1 - e 2 ) 
q = perhelion distance = a(1 - e) 
q'= aphelion distance = a(1 + e) 
P = perhelion point 
A = aphelion point 
S,S' = two principle focii 
The two focii coincide for a circular orbit (e = 0). As e approaches 
unity the ellipse becomes progressively more elongated. When e = I 
the aphelion point recedes to infinity and the ellipse becomes a 
parabola . Finally, when e > I, the semi-major axis becomes negative 
and the orbit becomes hyperbolic. 
In Fig. 2-3, U (ascending node) defines the point at which the 
orbital path passes from south to north 
D is the descending node. The Earth may 
of the ecliptic. Conversely, 
encounter a 
either U or D, should the two orbits intersect. The 
meteoric body at 
vector SV points 
towards the vernal equinox and may be considered as fixed in space. 
Three additional elements are needed to define the orientation of an 
orbit relative to the celestial sphere (see Fig. 2-3). These are: i 
= inclination (0' ~ i i 180'), the angle between the body's 
orbital plane and the ecliptic. If the body orbits in the same sense 
as the earth, the motion is termed direct and i < 90'. Conversely, 
for retrograde motion, i > 90'. w = arguaent of the perhelion (0' ~ 
w i 360'), USP in Fig 2-3. This describes the orientation of the 
orbit within the orbital plane. n = longitude of the ascending node 
(0' ~ n ~ 360°), VSU in Fig 2-3. This measures the amount by which 
the orbital plane is pivoted about the Sun in the ecliptic. 
The quantities s, a, i, nand w will dafine a meteor orbit 
completely. Elements a and e define the trajectory, i and n the 
orientation of the orbital plane with respect to the ecliptic, and w 
the orientation of the orbit within this plane. 
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Chapter 3: Physical Theory of Meteors 
3.1: Theory of Meteor Ionization 
A meteoroid strikes the rarified upper atmosphere with a speed of 
between 11 and 72 km/sec. It collides with air molecules and traps a 
portion of these on its surface. This process liberates heat which 
vapourizes the meteor atoms . These carry the meteoroid velocity 
relative to the surrounding atmosphere, and their subsequent 
collisions with air molecules are responsible for exciting and 
ionizing the meteoroid atoms. The ionization, together with the 
excited atoms, form a column in the wake of the meteor. This column is 
rapidly dispersed by various physical and chemical processes, which 
are discussed in section 3-2. In the process of returning to their 
ground state, the excited atoms emit light quanta . These, if 
sufficiently plentiful, may render the whole process visible. 
Quantitative theories of meteor ionization developed by Whipple (1943, 
1952) and Herlofson (1948) have been summarized by Kaiser (1953). 
Three assumptions underly these models: 
(1) The ataosphere is homogeneous and isotheraal at meteoric 
heights. Under these circumstances, the air density at some 
height h relative to some reference height is expressed as 
P = P. exp (-h/H) (3 . 1) 
where P. is the density at the reference height and H is the 
atmospheric scale height given by 
kT 
H = (3.2) 
where k = Boltzmann's constant, T = absolute temperature, m. = mean 
mass of an air molecule, and g = acceleration due to gravity. Although 
the assumption (1) holds well over small height differences it is 
certainly in error for a great range of heights. In fact T (and to a 
lesser extent m. and g) varies with height. However these effects on H 
are negligible over the range of meteoric heights. 
(2) The aeteoroid collides with air aolecules individually. This 
requires that its dimensions are small compared with the molecular 
mean free path in the atmosphere. Under such circumstances the atoms 
leave the meteoroid without serious mutual interference. Lower down 
where the atmosphere is denser, a shielding effect may arise owing to 
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a layer of vapourized atoas about the aeteoroid. Lower still, an 
aircap aay develop ahead of the aeteoroid - particularly for larger 
bodies. 
(3) There is negligible energy loss due to direct radiation froa the 
.eteorold. Particles saaller than about 1 ~a will dissipate .ost of 
their heat energy in this way (Whipple, 1952) and will therefore not 
cause ionization. However, this size is well below the threshold 
detectable by either visual or radar techniques. 
The 'classical' ablation theory developed by these authors, on the 
assuaption that these conditions are satisfied, aay be suaaarized in 
the following two expressions: 
where n = 
~ = 
H = 
a = 
v = 
X = 
P1 = 
= 
(3.3) 
nusher of &eteor atoas evaporated per unit tiae 
at a height where the ataospheric density is P, 
aass of a aeteor atoa, 
at.ospheric scale height, 
initial aass of the aeteoroid, 
geocentric aeteoroid velocity, 
zenith angle of the aeteor train, 
ataospheric density at the point of 
evaporation rate, 
21 [--------] a1/~ cosX Av2AH (3.4) 
eaxiaua 
where I = latent heat of evaporation of the &eteor, 
0= 'heat transfer coefficient', defined as the ratio: 
(heat energy liherated)/(kinetic energy of the air aass 
intercepted by the aeteoroid), and 
A = 'shape factor'. 
A is defined by: A = aa-2/~ where a is the cross-sectional area noreal 
to the line of flight and P. the density of the aeteoroid (Kaiser, 
1953). The expression aay be rewritten A = A'p •• For a sphere, a 
siaple calculation shows that A' = (9n/16)1/3 = 1.2. For a cube, 1.0 i 
A' i 1.7, depending on its orientation. Long narrow bodies have A' < 1 
for the streaalined aspect and A' > 1 for the broadside-on aspect. 
Irregularly shaped objects aay have a aean A' of the saae order as 
that for the sphere, owing to rotation. In any case, A' is often 
assuaed to be close to unity (McKinley, 1961). 
The heat-transfer coefficient is a aeasure of the efficiency of the 
collision process in converting kinetic energy into heat. Values in 
the range 0.1 in i 0.6 have been proposed (op.cit.) although 
Herlofson (1948) takes n,= 1 (i.e. he assuaes that all the iapinging 
air aolecules are trapped on the aeteoroid's surface). 
" 
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~ 
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.. 
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~ 
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rig 3-1: Ionization profilu: (a) for a Ileteor obeying 
equation (3-5), or equation (3.32) with r = 0; (b) for the 
salle Ileteor obeying equation (3.32) with T = 0.3 (Poole, 
1973). 
120 
no 
! 
• il lOO j 
!~--~2~0--~~~~'~0--~~~--~~~~ro=---~~ 
Yr4ocity, ""/uc: 
rig 3-2: Height of point of aaxi llull ionization as a function 
of velocity, for selected values of a" or for the 
equivalent radIo aagnltudes (McKinley, 1961). 
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Approxiaalions aade in lhe derivalion of equalions (3 . 3) and (3.4) 
require that v2 » 121, and in addilion, the aeleoroid deceleration is 
assuaed lo be s aall . 
Equalions (3.3) and (3 . 4) lead direclly lo lhe noraalized ionizalion 
equation: 
(1/(1. = 9/4 (PiP.) (1 - 113 plp,)2 • •. (3.5) 
where a. = lhe value of a which occurs al the level where p = ", and 
is given by: 
(1, = 4/9 8 (~H)-' a cos X •• • (3.6) 
where 8 = the probability thal a single evaporated aeteor 
aloa will produce a free eleclron. Equation (3.4) aay now be 
expressed as: 
_~~L 9 cos2 X p, = (--- a, ------- )1/3 ••• (3.7) v2 4 H2 
where 
II 1 ! )1/3 = nA 8 
The variation of line-density with height in the ataosaphere aay be 
.. - depicted by plotting ala, against - .In (pi p,) = (h - h,) IH), where hand 
h, are heights corresponding to p and ", respectively. Such a 
noraalized ionization profile is shown in Fig 3-1. 
The maxi aua ionization produced is proportional to the initial .ass 
and aay depend on velocily through the ionization probability, 8. 
However, the noraalized ionization profile is independent of these 
paraaeters, as well as any other properties of the aeteoroid. The 
theoretical dependence of h, on v has been plotted for several values 
of a, in Fig. 3-2. 
The &BSS of the body at any point on its trajectory is given by: 
Here __ is the initial .ass. Froa this equation it is evident that at 
the point of aaxi aua ionization, a = 8/27 __ • 
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3-2: Dissipalion of ~leor Ionizalion 
Once lhe meleoroid has finished ils course, lhree processes are 
significant in reducing the volume density of free eleclron~ in the 
train: ambipolar diffusion, ionic effects and wind-induced effecls. 
Al heights greater than 85 km, aabipolar diffusion is lhe dominanl 
process governing the rate of decay of ionization (Jones, 1975) , and 
reduces lhe volume densily wilhoul affecling lhe lolal eleclron line 
density, «. Il was once thoughl thal lhe diffusion of lrain~ across 
lhe geomagnelic field lines would be slrongly reduced above 95 km 
(Huxley 1952, Kaiser 1953), but more recenl work has shown lhal lhis 
is unlikely below 13~ km excepl for lrains which are closely aligned 
with the field (Kaiser, Pickering & Watkins 1969, Pickering 1973). 
Frictional healing of lhe lrain by kinelic energy lransfer from lhe 
high velocity meteoric atoms would enhance lhe diffusion process. 
Below 85 km, the atmosphere is sufficiently dense for lhe chemical 
processes lo dominale over diffusion. This would apply lo the so-
called 'overdense' trains (see seclion 3-3) whose poinls of maximum 
ionizalion occur at lhese heights. Jones (1975) has listed six ionic 
or molecular processes which decrease lhe eleclron volume density 
wilhin the train: 
(1) radiative attachment lo neutral species: 
e- + 0" = O2 - + hI! 
(2) dissocialive attachmenl: 
e- + 03 = 0- + Oa 
(3) three-body atlachmenl: 
e- + 0" + N" ~ 0,,- + N" 
(4) radiative recombination of electrons and ions: 
H+ + e- = H + hI! 
where H+ is a meleoric ion, 
(5) N,,+ + e- = N* + N* 
(6) oxidalion-dissociation: H+ + 03 = HO+ + 0" 
HO+ + e- = H + O. 
An associative delachmenl reaclion wilh alomic oxygen rapidly 
replaces any eleclrons which have been removed in reaclions (2) and 
(3) : 
o = 03 + e-
O = 0" + e- (Baggaley & Cummack, 1974). 
The oxidation-dissociation mechanism is lhe most successful yet 
suggested for nighl lime eleclron loss in overdense lrains (Jones, 
1975; Poole and Nicholson, 1975). Il is now generally agreed lhal 
allachmenl processes playa minor role in delermining echo duralion. 
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In addition to the above processes , atmospheric turbulence will, in 
general, stir up the train and redistribute the ionization. 
If it is assumed that the initial train radius is negligible and that 
only diffusion is active, then it may be shown that after a time the 
radial electron density distribution is gaussian. This is done by 
setting up and solving the diffusion equations for both the electrons 
and the ions in the absence of a magnetic field . Then the electron 
volume density at radius r from the train axis is given by 
. • • (3.8) 
where D = ambipolar diffusion coefficient . 
The quantity (4Dt)M is a measure of the column radius at time t. Thus, 
owing to diffusion, the shape of the column of ionization will be that 
of a paraboloid of revolution leading back froa the meteoroid. The 
effect of the oxidation-dissociation and other deionization processes 
is to alter both the coefficient and the exponent in equation (3.8). 
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3-3: Radio Echoes froa Keleor Trains 
Two distinct lypes of radio-wave refleclion froa aeleoric ionizalion 
are recognized: (1) If the train is rare enough, it will be freely 
penetrated by the incidenl wave and the individual free electrons will 
scatler the radiation coherently and independently; such a train is 
designated underdense; (2) If the voluae density of free electrons is 
large enough, the incident radiation cannot penetrate lhe train, which 
behaves like a conducting cylinder, and lotal refleclion of lhe wave 
occurs; a train exhibiting these properties is referred lo as 
overdense. 
The crilical line density, which aarks the transition between these 
two types, is 
«0 = 2.4 x 18'· eleclrons/aetre. 
This threshold is to some exlent arbitrary. 
J-J-l: The Underdense Train 
An expression for the underdense echo power delivered by the antenna 
lo lhe receiver terminals has been developed by Kaiser & Closs (1952). 
Taking the classical eleclron radius as 
in S.I. Units, lhe expression is (for a specular echo) 
Pw = 
PTG2A3«2 
rK2 
C2 + S2 
walls ••• (J.9) J2&2R3 ( 2 ) 
where PR = received power, 
PT = transmilted power, 
G = power gain of lhe anlenna 
in lhe direction of the reflection 
point (defined as lhe poinl at which a vector from the 
observing station cuts the train perpendicularly), 
A = radio wavelength, 
e = eleclronic charge, 
m = eleclronic mass, 
c = velocity of light, 
R = range to the reflection point, 
and C end S are lhe conventional Fresnel integrals used in optical 
diffraction theory. 
In equalion (J.9), lhe behaviour of the bracketed tera is iaportenl. 
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This quantity varies with tiae during the foraation of the train, and 
in the absence of diffusion, would give rise to the variation of Pft as 
shown in Fig 3-3 (curve a). The frequency of these fluctuations 
depends upon, aaongst other things, the meteor velocity and foras the 
basis of a aethod of measuring aeteoroid velocities (Davies & Ellyett, 
1949). Most of the received echo power is returned froa the first 
Fresnel zone on either side of the reflection point and becomes 
vanishingly ssall if the train does not sake a right angle witb the 
antenna beaa. The train thus glints like a airror and givea ~ specular 
reflection. Consequently, trains which are not norsal to the beaa are 
not observed. 
In plotting Fig 3-3(curve a) no account has been taken of the effect 
on the returned echo power of both the initial train radius (discusaed 
further in section (3-6)) or of diffusion. If the diaaeter of the 
column of ionization is coaparable with the wavelength, components of 
the radiation scattered by the electrons acrosa any ,iven cross-
section will interfere destructively. This reduces the echo power 
relative to the case of perfectly coherent acatterera concentrated 
along the train axis by the factor 
••• (3.18) 
where r. is the initial radius of the train (Baggaley, 1970). Hence 
the effect of the initial radius is to iasediately reduce the echo 
power by the factor containing r. eVen before the onaet of diffusion. 
The latter process results in an exponential decay of Pft with tise as 
indicated in Fig 3-3 (curve b). 
For aany purposes it is acre convenient to work with echo aaplitude, 
which is proportional to the square root of the echo power. For the 
coason case where diffraction effects are not iaportant, equation 
(3.10) leads to the expression 
where A~ 
A. 
and 
~ = Ae exp(-t/Tun ) ••• (3.11) 
= echo aaplitude after a ti .. t, 
= initial aaplitude, including the initial radius 
effect, 
seconds ••• (3.12) 
is the tise constant of the exponential decay, often referred to a. 
the a.plitude 'decay tiae' for underdense echoes (see Fig 3-4, curve a). 
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3- 3-2: The OverdeDse TraiD 
The overdense lrain is characlerized by an effective critical train 
radius ro , within which the electron voluae density exceeds a a ini mum 
critical value, No, above which the dielectric cODstant of the plasaa 
is negative and ils refractive index i aaginary. It is from this 
boundary that the incident wave is reflected, although the wave wdll 
penetrate inside re before the reflection is complete. As the train 
diffuses, re slowly expands until it reaches a aaxi mum, after which it 
rapidly contracts . Once re has fallen to zero, the dielectric constant 
becomes positive throughout the train, which is now subcritical. This 
occurs, by definition, at a ti ae To¥ - the overdease echo dDratioa -
gi ven by Kaiser & Closs (952) as 
r" seconds ... (3.13). 
The time variation of the overdense echo power is proportional to re, 
and the same authors (1952) have shown its aaxi aua value to be 
watts .. . (3 . 1-4>' 
It should be noted that, whereas the underdense echo decay ti .. is 
independent of the line density, the over dense echo duratioD is 
proportional to the line density. Furthermore-, the underdense echo 
aaplitude is proportional to the line density, while the overdense 
echo aaplitude varies according to the fourth root of the line 
density. However, both Tun and To¥ are proportional to the square of 
the wavelength and are invarse1y proportional to the diffusion 
coefficient. 
The theoretical aDplitude-tiDe profile of an overdense acho is shown 
in Fig 3-4 (curve b), although real echo profiles are never like this 
due to wind-induced effects which distort the tra in, and the various 
ionic processes already discussed in section (3-2) which reduce the 
electron line density. 
Finrll-T,- H:- is -worth Dentioning that a1 though an overden!le-t.ype echo 
Dight. be expect.ed froD a t.rain with a ) «0 , t.his is not - necessarily 
the case: echo observations begin only after the t.rain has already 
expanded t.o it.s 'initial' radius r . , so that the axi a l elect.ron volu .. 
densit.y Day already have dropped below the crit.ical value, and t.otal . 
raflact.ion will not occur. It. aay be shown that a decay-type echo will 
be received froa a foraally overdense train unless a exceeds t.h. 
liDi ting value 
r 
a = .2 (_~_)Z «c (MCKinley, 1961) . 
• 
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3-3-3: The Radio ftagnitude Relation 
The absolute visual magnitude of a meteor haa been defined as 
"v = -2.5 logl + 6.8 ••• (3.15) 
(Opik, 1955), where I = power in walls radiated over lhe visible 
speclrum. Formally, equalion (3.15) gives lhe brighlness lhal a .sleor 
would have if it were placed in the zenith at a height of 100 km. 
The ionization and the luminosity produced by a seteoroid are 
proporlional, since bolh lhe ionization, and lhe excilalion which 
causes the luainosity, are produced by collisions between evaporated 
seleor atoas and air molecules. It is lherefore possible lo use an 
expression analagous to (3.15) for the brighlness of radio meteors, 
derived empirically from a comparison of the durations of overdense 
echoes with the absolute visual magnitudes of visual meteors observed 
simullaneously ("illman & "cKinley, 1956). The expression varies 
according to meteoroid velocity, but for a velocity of 40 km sec-', a 
workable average, it becomes 
"r = -2.5 loga, + 40 ... (3 . 16) 
where a, = maximum electron line density in electrons per metre. 
Although (3.16) was derived froa observations of overdense echoes, it 
is useful down to fainl decay-type echoes ( "r = +12) . The threshold 
line density marking lhe transition from decay to persislent-lype 
echoes produces an echo of radio .. gnitude "r = +5, corresponding to 
the fainlesl meteor visible lo the unaided eye. 
By substiluting a. = a,/cosX for a, in (3.16), we have an 
expression for lhe absolule zenithal magnitude of radio meleors. X is 
the zenith angle of lhe lrain axis. Thus a. is lhe value lhal a 1 
would assume if the aeteoroid vere incidenl vertically. , 
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3-4: Tbeory of tbe Radio lcho Rate 
The absolute incident flux of radio aeteors does not bear a 
straightforward relationship to the observed echo rate. The observed 
rate has been found to depend on factors such as: 
(il the incident flux and distribution in aagnitude of the aeteors, 
(iiI the variation in ionization along a aeteor train, 
(iiil the radiant coordinales, 
(ivl the nalure of lhe reflection process, and 
(vI lhe parameters of the meleor radar. 
Kaiser (19601 has derived siaple foraulae which enable the incident 
flux lo be deduced froa lhe observed echo rate, for the case of shower 
aeteors. This section suamarizes part of Kaiser's paper. For the case 
of sporadic aeteors, see a later publication (Kaiser, 19611. 
It is first necessary to consider the geometry of the reflection 
process (Fig. 3-51. For a shower wilh a point radiant at R, all 
reflection points lie in the ecbo plane ABCD, which is, by definition, 
normal to the radiant direction OR, and passes through the observing 
station at o. On account of the aspect sensitivity (or specularityl of 
the reflection process, all possible reflection points for a 
particular radiant lie in this plane. At short wavelengths (l < 15 aI, 
the reflection points should be confined to a narrow height interval 
centred on a aean height of about 100 ka. The ecbo sarface is an 
iaaginary surface at this height. Its curved intersection with the 
echo plane is denoted 55', the echo line. This aoves through the 
anlenna beam because of the diurnal aotion of the radiant, and will be 
a band of finite width rather than a discrete curve, owing to the 
diffuseness of any real shower radiant. 
The alniau. detectable line density at a point P on the echo surface, 
ap,is the threshold value which the line density aust exceed if the 
meleor is to be detecled at point P. Expressions which relate this 
quantity to the systea paraaeters are arrived at by rearranging the 
expressions (3.91 and (3.141, respectively. They are: 
1 a-' ••. 13.201 
r .. 
for decay-type (underdensel echoes, and 
a = (_!Q~~~g~~ft __ 12 1 
p Pr G2l3 r. a-' 
••• (3.211 
for perSistent loverdensel echoes, where PR is the ainiaua detectable 
echo power. The noraalized sensitivity paraaeter is given by p 2 
apo/ap where apo is the ainiaua value of ap , i.e. lhe value of «p at 
the most sensitive point in the beaa. In Chapter 4 the range-
dependence of the systea sensitivity is discussed; the values of , 
need to be corrected by an appropriate weighting factor to arrive 
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at PH, the noraalized range-weighted 5en5itivity paraaeter. Contour5 
of con5tant PH , for the half-wave dipole antenna 5y5tea de5cribed in 
Chapter 4, are aapped onto the echo 5urface in Fig. 4-4. 
If the p05ition of the echo line relative to the 5en5itivity contours · 
i5 known for a particular altitude and azi auth of the 5hower radiant, 
then the echo rate per unit length of the echo line aay be expressed 
as a function of the position of P and the abaolute incident flux, and 
finally, the total echo rate over part or the whole of the echo line 
aay be eatabli5hed by nuaerical integration; that is, by Buaaing all 
the contributions froa infinitesiaal 5egaent5 of the echo line. 
The incident aeteoroid flux producing zenithal line densitie5 between 
«. and a. + d«. i5 approxiaated by a siaple power law: 
I(a.) = ca.-· ••• (3.22) 
where c and s are con5tant5 (generally, s > 2 for 5poradic and s < 2 
for 5hower aeteor5). Upon . integrating equation (3.22), the flux 
producing zenithal line den5ities greater than «. i5 found to be: 
&(a.) ••• (3 . 23). 
It is convenient to rewrite equation (3.5) in the fora 
« 27 
-- = -- u(l - U)2 
«. 4 ••• (3.24) 
where u = plpo = exp(-x/H), x = h-ho• Po = 3P. i5 the ataospheric 
density at burn-out and ho i5 the corre5ponding height. The paraaeter 
u varies along a given train, froa u = 0 far above ho where ionization 
15 negligible, through the ionization aaxi.ua where u = 1/3, to a 
value of unity at ho (burn-out). 
The flux of aeteoroids incident on a 5trlp of the echo plane at P 
(Fig. 3-5) which is norsal to SS' and of width dl, and passing through 
the interval of the strip between height5 x and x + dx above ho and 
with aaximua line den5it1e5 1n exce55 of «. is given by 
d a. dl dx N = & (-co;X-) -;inX- ••• (3.25). 
Fig. 3-6 illustrate5 the situation de5cribed above. Of these aeteor5, 
only those having line densities on the echo line in excess of a. will 
be detected. Thu5, a nece55ary condition for detection is that 
••• (3.26) 
where u i5 evaluated at the echo line. Then the total echo rate froa 
aeteors intersecting the strip is 
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... (3.27) 
"here 
and is the aaxiaua zenithal line density of the faintest detectable 
meteor at height ho + x; NI is the observed echo rate per unit length 
of the echo line . By substituting for e(a. x ) froa (3.23), equation 
(3.27) may be expressed as 
NI = -s~~x- e(-c~~X-) .•• (3.28) 
where 
I = (~~_).-I J~.-2(1 - u)2'.-I'du 
.. 0 
( ~!).-l r(s-I) r(2s-l) = 4 -----r(3g:2r---- •. • (3.29). 
A plot of I versus s "ill be found in Fig. 3-7. 
In equation (3.28), the value of X at the point P differs slightly 
from Xo at the observer, · but by aaking the approxbations 
cosX ~ cosXo and 
sin2 X v sin2 Xo + 2<h)/R .. 
"here R .. is the Earth radius and <h) the adopted height of the echo 
surface, it is possible to express equation (3 . 28) in the fora 
• • • (3.30) 
where 
which is plotted in Fig. 3- 8 as a . function of Xo for various values of 
Finally, the total echo rate over part or the whole of the echo line 
is found to be, on integrating equation (3 . 30), 
••• (3.31l. 
This equation has been derived on the assumption that meteors ablate 
classically, but in fact this is not the case. Refinements to (3.31) 
are discussed later, in section (3-6). 
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3-5: A Nole OD n&leoroid Slruclure 
Contrasting views on lhe slructure and composilion of meteoroids have 
been put forward by different investigators . For years it was beliaved 
that meteors were co. pact chunks of stone or iron; however, studies 
carried out on visual .eteors by Jacchia (1955), HcHrosky (1955) and 
Opik (1955) revealed that, in general, th~ light curves wara non-
classical, and fragmentation of the ablating bodies was therefore 
inferred. Jacchia (1955) and Opik (1955) suggested that meteors were 
fragila, porous structures, as might ba expected on the basis of 
Whipple ' s icy comet model . Later, Jones & Kaiser (1966) assumed a 
solid structure for meteoroids, and suggested that fragmentation was 
due to internal thermal stresses . In a review of . eteoroid structure, 
Verniani (1969) concluded firmly that meteoroids are fragile, loose 
conglomerates of spongy material, in accordance with Jacchia's (1955) 
idea . 
. The dustball model of Hawkes & Jones (1975) is a development of this 
view. It assumes a meteoroid to be a conglomerate of stony (or iron) 
grains held in a matrix of lower melting-point 'glue'. Upon entry into 
the atmosphere, two distinct stages may be identified in the ablation 
process : (i) the 'glue' heats up and melts; and (ii) the body 
fragments, releasing the dust grains (of typical mass 18-6 g) which 
then ablate according to the classical theory. Only during stage (ii) 
is ionization produced . Both the delay in the onset of ablation due to 
the finite heat capacity of the 'glue', and the injection of the 
grains into a region of finite air density, result in shorter 
ionization curves and enhanced maximum line densities , as Fig. 3-1 
(curve b) illustrates. In the next section we shall consider how these 
effects influence meteor detectability. 
To the author's knowledge, no advance on the Hawkes-Jones model has 
been proposed, although it has been suggested by Beech (1984) that 
meteoroids are more fragile than this model has assumed . This is also 
the finding of Hapgood et al. (1982), for Perseid meteor material . 
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3-6: Deviations fro. the Classical Ablation Theory 
Equation (3 . 31), which was derived on the assumption that meteors obey 
the classical ablation theory, has been used to calculate absolute 
incident meteoroid fluxes from the observed echo rate (Kaiser et al., 
1966; Poole et al.,1972; Webster et al.,1966). In several respects, 
however, the classical theory fails to give an adequate description of 
real meteoric behaviour. Various factors, which, for a given meteoric 
flux, mass and velocity distribution, affect the observed echo rate, 
will now be considered. 
(1) Reduced train lengths: Factors which relate to meteoroid 
structure, and which result in shorter trains than classically 
predicted, have been mentioned in section (3-5). Poole (1973) has 
generalized the echo rate theory of Kaiser (1960) to take these 
effects into account. If a meteor does not begin to ablate until it 
has reached some finite height in the atmosphere specified by 7 = 
P/P" then the resulting expression for a is (c.f. equ. 3.5): 
= ° 
a, L e a = 4- - (3 + 7 - _)2 P, P, 
!.- < 7 P, 
L ~ 7 
• •• (3 . 32) • 
Fig. 3-1 (curve b) illustrates such an ionization profile for the case 
7 = 0.3, an effective mean value for radio meteors (Jones & Kaiser, 
1966; Poole, 1967), and clearly shows the ' enhanced line density of the 
shorter train . 
Associated with shorter ionization curves are two effects which work 
in opposition. (ll Shorter train l engths cause the factor I(s,7) to be 
less than the factor I(s,0) of equation (3 . 28), and a reduction in the 
observed echo rate below that expected for the case 7 = 0. This effect 
becomes more pronounced as r increases. On the other hand, (ii) an 
enhancement of maximum line densities (when 7 > 0) will have the 
effect of reducing the minimum detectable meteor mass, increasing the 
observed rate. 
If we retain the definition of 8 in equation (3.31) as the flux of 
meteors that would produce zenithal line densities in excess of ape if 
they were to behave classically, then that equation, modified to take 
both the effects (i) and (ii) into account, still applies provided the 
previous expression for I is replaced by 
•.• (3.33) 
where 
A(s,7) 3 + 7 = ( _______ )~{.-1) 3 (after Poole, 1973) . 
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A(S,T) is the factor by which the actual flux of detectable meteors 
will be larger than 6(ap .). The observed echo rate N is proportional 
to I'. Curves of I' as functions of T for various s have been 
reproduced in Fig. 3-9. It should be noted that for s = 2, I' is a 
constant, indicating that the opposing effects (i) and (ii) compensate 
each other for all T. For s < 2, the curves for I' show that the 
observed echo rate for a given 6(ap .) decreases with increasing T, 
while for s > 2 it actually increases. Similar results have been 
obtained in an approximate derivation by Jones & Hawkes (1975).Indeed, 
observations of sporadic meteors (for which s ) 2, see section 3-4) 
have revealed anomalously high rates near solar minimum. Lindblad 
(1976) has suggested that this may be due to an inverse variation of 
the atmospheric density gradient at meteoric heights with sunspot 
activity. Near the solar minimum, the density gradient would be at its 
peak and so meteors would ionize over smaller height intervals. In 
this way the ionization column of any particular meteoroid would be 
compressed. Lindblad's suggestion has been supported by the work of 
Ellyett et al. (1980). 
(2) The radio echo ceiling. Effects due to the width of the meteor 
train will now be considered. Two effects couple to produce an echo 
ceiling above which no radio meteors can be detected: one due to the 
initial train radius, and the other due to the finite meteoroid 
veloci ty. 
Manning (1958) has identified two distinct stages in the diffusion of 
the ionization trail: (a) a rapid diffusion lasting about one third of 
a millisecond, after which the train has reached its 'initial radius' 
of the order of 14 ionic mean free paths, and (b) a slower diffusion, 
determined by the air temperature. It has already been mentioned in 
section (3-3-1) that, even before the onset of the second stage of 
diffusion, the initial train radius reduces the returned signal 
amplitude by the factor 
21rr" ] exp [------ 2 
A 
where r~ is the initial radius. The latter increases with height and 
approximately doubles for an increase in velocity from 40 to 65 km S-l 
(Baggaley, 1970). Hawkes & Jones (1978) have suggested that the 
observed initial radius may be due to the high spin rate of the 
meteors, which causes lateral spreading of the grains prior to the 
onset of ablation. In view of this effect alone, the chances of 
detecting any meteor which forms above 105 km with a 10 m radar are 
remote. 
The second factor to be considered is that due to the finite meteor 
velocity. In section (3-3-1) it has been mentioned that the echo 
signal strength is dominated by the contributions from the first 
Fresnel zone on either side of the reflection point. Unless the meteor 
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reaches the end of the first Fresnel zone before the train at the 
beginning of the zone has diffused to a radius of about A/2s, the echo 
amplitude Is severely reduced. The attenuation factor is 
where 
8l!:2D(2R) '/2 
--------------
and 0 = diffusion coefficient, 
R =, range, 
v = meteoroid velocity, 
VA3 / 2 '. 
A = radio wavelength (Baggaley, 1970). 
• • . (3.34) 
The effects due to finite velocity and initial train radius are 
similar in that they both become more pronounced at higher 
frequencies . However, the former is more severe for slower meteors at 
any particular altitude, and in this respect they differ. 
Because the height of maximum ionization increases as meteors get 
fainter (although the ionization heights of meteors fainter than Hr = 
+5 are mass-independent), echoes from meteors in the mass range 10-2 -
10-6 g are likely to fall below the detection threshold of 
conventional meteor radars (A < 15 m). Consequently, only by using a 
long wavelength radar for which the echo ceiling is inconsequential, 
can realistic flux values and height distributions be deduced. Such 
work has been carried out by Ollson-Steel and Elford (1987) at A = 150 
metres. This group has established that the true height distribution 
of radio meteors extends right up to 140 km, with echo heights 
clustering around 104 km. This peak is some 10 km higher than that 
deduced from observations at conventional wavelengths. A fourfold 
increase in the calculated mass influx of meteoroids results when this 
high velocity component is taken into account (Thomas et al., 1986). 
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Chapter 4: The Equip.ent 
In section 4-1 we discuss the meteor radar and its operation. 
Much of the information on the system has been derived from a 
paper by L.M.G . Poole (1988): 'The Grahamstown all-sky meteor 
radar' (to be published shortly) . In section 4-2 , work done 
by the author to establish an empirical antenna pattern is 
discussed . 
4-1: The Grahaastown . eteor radar 
The Grahamstown meteor radar, which is a coherent-wave system 
of the monostatic type, became fully operational during April 
1986. For the most part the equipment is housed in the Rhodes 
Unive,'sity ,' esearch 'hut' situated on the weste,' n outskirts 
of Grahamstown (33 19'5,26 30 ' E), and consists essentially of 
the following : 
Transmitting subsystem: 
Receiving subsystem: 
transmitter 
transmitting antenna 
4 receiving antennas 
2 receivers 
switching box 
filters 
data logging system. 
Fig. 4-1 shows a simplified block diagram of the system. 
The transmitter has a mean output power of approximately 30 
watts and is operated at a fixed frequen~y of 27.99 MHz, less 
40 Hz, square-wave modulated at 500 Hz. This facilitates 
transmit-receive switching, a necessity for all backscatter 
radars . 
The two available receivers are shared between four receiving 
anten nas . Each receiver input is switched at 250 Hz between 
two antennas, synchronized with the switching of each output 
between two low-pass filters. Fig. 4-1 illustrates this 
process schematically . The receivers are tuned to exactly 
27.99 MHz; that is, an input signal at this frequency 
produces a DC output . The low-pass filters cut off near 100 Hz, 
and remove the 500 Hz switching frequency and its higher 
harmonics. After this the signal appears as a pure audio 
tone. If the target (meteor train) is stationary, then the 
frequency of this signal is the difference between the 
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trdnsmitted and receiver-tuned frequencies: 40 Hz. In 
general, the train drifts with winds in the meteor region. 
Consequently the frequency is usually doppler-shifted from 
this value by an amount proportional to the component of the 
drift velocity along the observer's line of sight . 
All five antennas are simple half-wave dipoles mounted one 
third of a wavelength above a flat ground plane. Their axes 
are aligned along the north-south meridian, so that the two 
broad lobes of the beam are directed east and west. The 
ground surface beneath the antennas has been made conducting 
by laying down a coarse g~lvanized wire grid (1m2). About 
two-hundred metres separate the single transmitting antenna 
from the array of four used for receiving. The receiving 
array is arranged as illustrated in Fig. 4-1. The direction 
of arrival of an echo can be deduced, in principle, by 
comparing the phase of the reflected signal at each antenna . 
Initially only three receiving antennas were used (A, Band 
C). However, a phase comparison yielded a multiplicity of 
possible directions for any echo. Therefore it was necessary 
to introduce a fourth antenna (D) to discriminate between 
these options . This has been sited for maximum resolution of 
the ambiguity. 
The most important property of an antenna system is its 
radiation pattern, or polar. diagram. In general, the power 
radiated is concentrated in a particular direction. This 
directivity is usually expressed in terms of the antenna 
power gain G, which in the case of a transmitting antenna is 
defined as 
G = p. ~ 
where p. = radiated power flux in a given direction by the 
antenna, and p. = radiated power flux in any direction from 
an isotropic radiator; in this definition it is assumed that 
equal power is fed into the antenna and the isotropic 
radiator . According to the principle of reciprocity, the 
identical polar diagram applies irrespective of whether the 
antenna is transmitting or rec~iving. 
The antenna power gain, in the direction of any point P, of 
the system of antennas at Grahamstown is given by 
G = 4 [ cos(~ ~ cos9) 
sin9 
2~H a) J2 5in(--).- sin ••• (4-1) 
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where H = heighl of lhe anlennas above lhe ground ( = AI3), 
a = altitude of P, 
easS = cosa cosA r 
A = azimuth of P. 
In equation (4-1) it is assumed that the ground is perfectly 
conducting. The beam maxima, where G = 4, are elevated at 
48.5 degrees due east and west. 
The norllallzed sensitivity parameter" is related to the 
directive antenna gain through the following expression: 
normalized to a maximum value of unity (Baldwin & Kaiser, 
1965). When normalized, this quantity Is Identical with 
ap.lap of section 3-4. 
The 500 Hz modulation imposes a range-dependence on the 
system sensitivity. This may be understood with reference to 
Fig. 4-2. Power is transmitted for 1 as when the transmitter 
(TX) switches on. In general only part of the delayed echo 
pulse will be 'seen' on any channel (CHl. This is indicated 
by 'ECHO' where the dashed part of the pulse arrives while 
the channel is inactive. The full echo pulse is obaerved only 
for a delay of 1 as, corresponding to a range of 150 ka. 
It can be shown that once the pulse has been filtered as 
described above, the amplitude of this. sinusoidal signal is 
proportional to the width r of the 'seen' echo pulses (even 
though the received power Is also proportional to rl. this 
quantity varies with the range of the reflecting point R as 
shown in Fig. 4-3. Once this function has been normalized, It 
defines a factor W by which the values of , defined in 
section 3-4 should be multiplied to take account of the fact 
that only a fraction of the echo power Is 'seen'. 
The range-weighted normalized sensitivity paraaeter is given 
by 
••• (4-2) 
Noraalized, range-weighted sensitivity contours, deduced froa 
equation (4-2), are mapped onto an echo surface at a constant 
height of 95 k. in Fig. 4-4. The altitude of maxlaua 'W ( 578 ' 
Is soa.what higher than that for G due to the factor WR-3,a. 
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As a consequence of the antenna beam pattern and the diurnal 
motion of the echo line, the echo rate associated with a 
particular radiant is expected to vary symmetrically about 
the time of radiant transit. Fig. 4-5 shows how the diurnal 
rate of underdense echoes is expected to vary according to 
the declination of the radiant. For the Delta-Aquarid 
radiant, which has a southern declination (, = -170 ), the 
echo line intersects the beam close to either of the maxima 
three hours before and after transit (see Fig. 4-4). The echo 
rate is therefore expected to peak at these times, and should 
be zero at transit, when the echo line does not cross any 
beam contours of appreciable sensitivity. In fact the echo 
line passes well below the lower border of Fig. 4-4. 
Following similar reasoning, the rate would be expected to 
have an intermediate value at I~ hours before and after 
transit. The corresponding echo lines are indicated in Fig. 
4-4. Plot (a) of Fig. 4-5 illustrates the expected rate curve 
for the Delta-Aquarid radiant. The two distinct peaks of plot 
(a) become progressively merged the more northerly the 
radiant declination, as shown in plots (b) (Eta-Aquarids, ' = 
00 ) and (c) (Geminids, ' = +320). This effect may be 
understood for these radiants by again considering the motion 
of the echo line across the beam. For a radiant which does 
not rise far above the northern horizon (eg. the Geminid 
radiant: altitude at transit time = 250 ), the integral in 
equation (3.31) (and consequently also the rate) will have a 
maximum only near transit, when the echo line passes close to 
the beam centres. Comparisons between these theoretical rate 
curves and the observed shower echo rate appear in Chapter 5. 
An Apple-type (FK-727) microcomputer controls the data 
logging system. Any signal whose amplitude exceeds a 
predetermined threshold activates the system, after which a 
multichannel AID converter samples each channel at 256 Hz for 
one second. The data are then transferred to the computer 
memory where they are temporarily stored. Every few hours the 
memory contents are dumped onto a floppy disc for subsequent 
processing at a university computing facility (VAX-11/730 
minicomputer). This processing involves transforming each 
time-varying signal to give its spectrum. A genuine meteor 
echo is recognized by comparing the frequency of the 
received signal on all four channels. If the frequency 
difference between any two channels exceeds a predetermined 
limit, the signal is regarded as a spurious echo. Finally , 
data for each positively identified echo are stored as '0-
files' on hard disc in the VAX-11/730, where it is accessible 
to the computer programs described in the following two 
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chaplers. The dala include, for each echo: Dale and liae of 
occurrence, aaplilude, duralion above the predeterained 
aaplilude lhreshold, aziaulh, and allilude. Inforaalion on 
the drift velocity of the train is also included, but is not 
utilized in lhis lhesis. Echo direclions which could nol be 
resolved wilh certainty have baen ter.ad 'aabiguous'. 
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4-2: Eapirical verification of the antenna pattern 
One of the aims of the work described in this thesis is to 
improve upon the method of Morton & Jones (1982) for plotting 
meteor radiant maps , by eliminating the astigmatism present 
there. The results are presented in Chapter 6. Briefly, each 
meteor echo needs to be correctly weighted in accordance with 
the beam sensitivity in the echo direction. It is obvious 
that first the beam pattern must be known before the 
appropriate weighting can be deduced. We therefore decided to 
check the predictions of equations (4.1) and (4.2) 
empirically. 
The sky was first divided into 432 direction bins in which Pw 
was assumed to be constant, IS' in azimuth by 5' in altitude. 
A curve of the distribution of echo amplitudes was then 
plotted for each bin, and compared with that for the most 
sensitive bin. The Fortran program AMPBIN was written for 
this purpose, and is listed in Appendix 1. The procedure 
for determining Pw from these curves may be understood with 
reference to the schematic amplitude distribution profiles 
shown in Fig. 4-6. The dashed Curves show, on logarithmic 
scales, the form of the dependence of N, the total number of 
echoes observed in a bin as a function of A, the echo 
amplitude for (a) the bin at the most sensitive part of the 
beam (Pw = 1) and (b) a less sensitive bin (Pw ( 1). 
N for any bin is proportional to the meteoroid flux producing 
echoes in that bin, S(a.). Starting from equation (3.23) with 
a. = a/(cosX>, where <cosX> is an average value of cosX for 
meteors observed in any bin, we obtain 
. <cOSX>S-l 
N = K as 1 ... (4.3) 
where K is a positive constant. For the case of underdense 
echoes, a in the denominator of (4.3) is proportional to A. 
For overdense echoes it is proportional to A4. Substitution 
leads to two e~pressions: 
underdense echoes: N K' 1 •.• (4.4) = ---AS-l 
and 
N K" 1 = ... (4.5). AJ4(S 1> overdense echoes: 
Once these have been written in the straight line form, we 
have the following equations for the amplitude distribution 
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of spec ular meteor echoes in the under- and overdense 
regimes, respectively: 
log N = log K' - (s-I)log A ••• (4.6) 
log N = log K" - 4(s-I)log A •.. (4. 7l • 
The shallow and steep asymptotes in Fig. 4-6 are given by 
equations (4.6) and (4.7) respectively. The 'knees' of curves 
(a) and (b) in this diagram occur at the threshold amplitudes 
AT and AT' respectively, which correspond to the transition 
line density (aT) marking the boundary between the under- and 
overdense echo types . 
Due to the fact that echoes in the transition region between 
the under- and overdense regimes are hybrids of both echo 
types, the change from echoes whose character is 
predominantly underdense to echoes which are primarily 
overdense is a gradual one, giving rise to real amplitude 
distribution profiles of the form shown by the broken curves 
in Fig. 4-6. Consequently the 'knees' of the broken curves 
are not sharp discontinuities in the slope. 
It has been mentioned in the above that the curves (a) and 
(b) are associated with the most sensitive, and a less 
sensitive bin, respectively. The differences between them may 
be understood from the foregoing considerations. If we move 
from the most sensitive to the less sensitive bin, the 
minimum detectable line density increases (ap > ape), and the 
small meteors which are Just above the detection threshold in 
the most sensitive bin can no longer be detected. If the 
meteoroid fluxes associated with the echoes detected in each 
of the bins are identical, then fewer meteors will be 
detected in this bin . This has the effect of shifting curve 
(b) downwards with respect to (a). A meteor of a given size 
(of line density aT, say) will give rise to a smaller 
amplitude echo (AT') in this bin, displacing curve (b) to the 
left of (a). 
For the purpose of establishing the antenna pattern, the 
vertical shift of the profile is of no consequence since 
e(a.), and (cosX>, may be different for different bins. The 
horizontal shift, however, is important. In both the over-
and underdense regimes, the echo amplitude for a given a is 
proportional to Pw as given by equation (4.2). The amplitude 
is also proportional to an (n = 1 for under- and n = ~ for 
overdense echoes). Hence we can write the general expression 
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· .. (4.8) 
where c is a positive constant. At the transition line 
density (aT) , equation (4 . 8) becomes 
· .. (4.9) 
for the beam centre (where Pw = 1). For a less sensitive 
sensitive bin, expression (4 . 8) becomes 
. .. (4.10). 
where AT' is the echo amplitude associated with aT in that 
bin . Dividing (4 . 9) by (4 . 10) gives 
... (4.11), 
from which the following expression is easily derived: 
log Pw = -4 log AT · . . (4 . 12) 
where 4 log AT is the horizontal shift of the 'knee' of an 
amplitude distribution profile for a bin of a given 
sensitivity relative to the 'knee' of the profile 
corresponding to the most sensitive bin. 
In Fig. 4-8 actual profiles, using data aquired over several 
months, for (a) the most sensitive bin (central (Az,Alt) 
coordinates (97.5',57.5'» and (b) a less sensitive bin have 
been reproduced. Although the exact positions of the 'knees' 
are not sharply defined, it was nevertheless possible to 
correctly dispose any of the curves relative to that for the 
most sen s itive bin, by superimposing the plots on a light 
table and shifting the upper curve until it matched the lower 
one. Errors in the horizontal shift were estimated by 
considering the best and the worst match between the two 
curves. The magnitude of this shift was taken as the relative 
lateral displacement of the origins of the two graphs. 
Once these measurements had been made for all the bins, and 
equation (4.12) invoked to compute Pw for each bin, a graph 
of Pw as a function of altitude was plotted for each of the 
24 azimuth bins shown in Fig 4-7 . On the assumption that the 
antenna pattern is symmetric with respect to inversion 
through the origin, these graphs were grouped into six sets 
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containing four equivalent azimuth bins each. For example, 
set 1 contained graphs for the azimuth bins 1, 12, 13, 24; 
set 2 graphs of bins 2, 11, 14, 23; etc .. The four individual 
curves of each set were then superimposed and the best 
average of the plots was estimated and drawn in by hand. The 
final result of this process was six curves, each 
representing four equivalent azimuth bins, of Pw as a 
function of altitude. 
Such curves (solid lines) are compared with their theoretical 
counterparts (dashed lines) after equation (4.2), in Fig. 4-9. 
The solid curves have been plotted over the altitude 
range 20 0 to 70 0 only. Echo directions lying outside of this 
range were either spurious, or largely the result of non-
specular reflection. The amplitude distribution of such 
echoes does not follow the profile described by the relations 
(4.6) and (4.7), and is therefore not suitable for the 
determination of Pw. For bins where the total echo count was 
lowest, the profiles are of poor quality. The quality 
improves progressively from due north (and south) where the 
bins of lowest sensitivity are located, through to due east 
(and west) where the bins of highest sensitivity are 
situated. The trend is reflected by the degree of similarity 
between the solid and dashed curves (Fig. 4-9) of Pw versus 
altitude. Curve (a) shows this for the azimuth bins due north 
and south (bins 1, 12, 13, 24, data of poor quality); curve 
(b) for bins located midway between the north-south meridian 
and the east-west line (bins 3, 10, 15, 22, data of 
intermediate quality); and curve (c) for bins located due 
east and west (bins 6, 7, 18, 19, data of highest quality). 
The solid curves of plots (d) and (e) are averages over two 
bins instead of four. They represent the two most sensitive 
easterley azimuth bins (6 and 7) and the two most sensitive 
westerley bins (18 and 19), respectively. From these two 
plots, the east beam appears to be less sensitive than its 
westerley counterpart below approximately a ; 500 , but 
slightly more sensitive above this altitude. In relation to 
the error bars this difference is not considered significant, 
and the combined data of four equivalent bins have been 
adopted for use. In Chapter 5 it is confirmed that the east 
and west beams are of similar sensitivity; Fig. 5-13 (a) and 
(b) show that, for the strong Delta-Aquarid radiant, shower 
rates. were symmetrical with respect to transi l. 
For the .azimuth bins where sufficiently good data for the 
amplitude distribution plots could be obtained, the agreement 
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between the solid and dashed curves (Fig. 4-9) was good. 
Plots (b) - (e) illustrate this. Although this was not the 
case for the bins of low sensitivity (plot (a)), it was 
assumed that, if data of suitably high quality were available 
for such bins, the agreement would be observed for all 
azimuths. The theoretical antenna pattern as given by 
equation (4.2) and plotted in Fig. 4-4, was therefore assumed 
to be valid over all azimuths and altitudes and was adopted 
for use in the calculation of the detection probability of 
echoes in different parts of the beam. 
What is meant by the 'detection probability' may be 
understood with reference to Fig. 4-10. This shows the 
analytical function which was fitted to the amplitude 
distribution profile for the most sensitive bin (Fig. 4-
8 (a)). The ordinate represents, on a logarithmic scale, the 
total number of echoes in this bin normalized to a maximum 
value of unity. We have called this quantity p, the 
'detection probability'. On the abscissa, log Pw (related to 
A log AT by equation (4.12)) has been plotted. The equation 
describing the curve is given by 
log p = -5.70 + [32 . 49 - 57.76 {log Pw)~J~ 2 
Ilog Pwl ~ 0.750 
o ~ p ~ 1 
... (4.13) 
Now, consider a meteor of a given size, and larger than or 
equal to the faintest meteor detectable in the ' most sensitive 
bin (Le. a p > ape). Such a meteor wo,uld of necessity be 
observed if it fell in the most sensitive bin (i.e. p = 1), 
but the probability of detecting the meteor would be less 
than unity if it were to fall in a less sensitive bin. In 
this sense p is a measure of the detection probability, on 
the assumption that plots such as Fig 4-8 (b) for the other 
bins all have a similar shape. Clearly, p must vary according 
to the bin sensitivity Pw. The form of this dependence is 
given by equation (4.13). The radical in this expression 
becomes negative for values of log Pw < 0.750 and hence 
(4.13) is only valid for the parts of the beam where 1.000 > 
Pw > 0.178. It is safe to assume that negligibly few echoes 
will be detected in the remainder of the beam, as is indeed 
supported by Fig. 4-8 (a) where no meteors were observed 
above log A = 2.11 (this corresponds to ~ log A = 0.72 and Pw 
= 0.19). The use of p in devising a method of weighting to 
compensate for the anisotropy of the antenna pattern, is 
discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Chapler 5: A general survey of the Soulhern Heaisphere radar 
meteor rates'. 
5-1: Introduclion 
This subsection contains information of a general nature on the scope of 
the survey, and descriptions of the computer rate programs. The methods 
that were used to detecl shower activity are discussed. All periods 
specified by initial and lerminal dates are inclusive of lhose dates, 
unless otherwise staled. This holds for the presenl and lhe remaining 
chapters of the lhesis. 
Over lhe period 1986 April 25 to 1988 January a survey of radio meteors 
was conducted wilh lhe Grahamslown meteor radar (discussed in Chapter 
4). During 1986 the survey was intermitlent, and spanned lhe following 
dates: April 25 - May 15; July 20 - August 9; Augusl 15 - September 3; 
September 13 - Oclober 4; and October 20 - December 20. These periods of 
observation were chosen to include three major showers: the Eta-Aquarids 
(May), lhe Delta-Aquarids (July) and the Orionids (Oclober). From 1986 
December 22 lhe radar was operated continuously. 
In general meteor activily was monitored for 24 hours per day. In each 
hour observation was generally limited to 40 minules in order lo 
eliminate interference from ionospheric chirp-sounding equipment located 
at the radar site, which was active du r ing the remaining 20 minutes. 
This period of 'out-time' is valid for all the observations unless the 
contrary is indicated. 
Occasionally data caplure was temporarily suspended for two reasons: (I) 
unforseen power failures, and (2) for the sake of calibration procedures 
which were necessary lo ensure that the syslem parameters remained 
constant. TheDe periods seldom exceeded two or three hours. Occasionally 
data were lost due to malfunctioning floppy discs in the data capture 
system or human failings. 
The graphs which are presented in this chapter were produced by a total 
of nine Forb'an computer programs, wl'i tten by the author for the VAX-
11/730 digital minicomputer. A full listing of these programs appears in 
Appendix I at the end of this thesis. They will now be briefly 
described. 
(I) RATE: Two options may be selected. This program either (a) computes 
the all-sky hourly rate of echoes (i) above each of 10 selected 
amplitude thresholds and (ii) whose amplitudes persist above a 
predetermined threshold for longer than 1.8 seconds ('long' echoes); or 
(b) calculates the hourly rate of (i) 'long' echoes and (ii) echoes 
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above the 10 amplitude levels In each of 4J2 direc tion bins, 5- in 
altitude by 15- in azimuth. 
The 'long' echo criterion is not rigorous. Owing to fading effects 
(discussed in Chapter J) and the appearance of multiple reflecting 
points, the amplitudes of persistent echoes may drop below the detection 
threshold, and rise above it again only after 
In this way some persistent echoes may escape 
echoes. 
1.8 seconds has elapsed. 
detection as 'long' 
·To arrive at an hourly rate, the echo count for a particular hour is 
multiplied by a factor F which takes the total 'out-time' during the 
hour into account: 
F = n x 60 
In X 60) - OT 
where OT is the out-time in minutes, and n (the number of hours) serves 
to generalize the expression for time-windows involving more than a 
single hour. These are introduced in later programs. Included in OT is 
any time for which the system was inactive; in addition to the 20 
minutes mentioned above, there were several seconds of out-time during 
the transfer of data by the computer from buffer to memory after every 
echo registration. This amounted to roughly two minutes every hour. 
Program RATE writes data to a 'R-file'. This serves as input for later 
programs. 
(2a) AVRATEI computes the average echo rate for each hour of the day, 
averaged over several days, for echoes above each of the 10 amplitude 
thresholds and for long echoes . AVRATEI is used in conjunction with 
option la) of RATE. The program reads from a R-file and writes to an 'A-
file', which serves as input for later programs. 
(2b) AVRATE2 is a slightly different version of AVRATEI and is used in 
conjunction with option Ib) of RATE . It calculates the average hourly 
rate of echoes above the 10 amplitude thresholds, and of long echoes, in 
each of the 432 azimuth-altitude bins. It also computes the average 
hourly rate of echoes received from the west, and from the east. As for 
the previous program, AVRATE2 reads from a R-file and writes to an A-
file. 
(3) AVPLOT: This program is identical with 12a) , except that instead of 
writing the data to a file, it passes the data to a graph plotter. 
(4) DIFPLOT: This program subtracts an A-file containing non-shower 
average hourly rates Ian assumed sporadic meteor background) from an A-
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file containing data taken over the day/days of maximum activity of a 
particular shower. This difference is the shower-only average hourly 
rate as a function of SAST. Data are passed to a plotter. 
(5) EASTWEST: Two options may be selected. This program either (a) plots 
a graph of the difference between the average hourly west and east 
rates, or (b) superimposes curves of the sverage hourly west rate and 
the average hourly east rate on the same set of axes . Only option (b) 
has been used in this chapter. EASTWEST reads from an R-file. 
(6) OWL arrives at a shower-only average hourly rate in the same way as 
program (4). It then superimposes on this rate curve a theoretical 
shower rate curve normalized to a maximum value of unity, ~hich is 
computed according to the theory described in section (3-4). This 
facilitates a comparison between the observed and predicted diurnal 
variation of the shower rate. 
(7) ECHOPLOT: The idea behind this program was to detect any clustering 
of the reflection points along the imaginary echo line during strong 
shower activity. ECHOPLOT maps the distribution of reflecting points 
onto an echo surface at an assumed height of 95 km. The reflection 
points are those associated with unambiguous echoes (see section (4-1» 
which have occurred within two time-windows of variable length, usually 
chosen to lie symmetrically about the transit time of a particular 
shower radiant. The time-windows are shifted earlier by 4 minutes every 
day, since this corresponds to the daily shift in the transit time of 
any radiant. Pollution from non-shower meteors may be reduced, 
optionally, by eliminating positive-azimuth echoes which occur during 
the time-windo~ prior to transit (when the echo line intersects the west 
beam) and negative-azimuth echoes which occur after transit . ECHOPLOT 
reads data from O-files (see Chapter 4). 
(8) NEWPEAK1 plots a graph of the shower-only average hourly rate as a 
function of day number. Data are taken over two time-windows of variable 
length, which are shifted 4 minutes earlier each day. These are usually 
chosen to lie symmetrically about radiant transit. An assumed sporadic 
background is subtracted out. 
For the showers of southern declination where the diurnal activity 
manifests as two peaks, data for one of the pair were occasionally lost 
due to power failures. However a realistic hourly rate could still be 
obtained by averaging over the time-window for which full data were 
collected. Thus the operator may optionally choose a 'rejection 
parameter', R: if the echo count in one time-window is less than that in 
the remaining window by the factor R, the program ignores the data of 
the first windo~. As in program (1), the number of echo registrations is 
multiplied by a factor F in orde~ to arrive at an hourly rate. NEWPEAKI 
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reads data from O-files. 
(9) NEWPEAK2 was written with the weaker showers in mind. It is similar 
to NEWPEAKI but '"ith two important differences: (a) no assumed 
background is subtrac ted out, and (b) e choes a r e discriminated against 
on the basis of their directions of arrival. The program plots a graph 
of the normalized daily average hourly rate of 'shower' echoes which are 
associated with radiants contained within a variable sky-window. In this 
definition 'shower' e c hoes are those which satisfy the specular 
reflection condition to within 1.25°. The size of this square of sky may 
be varied between 1 and 20°, and the window is usually placed so as to 
cover the area of known shower radiant activity. This program has the 
advantage over (8) that no assumptions are made about bac kground rates. 
nata are read from O-files. 
These nine programs were us ed to obtain rate profiles f or the sporadic 
background, and twenty annually recu r rent minor and major streams whi c h 
are accessible it'OM the Grahams t own radar. Streams with r adiants south 
of 0 = +37 0 fall into this category . Searches for showers which are not 
regular annual events, but whose appearance during 1987 was predicted, 
were conducted, one during April and the other during October . The 
correspond i ng streams are the Puppids and Epsilon Geminids, 
respecti ve 1 y. 
It would have been a worthwhile exercise to evaluate the variation of 
the mass distribution index s with solar l ongitude, from the shallow and 
the steep asymptotes of amplitude distribution profiles as shown in Fig. 
4-6. The corresponding slopes are -(s-I) and -4 (s-1) , respectivel y (see 
equations (4.6) and (4.7)). However, the data on which the profiles 
illustrated in Fig. 4-8 a,' e based we r e accumulated over several months, 
and the amount of data for a single day of observation would not give an 
amplitude distribution profile sufficiently well defined for meaningful 
determination of asymptotes. For this reason an evaluation of the mass 
distribution index was not attempted. 
In the remainder of this chapter we present and disc uss the results of 
our rate survey. Broken lines generally indicate mi s sing data, unless 
the contrary is stated. All error bars are standard deviations based on 
the number of echoes represented by each data point , and represent 70Y. 
confidence limi t s. 
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5-2: The sporadic .ateor background. 
Fig. 5-1 (A) to (S) shows the diurnal variation in the observed hourly 
echo rates averaged over a week, for each month of the survey. Dates 
near the 20th of each month were chosen, in order that average rates for 
the weeks at the two equinoxes could be obtained. The graphs have baen 
grouped in two complimentary sets, (a) and (b). Set (a) shows the all-
sky average hourly rate for every month, and (b) curves of the average 
west (solid lines) and east rates (broken lines) for the same dates. The 
following features are evident from Fig. 5-1. 
~ The overall level of activity dropped from 1986 to 1981. The diurnal 
maxima during 1987 were consistently between 15 and 30X down on the 
maxiaum rates for the corresponding aonths of the previous year (see 
also Fig 5-3). In spite of this decrease in the overall echo rate, there 
is a striking similarity between the shapes of the rate curves of 
corresponding aonths over the two years. This similarity is greater than 
that between the curves of adjacent months. This was also the finding of 
Keay & Ellyett (1969), in a survey conducted froa Christchurch New 
Zealand (430 S), over the periods 1960-61 and 1963-65. From this one can 
infer that the distribution of meteoroids along the earth's orbit does 
not undergo large fluctuations from year to year. It is more likely that 
the lower rates during 1987 were the result of the variation of the 
atmospheric density gradient at aeteor ablation heights over the solar 
cycle. The way in which fluctuations in the atmospheric scale height 
affect the observed rate has been discussed in section (3-6). 
(2) The tiaes of day when meteor rates reached their extreme values 
varied from month to month. This inforaation is displayed in a different 
way in Fig. 5-2, from which it is evident that the tias of diurnal 
miniaum varied by as much as 4 hours, froa 16h30 (Hay 1987) to 20h30 
(November 1986). The observed evening miniaum is to be expected; the 
orbital velocities of the earth and the intercepted aeteoroids add 
vectorially, with the result that the radar site is effectively shielded 
froa the bulk of the meteoroids being swept up by the earth, when the 
antapex is in transit at roughly 18h daily. Only (a) those meteoroids 
travelling in the direction of the apex and which are able to overtake 
the earth, and (b) those with high orbital inclinations, will be 
observed. The low geocentric velocities of group (a) means that their 
ionizing efficiency is low, and hence so is their detectability. 
Although most aeteoroid orbits are concentrated within IS' of the 
9~liptio, it has been established that a proportion of meteoroids with 
highly inclined orbits (i = 60°) does exist (Davies & Gill, 1960; 
Baldwin & Kaiser, 1965). 
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Diurnal maxima were observed as early as 02h30 (October 1987) and as 
late as 08h30 (January 1987, September 1986). Several of the curves 
display double maxima (April,September, October 1986; February, 
April,Hay, September, October 1987), and most show a secondary peak 
before midnight. In general the rate rose gently before aidnight, and 
somewhat more sharply afterwards to a broad maximum lasting several 
,hours. Activity would start to decline rapidly, before noon. The dawn 
maximum is explained by remeabering that the dawn side of the earth is 
most exposed to the influx of meteoroids. These have high encounter 
velocities and readily create trains of high electron density. The exact 
time of the diurnal peak is governed by fine structure in the sporadic 
radiant distribution. This may be expected to fluctuate throughout the 
year. 
(3) The magnitudes of the diurnal maxima (Fig. 5-3) were subject to 
large changes from month to month. Fig. 5-3 shows that the form of the 
variation was roughly sinusoidal, peaking during the autumn months 
(April, Hay) and reaching a minimum in spring (September). The maximum 
is displaced by a month relative to the Harch ('vernal') equinox while 
the minimum coincides with the Septeaber equinox. This supports the 
findings of Keay & Ellyett (1969). 
The origin of this sinusoidal variation lies in lwo faclors: (a) lhe 
lilt of the earth's polar axis in relation to the direction of its 
orbital motion, and (b) the fluctuation in the spatial density of 
meteoroids in the vicinity of the earth throughout the year. Factor (a) 
results in the sinusoidal variation, with an annual periodicily, of the 
declination of the apex, which attains its lowest value each year (( = -
23.4°) at the 'vernal' equinox (roughly Harch 21), and its highest value 
(of = +23.4 0 ) on roughly Septeaber 22. All apparent sporadic radiants 
,( 1. e. radiants .observed from the earth) are attracted towards the apex, 
and there is a strong observational selection in favour of meteors 
incident from near the apex, as we have already indicated. One would 
thus expect, in the absence of factor (b), to observe the highest rates 
during Harch. Conversely, the lowest rates are expected during 
September, when the observing location is most effectively shielded froa 
the incident flux. From Fig . 5-1(Ja) and Fig. 5-1(Pa) it is evident that 
the average diurnal maximum in Harch was greater than that in September 
by some 701., during 1987. In the Northern Hemisphere the situation is 
the reverse. Factor (bJ distorts the sinusoid. The distribution of 
meteoroids ahout the earth's orhit varies, and it has been shown that 
the spalial densily in the vicinily of the earth is at its maxiaum 
during lhe second half of lhe year (Keay, 1963). 
(4) From the curves of Fig. 5-1 set (b) il is evident that lhere was a 
regular diurnal variation in the preponderance of observed echo 
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directiong. In general, the rate of wegt echoeg climbed gteeply after 
ISh from alaost zero to a broad daily aaximua between 02h and OSh, after 
which it declined rapidly to form a broad ainimua which lasted froa 
early afternoon until roughly ISh. Occasionally the aaxiaua was a sharp 
peak, and in most cages a secondary aaximum .was obgerved ghortly before 
midnight. 
Froa the symaetry of the east and west antenna beaas and the geometry of 
reflection, one would expect that, for a given distribution of sporadic 
radiants, any graphical feature due to the west beaa would be reproduced 
in reverse several hours later due to the east beaa. The curves of the 
east rate generally did aiaick those of the west rate, being shifted 8 
to 10 hours relative to the latter. In general the east rate had a broad 
aaxiaua consisting of several peaks and lasting froa roughly 02h to 16h. 
As a rule virtually no meteors were observed in the east between 16h and 
02h, after which the numbers increased abruptly. The fact that ainor 
irregularities in the west rate were not rigorously reproduced in the 
east rate, is probably attributable atmospheric effects, and possibly 
also fine structure in the sporadic radiant digtribution. 
The general shape of these curves can be explained by considering the 
aotion of the apex on any particular day. For the sake of siaple 
illustration we choose March 22, when the apex coordinates are (270°,-
23°), and at apex transit (06hOO) the intersection of the ecliptic with 
the celestial sphere is syametrical with respect to the north-south 
aeridian. Because apparent radiants tend to cluster around the apex, 
most sporadic meteors appear to radiate froa an elongated, diffuse 
radiant with the apex at its centre. It is reasonable to assuae that the 
breadth of this radiant is soae 30° in declination, and for the purposes 
·of this explanation we shall guess that its length is soae 45° in 
ecliptic longitude. Let RI and R2 be two hypothetical point radiants, 
located on the ecliptic and at either extreae of this region of sky, 
with coordinates RI: (247 0 ) and R2:(293°). The echo rate froa any radiant 
in the vicinity of the ecliptic, near dawn during the first half of the 
year, varies approxiaately as shown in Fig 4-6(a); echoes are received 
from the west beam between 6 and I hours before transit, and froa the 
eagt beam between I and 6 hours after transit. The extreaa of our broad 
radiant, aarked by RI and R2, transit at 04h30 and 07h30, respectively. 
In the west beaa, echoes due to RI will be observed froa 22h30 to 
03h30, and and echoes due to R2 froa 0lh30 to 06h30. Rl will produce 
echoes in the east beaa from 05h30 to IOh30, and R2 fro a 08h30 to 13h30. 
Thus for a linear ecliptic radiant 450 in right ascension and centred on 
the apex, echoes froa the west are expected from roughly 22h30 to 06h30, 
and froa the east between 05h30 and 13h30. This is a plausible 
explanation for the shapes of the solid and broken curves for March 
1987, as shown in Fig. 5-I(J-b). In view of the diffuseness of the 
radiant in the apex, which wag ignored in our linear 'aodel', the high 
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wesl rale afler 06h30 is nol a significanl deparlure froa prediclion. 
The above explanalion applies equally lo any of lhe curves of Fig. 5-1 
sel (b), allhough one should bear in aind lhat the declination of the 
apex varies seasonally. 
IS) A furlher difference belween the easl and wesl rates is lhat lhe 
west rale frequently allained a higher diurnal aaxiaua than the east 
rale. This phenoaenon was observed consislenlly, so lhal it is not 
.likely lo be associaled with rapid fluctuations in sporadic aateor 
activity. Since the sensitivities of the east and west lobes of the beaa 
are siailar (see section 4-2), we sttribute the phenoaenon to a change 
in D-region absorption. In aany of the graphs the west rate peaks during 
the hours of darkness, while lhe east rate aaxiaizes afler sunrise at 
lhe echo surface (eg. Fig. 5-1 (Bb), <Db), ([b), (Fb), (Kb), (Mb), (Pb), 
(Qb». Studies have shown that D-region effects aay significantly reduce 
the radio echo rate during the daylight hours (Baldwin & Kaiser, 1965). 
Fig 5-1: The diagrams have been arranged in two 
c.omplimenta.'y "ets: !let (a) and set. (b). Graphs (Aa) to 
(Sa) (Le. set (a» show the diurnal variation of the 
h.ourly echo rates fu" each munth .of the !lurvey. Each data 
point represents the mean for that hour, taken over 
appreximately a week. Graphs (Ab) te (Sb) shew the diurnal 
variation of the west and the east rates, averaged over the 
cerresponding dates. The average rate .of echees from the 
west is indicated by solid lines , while that from the 
east is shown by broken lines. 
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Fig. 5-2: Monthly variation of the time of diurnal minimum . 
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5-3: The major showers. 
From Grahamgtown four major annual .showe:t:~5 are visible. Two of these, 
the Eta-Aquarids (May) and the Orionids (October), are associated with 
comet Halley. Members of th" Geminid stream (December) al'e believed to 
be offspring of the asteroid 3200 Phaeton; and the remaining stream, the 
Delta-Aquarids (July), have no known parent body. For each major stream 
a list of the associated diagrams, dates over which the sporadic 
background was averaged, plotting programs, and program parameters is 
given in Table 5-1. 
In this section the figures are numbered according to the order in 
which the showers make their annual appearance. The showers are not, 
however, discussed in this order; the two genetically related showers, 
the Eta-Aquarids and the Orionids, are discussed jointly although they 
occur before and after the ,-Aquarid shower, respectively . 
We define the shower 'half-width' to be the number of days separating 
the half-maximum points on the shower rate/day curve. On this basis the 
widths of various streams have been estimated. 
The Eta-Aquarids and the Orionids 
Membe.'s of the Halley stream are among the fastest shower meteors. 
Velocities of 65.5 and 66.4 km S-l have been measured for the Eta-
Aquarids and the Orionids, respectively. Visual observations of the 
showers were made as early as 74 Be and 288 AD, respectively, and early 
astronomers noted spectacular returns of the latter during 443, 466, and 
530 AD. 
The main conclusions of several recent surveys of the showers have been 
summarized by McIntosh and Hajduk (1983). According to these workers: 
Both showers appear to be active for 14 days. The periods of activity 
are placed at 370 ( A ( 51 0 for the Eta-Aquarids and 2020 < A < 2160 for 
the Orionids (A is used here to denote solar longitude). 75% of the 
observed maxima fall within narrow central zones at 42.5° ( A < 470 and 
206 0 < A ( 210 0 , respectively, centred at 450 and 208°. The activity 
curve is flat in these zones and the centre is marked by a small dip. 
Secondary maxima occur at longitudes 380 and 500 , and 2030 and 215°.The 
positions of the maxima drift with respect to solar longitude; for the 
Eta-Aquarids, the average annual drift is 0.300 - 0.75D , and for the 
Orionids 0.420 - 0.92°. The maximum shower rates fluctuate from year to 
year, for both showers, with no definite periodicity. Annual variations 
in the activity of one of the showers bear no relation to the activity 
of the other shower, neither during the same year, nor consecutive 
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years. A correlation between years of minimum Orionid activity and 
Jupiter's 12 year orbital period exists. No such relationship is evident 
for the Eta-Aquarids. The flux of larger particles (corresponding to 
persistent echoes) is relatively stable, but large annual variations in 
the average echo rate are caused by a highly variable flux of smaller 
particles. This was inferred from the relative proportion of enduring 
shower echoes (f > I s), from year to year. Eta-Aquarid meteors produce 
a greater proportion of long echoes than Orionid meteors; however, 
because of atmospheric effects on long echoes, the discrepancy of 3.5 
hours between the transit times of the showers introduces some 
uncertainty as to whether this indicates any real difference in the 
proportion of larger particles in the two showers. 
Eta-Aquarids, 1986: From Fig. 5-4(a) the following features are evident: 
The broad central zone of activity which extended from roughly April 30 
(39°) to May II (510), was slightly asymmetrical about a sharp maximum 
at May 6 (450), when the average shower rate ( 25 hr- 1 ) was roughly 
twice that on the days immediately prior to and after the peak. The 
half-width of about 4 days was bounded by half-maximum points at May 4 
(43~0) and May 8 (47~0). Three secondary maxima were observed, before 
(April 26,36'), during (May 2, 41~'), snd after (May 14,53') the main 
period of activity. 
Eta-Aquarids, 1987: Fig 5-4 (b) shows that during 1987 the main period of 
activity lasted from roughly April 28 (370) to May 19 (57.5°), peaking 
sharply on May 7 (46°, average rate 38 hr- 1 ). The half-maximum points 
at roughly May 5 (44~0) and May 9 (48~0) give a half-width of 4 days. 
Eight possible secondary maxima were observed . One of these (April 24, 
340) occurred before the central zone of activity, four (May I, 40~0; 
May 13, 51°; May 16, 54°; May 18, 570) are located within this region, 
and the remaining three are placed much later (May 23, 61~0; May 25, 
640; May 30, 690). However, only one of these secondary peaks (at May 
30, 690) appears in Fig. 5-5, which covers the same observing period as 
Fig. 5-4 (b) but is a more sensitive measure of radiant activity. This 
suggests that the remaining secondary peaks displayed by Fig. 5-4 (b) 
may be the result of our low echo rate, and if so, are spurious. From 
Fig. 5-5 additional local maxima at May 3 (42° ), May 12 (51°), May 
14(530 ) and May 26 (64.5°) are evident, and this figure suggests a half-
width of 6 days, from May 4 (43~0) until May 10 (490). The equivalent of 
Fig . 5-5 could not be plotted for the 1986 Eta-Aquarids because 
direction finding was faulty. 
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A comparison of the (a) and (b) graphs of Figs. 5-4 and 5-7 suggests a 
stronger return of the shower in 1987; in that year the diurnal shower 
rate at maximum peaked at 62 hr-', whereas the corresponding rate for 
1986 was 32 hr-'. However no conclusions concerning the relative fluxes 
of sho wer meteors during the two years may be drawn from these 
comparisons. The reason for this is that the sporadic background for the 
1986 data was averaged over dates which were not sufficiently displaced 
relative to the maximum, and thus contained a proportion of shower 
meteors. The 1987 sporadic rates were more realistic. A comparison of 
Figs. 5-6(a) and (b), does, however, indicate that the 1987 shower rates 
were up on those of the previous year, in view of the fact that a trend 
towards lower sporadic activ ity during 1987 has been noticed (see 
section 5-2). Figs. 5-6(a) and (b) show a diurnal peak in the total 
hourly rate of 83 hr-' for 1986 and 114 hr-' for 1987, at maximum. 
The observed diurnal shower rate profile was found to agree with the 
predicted one within error bar limits, for both years (Figs. 5-8(a) and 
(b». In each case the observed profile is asymmetrical about transit 
(07h40 SAST) , although the asymmetry in (b) is the reverse of that in 
(a). This difference is not significant in view of the size of the error 
bars. 
Orionids, 1986: Unfortunately the 1986 Orionid survey was started after 
the shower was already in evidence. In that year the shower peaked on 
October 15 (201'), displayed secondary maxima at 205',209' and 212', 
and lasted until roughly November 2 (219'). An additional local maximum 
occurred after the main active period, at November 13 (230~'). All this 
is evident from Fig. 5-16(a) . The half-width could not be determined, 
although the shower dropped below half its maximum strength near October 
27 (213~0). Orionid activity was not strong enough to contrast sharply 
with the sporadic background, as shown in Fig. 5-15 for the 1987 return 
of the shower. This is a result of the northern declination of the 
radiant (0 = +170 ), which is not favourably placed for observations of 
the shower from southern latitudes. However, the activity profile has 
been enhanced by counting only specular 'shower' meteors (where the 
meaning of 'shower' meteors is as defined in section 5-1). This is 
illustrated by the series of three graphs (b), (c) and (d) in Fig. 5-16, 
for the 1987 Orionids: as the sky-window is made smaller and smaller, 
thereby increasingly reducing the degree of contamination of the rate 
profile by non-shower echoes, the peak due to Orionid meteors improves 
its definiti on. 
Orionids, 1987: From Fig. 5-16 (d) the following features are evident : 
Activity lasted from roughly October 7 (193') until November 3 (220'), 
and reached its maximum between October 21 (207') and October 23 (209'). 
The maximum has a small dip at the centre which is of doubtful 
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significance. The half - width was 14 days, between October 15 (201') and 
Octobe r 29 (215'). Five possible secondary maxima were observed, one 
before (October 4, 19012') , three !October 16, 18, 29; 202', 204', 215') 
during, and two (November 6, 9; 223', 226') after the central active 
period. 
A comparison of Fig. 5-17 (a) and (b) shows that the shower was of 
roughly the same strength in both 1986 and 1987; in both cases the 
diurnal average shower rate near maximum peaked at 12 hr-'. From Fig. 5-
18 (a) and (b) it may be seen that for both years the observed diurnal 
rate curve agrees roughly with the theoretical prediction. The agreement 
is more approximate than for the Eta-Aquarid shower on account of the 
low echo rates. 
Discussion 
The observational evidence provided by the results of our survey will 
now be discussed in the light of the recent shell model for the 
structure of t.he Halley st.ream, P"oposed by Mclnt.osh & Hajduk (1983). 
From our data, the following facts emerge: 
~ The two showers are not. of equal length, and neither of them lasts 
14 days, as suggested by the above authors (1983). During 1987 the 
Orionids were in evidence for slightly longer (26 days) than the Eta-
Aquarids (21 days) : The duration of the 1986 Orionids could not be 
established because the survey was started too late. The duration of the 
1986 Eta-Aquarids (12 days) is unreliable because of the problem 
(discussed above) with sporadic background rates for that shower . 
McIntosh & Hajduk (1983) have pointed out that the meteor stream does 
not correspond very precisely with the comet orbit. The earth's closest 
approach to the comet orbit in October is 0.154 AU, and 0.065 AU in May. 
If the meteor stream were a toroid centred on the comet orbit, t.he Eta-
Aquarids would be expect.ed to be much broader than the Orionids. From 
our data the reverse is true, suggesting that there is some flaw in the 
toroidal model. 
~ During both years the Eta-Aquarid maxima occurred within the central 
zone specified by these authors. However they were sharp, rat.her than 
flat with a central dip. Possible secondary maxima (at. 36 0 and 530 , 
1986; 51 0 and 53 0 , 1987) whi c h were located within 30 of those list.ed by 
McIntosh & Hajduk (at 38 0 and 50 0 ), occurred in both years, as well as 
other minor peaks which stood separat.e from the broad cent.ral region of 
activit.y, but which these authors do not mention . 
The 1986 Orionid peak (201 0 ) was observed well before the central zone 
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specified by McIntosh & Hajduk (1983) . Its shape could not be 
ascertained. Two of the three secondary maxima (at 2 1 2~0 and 205~0) 
observed after the 1986 peak were within 30 of that quoted by the above 
authors (2150 and 2030 ) . The 1987 Orionid peak was fairly flat with a 
possible central dip, and extended over solar longitudes in agreement 
with those given by these authors. Three of the local aaxi aa observed in 
that year (at 2020 , 2040 and 2150) fall within 10 of those cited by 
McIntosh & Hajduk (1983). 
These observations of the showers suggest that the Halley stream 
consists of a broad . central belt of particles with a high dens i ty core, 
accoapanied on either side by side-belts of lower density. The points 
of 75Y. aaxi aum activity are separated by -1 day at the May (Fig 5-5) 
and - 4 days at the October intersection (Fig 5-16 (d», and the 
respective half-widths are -5 and -14 days. The earth's 
orbit intersects the coaetary orbit at an angle of 44 0 and thus the 
thickness of the main belt , corresponding to the distance between the 
points of half the maxi mua particle nuaber density, is roughly 0.06 AU 
at the May intersection and 0.17 AU at the October intersection of the 
stream. The respective thicknesses of the denser core, corresponding to 
the separation between ·the points of 75Y. aaximum activity, are 0.012 AU 
and 0. 048 AU. 
There appear to have been four side belts at the 1987 October 
intersection, at 188°, 190~0, 223° and 226', and at least one, at 230~', 
at the 1986 October intersection. The three secondary aaxi ma which 
occurred within the central region during the 1987 intersection of the 
stream may indicate filaments of higher density within the aain belt. A 
.similar conclusion aay be drawn froa the local maxiaa which were present 
in the central zone during October 1987. During 1987 May, four side 
belts may have been present, at 34°, 61~0, 64.5° and 69°, and two during 
May 1986 at 36° and 53'. Higher density filaments, corresponding to the 
remaining secondary peaks , appear to have been present within the broad 
belt during both May 1986 and May 1987. 
The above features point to fine structure in the stream , and cannot 
easily be explained if the stream is assuaed to have a circular cross-
section. McIntosh & Hajduk (1983) first hypothesized a filaaentary aodel 
of the stream in order to account for the observational features 
aentioned at the beginning of section 5-3. Clearly similar features have 
been evident froa our own data. According to their aodel, the particle 
belt responsible for the central activity of the showers i s oriented 
perpendicular to the plane of the comet orbit, and is 0.044 AU thick 
aeasured in that plane. A possible mechanisa for the for aation of such a 
belt, and its subsequent thickening, is explained in their paper . 
(ll Changes in the positions of aaxi aua activity, and the secondary 
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maxima, from 1986 to 1987 were observed. For both showers the overall 
maximum occurred later in 1987 than in the previous year. In general, 
the secondary peaks were observed at different longitudes from one year 
to the next. To the extent that the local peaks are real, these 
differences are Indicative of a dynamically varying filamentary stream 
structure. Only the local maximum at 53' was observed in both years. The 
average annual shift in the maxima cannot be determined from only two 
years of data. 
~ The changes in the overall level of shower activity from one year to 
the next reflect changes in the spatial density of the stream along the 
cometary orbit. There was no correlation between the Eta-Aquarid 
activity which varied, and the Orionid activity which remained much the 
same during both years. This is in accordance with the observation made 
by McIntosh & Hajduk (1983). 
IS) For both years, the proportion of long-duration echoes during the 
Eta-Aquarid period was greater than that during the Orionids. This fact 
is evident from a comparison of Fig. 5-23 (a) and (cl, and Fig. 5-23 (b) 
and (d). This difference may not indicate the relative proportion of 
large particles in these showers, as it can be explained by the sunrise 
effect (McIntosh & Hajduk, 1977): The Orionid radiant transits at 
Grahamstown in relative darkness (at 04h30), as opposed to the Eta-
Aquarid radiant (07h40), which transits after sunrise at the 95 km echo-
surface. These authors have ascribed the higher proportion of long 
echoes during the daytime to a decrease in electron loss processes 
during the daylight hours. 
The Delta-Aquarids 
According to Weiss (1960), the limits of detectability for this shower 
are July 20 and August 14 and the flat maximum is placed between 
longitudes 124' and 125'. The corresponding dates cited elsewhere (eg. 
Ellyett & Roth, 1955; The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Astronomy, 1977) 
fall within the period July 15 to August 15, with the dates of maximum 
activity clustering around July 27 - 28 (roughly 124' < A < 125'). In 
view of the strength of the southern Delta-Aquarid radiant (this shower 
has two radiants, at ~ = -17' and 0'), the stream has received 
surprisingly little attention from investigators. In comparison, the 
remaining three showers dealt with in this section have been well 
documented. This may be result of the unequal distribution of meteor 
radar facilities between the two hemispheres. Members of this stream are 
slower than those of the previous two showers, with measured velocities 
of 41 km sec-'. 
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The shower was observed on two consecutive returns during our survey. 
The following facts emerge from our data: 
i.!!. The 1986 Delta-Aquarids extended over 14 day .. (a .... hown in Fig. · ·5- 9 
(a», from July 23 (120') until August 5 (132'), attaining a rounded 
maximum (64 hr-') on July 27 (124'). The beginning and terminal date .. of 
Fig. 5-9 (a) mark the period for which the radar was operational. The 
sporadic background for this graph wa .. derived from data taken over the 
week August 15 - September 3, .. ince the shower survey was not part of a 
longer continuous run . From the graph it is evident that the .. hower rate 
was non-zero at both July 20 (day 201) and August 9 (day 221), and so 
the shower may have started earlier or terminated later than these 
respective date ... During this part of the survey, reliable echo 
directions were not available . Thus a normalized hourly rate / day curve 
of specular echoes attributed to the radiant proper could not be 
plotted. 
~ Fig. 5-9 (b) shows that in 1987 the shower lasted 17 days from July 
21 (118 0 ) until August 6 (133 0 ), attaining a broad, flat maximum (50 hr-
.) between July 27 (123.50 ) and August 2 (129 0 ). Shower meteors were 
detectable as early as July 17 and as late a .. August 9. A central dip in 
the maximum was observed on July 31 (127 0 ) . In Fig . 5-10, the normalized 
rate of specular echoe .. associated with the radiant started to rise 
above the background level at the dates corresponding to the half-
maximum points in Fig. 5-9 (b) . Fig 5-10 i .. a more sensitive measure of 
radiant activity than the latter, and shows a flat maximum extending 
from July 26 (122.50 ) to July 31 (127 0 ) without the central dip . This 
feature, and also the extent of the maximum indicated by Fig. 5-9 (b), 
may therefore be spurious. The shape of the second half of the shower 
maximum in 1987 has been obscured by the regrettable loss of data. 
(3) Fig. 5-11 (a) and (b) show the diurnal variation of the total hourly 
rate at maximum for 1986 and 1987, respectively. Once the sporadic 
background had been removed, these graphs became Fig. 5-12 (a) and (b), 
respectively, which show that the diurnal shower rate at maximum peaked 
at 61 hr-' in 1986 and 40 hr-' in 1987. This 30Y. decrease corresponds 
to the observed overall decline in sporadic act! vity between the two 
years. We are uncertain to what extent the fall-off is the result of 
sunspot-related atmospheric effects which affect meteor detectability, 
or whether it ·reflects a real variation in the density of the stream 
along its orbit. 
(4) Fig. 5-13 (a) and (b) show that there was remarkable agreement 
between the observed diurnal variation of the shower echo rate at 
maximum, and that predicted due to the .. outhern Delta-Aquarid radiant at 
~ = -170. If the southern and northern radiants were of comparable 
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strength, the observed diurnal rate curve would be a synthesis of Fig. 
4-5 (a) and (b), and it is therefore evident that the southern radiant 
swamps any activity of its northern counterpart. The symmetry of the 
observed rate curves about transit attests to the symmetry between the 
east and west antenna beams, as we have already mentioned in section 4-
2. 
(5) The expected clustering of echo points along echo lines was clearly 
noticeable for this shower. The reflecting points observed over several 
days near the maximum, in two time windows placed at the diurnal maxima 
are plotted in Fig. 5-14 (a). The plac i ng of the time windows was 
decided after consulting Fig. 5-13. The theoretical positions of the 
echo lines at these times have been drawn on a transparency. In 
contrast, the reflecting points of sporadic echoes over a typical day of 
non-shower activity show no such clustering (Fig. 5-14 (b». 
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The Gemlnlds 
This slrong Norlhern Hemisphere shower is regarded as a predictable 
annual event by most meteor aslronomers. Visual rates maximize at about 
60 hr- 1 around DeceMber 14, and visual ob5ervations of the shower span 
the 126 years since the Geminids were first reliably recorded in 1862 
(Fox, Williams & Hughes, 1982). Radar observations of the stream, 
however, extend over roughly the past 40 years. We shall first discuss 
some of the distinctive features of the stream. 
The Geminids are in evidence over the period December 2-15 (Jones & 
Morton, 1982). Values for the shower half-width vary between the 
extremes of 92 ± 5 hours (op. cit.) and 72 hours, reported as the mean 
of two decades of radar observations (McIntosh & Simek, 1980). The half-
width depends on the limiting radio magnitude of the radar system. 
Because the orbit of the Geminid stream does not make a close approach 
to that of Jupiter, gravitational perturbations from this planet are 
expected to be small, and the stream orbit should be stable. 
Nevertheless, measured values of the activity, width and position of the 
maximum are found to vary aperiodically from year to year (op. cit.). 
Jones (1982) has suggested that a stream composed of finer filaments 
would behave in this manner. In view of the comparatively recent 
appearance of the Geminid stream to Earth-bound observers, and the fact 
that no recorded event would have resulted in the formation of a new 
stream near that date, it is likely that gravitational perturbations 
from Jupiter, Venus and Earth have effected changes in the stream orbit 
which have brought it into intersection with that of the earth (Fox, 
Williams & Hughes, 1982). It is unlikely that a shower with this level 
of activity would have escaped attention if it had been present before 
the last century. 
A long-recognized feature of the Geminid activity profile is its 
skewness with respect to solar longitude. Its rise to a maximum is 
generally quasi-exponential, and the fall-off afterwards is much more 
rapid. In an attempt to explain how this skewness arose, Fox, Williams & 
Hughes (1983) used Whipple's (1951) model for the ejection of dust from 
a parent comet to calculate the orbit of each emitted dust particle, and 
deduced a cross-sectional structure for the stream near the descending 
node (where the orbits of the earth and this stream intersect). The 
cross-section is oval, with a dense central bar at an angle of ~25° to 
the semi-major axis. This central bar is due to particles which were 
released near to the descending node of the stream's orbit, and is the 
aause of ~he skew ra~~ profile. The same group (fox e~ al., 1982) has 
suggested that this asymmetry will vary with the epoch of the 
observations, owing to the fact that the stream is 
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being swept past the orbit of the earth by gravitational effects . 
According to these authors (19831, the earth's orbit first began to 
intersect the stream early in the nineteenth century. During these early 
encounters the width remained constant and the activity curve was quasi-
Gaussian . In about 1920 the earth started to cross the central dense 
bar, and the profile became skew. Initially the skewness was biased 
lowards an early maximum (low AI, but this has changed inlo a bias 
loward a late maximum (higher AI. Early in ·lhe twenly-firsl century lhe 
earlh's orbil will no longer inlersecl lhe cenlral bar, and the rat~ 
profile will revert to its original quasi-Gaussian form . Thereafter, 
Geminid meteor activity will diminish until, finally, in the twenly-
second century the orbits of the earth and the stream no longer 
inlersecl. Fox, Williams & Hughes (19831 have not investigated early 
records to see whether in fact lheir conclusions are borne out. They 
later add that the evenls outlined above may take place far slower than 
lhey had anticipated. 
The date of shower maximum apparently moves later in the year as time 
advances . Between the first confirmed sighting (18621 and the present, 
there has been a shift of some 3 days. The phenomenon is the result of 
gravitational perturbations by the planets and also the precession of 
the vernal equinox (Fox, Williams & Hughes, 19821. Within the past 40 
years, however, shower maxima have clustered around A = 260 0 (Jones & 
Morton, 19821. 
The date of maximum is also strongly dependent on the size range of the 
meteors being observed. Websler, Kaiser & Poole (19661 found thal lhe 
mass distribution index s decreases as the earlh crosses lhe stream. 
This means that lhe earth encounters small particles before large ones, 
in its passage across the slream. Since the earth traverses the stream 
from the inside, the smaller particles musl be concentrated along the 
inner perimeter of the orbit. This cross-sectional mass segregation 
would resull from an initailly homogeneous mass distribulion after lhe 
joint action of the Poynting-Robertson effect and the solar wind. Both 
of lhese effecls reduce the orbilal eccentricities of particles, and 
their influence is more severe for smaller meteoroids. The extent of the 
transverse variation of s suggests thal the stream is relatively new 
(Jones & Morton, 19821 . This group has found a mean value of 1.69 ± 0.07 
for lhe mass distribution index. 
There is a good deal of varialion in the distribution of particles along 
the orbit of the Geminid stream , with a single maximum and minimum in 
the particle number density, in lhe ratio 2:1 (McIntosh, 1975; McIntosh 
& Simek, 19751. The orbital period, deduced from comparisons of the 
rates for successive returns of lhe shower, cannot be specified more 
accurately than 1.6 ± 0 . 1 yr (McIntosh & Simek, 19801 . 
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In common with the Geminid met eor s hower, the Quadrantlds are also a 
recent phenomenon, the first reliable r ecord being 1835 (Fox, Wll iiams & 
Hughe3, 1982) . It i3 thought tha t , like the Geminid3, the Quadrantid 
stream i3 being 3wept past the earth's orbit by gravitational effects. 
Mass segregation is observed for both showers. However the Quadrantid 
activity profile is Gaussian, whereas that of the Geminid3 i3 3kew. 
Radar ob3ervation3 of the Geminid 3hower were conducted during the 
returns of 1986 and 1987 . A discussion of the results follows. 
For both years, the average hourly rate over a 6 hour period, centred at 
radiant trangit, wag evaluated for each day of the survey. Fig . 5- 19 (a) 
and (b) show the average echo rate remai ning after subtraction of the 
e3timated number of gporadic echoeg, for 1986 and 1987 , regpectively. 
From these diagrams it is evident that the daily average shower rate 
r03e to 25 hr- 1 in 1986 and 35 hr- 1 in 1987 . The increage in activity is 
probably related to a real increase in the shower flux, in view of the 
tendency for rateg to be lower in 1987 which we have already mentioned . 
For both years, the skew rate profile, which rises to a maximum more 
glowly than it afterwards declines , ig consistent with the findings of 
others (eg. Webster, Kaiser & Poole, 1966; Weiss, 1959; Jones & Morton, 
1982). Also evident from Fig. 5-19, is that the activity maximum was 
broader in 1986, with a peak on December 13 (260 . 50 ) . The 1987 peak was 
much sharper, and occurred on December 14 (261.50 ). 
Fig. 5-20 (a) (1986] and (b) (1987] show the normalized average hourly 
rate over the 6 hour period, of shower-echoes which satisfy the 
specularity condition defined earlier in the Chapter, and which are 
associated with meteors with radiants in a 50 square sky-window centred 
on the known shower radiant (112 0 , +32 0 ). The broad 1986 maximum of Fig. 
5-19 (a) is observed again in Fig . 5-20 (a), although the maximum is 
evident a day later (262 0 ) than in Fig. 5-19 (a). Fig. 5-20 (b) 
reproduces the sharp 1987 peak of Fig. 5-19 (b) at lhe same dale. The 
position of the radiant has been found to drift according to the 
relations (Jones & Morton, 1982): 
RA = 112.30 + 1.03 O. - 261.3 0 ) 
• = 33.050 - 0.15 (X - 261.30 ), 
and it is possible that the small sky window together with the tight 
constraint on specularily may have caused true shower echoes to be 
excluded, since radiant drift was not allowed for. Alternatively, the 
position of the peak in Fig. 5-19 (a) may be due to an anomaly in the 
assumed background. 
According to Fig. 5-20, the half-width was -72 houra for both yeara. 
This value accords with the result of McInlosh & Simek (1980), which we 
cited earlier. However, Fig. 5-19 suggegts that the stream was broader 
at the 1986 encoun~.r (half-width -75 hours) but narrower in 1987 (-48 
-59-
hourg). These values correspond to the diameters between 0.05 and 0.03 
AU for the dense central core, respectively. The meteoric debris thus 
orbit the Sun in a fairly tight cylinder, confirming the notion that the 
Geminids are newly formed. 
Fig. 5-21 (a) and (b) show that the diurnal peak on the day of maximum 
was 36 hr-' in 1986 and 53 hr-' in 1987. Thus the particle number 
densities at the respective intersections of the orbits of the strea. 
and the earth stand in the ratio 1:1.5 (or 1:1.4 if the averages taken 
over the 6 hour interval are compared). This is consistent with the 
findings of others with regard to the structure of the streaa along its 
orbit (e§. Si aet, 1976; McIntosh, 1975; McIntoch & Simek, 1975; McIntosh 
& Si mek, 1980). However, we can draw no conclusions concerning the 
periodicity of the variations of the density of the stream froa only 
two years' data. 
The observed diurnal rate curves at aaximua are contrasted with the 
theoretical rate of underdense echoes, associated with a point radiant 
and for an assumed aass distribution index of 1.7, in Fig. 5-22 (a) 
[1986] and (b) [1987]. In both years, the coincidence between the 
observed and predicted rates is only approxi aate. Discrepancies between 
the two rate curves -may be ascribed to the diffuseness of the radiant 
and the presence of a significant proportion of overdense echoes. 
No second active radiant, as reported by Webster , Kaiser & Poole (1966), 
was observed . This group noticed a second centre of activity during 
1962, displaced by aboul -1 hour relative to the known radiant. However 
it was no longer present in 1963, and no subsequent observations have 
confirmed its existence. 
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Fig 5-4: Daily variation of Eta-Aquarid shower-only hourly rate for 
(a) 1986 and .(b) 1987. Each data point represents the mean 
hourly echo rate over an 8 hour interval centred on the time 
of radiant transit on that day. Assumed sporadic background 
rates have been subtracted out. 
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Fig 5-5: Normalised average hourly echo rate~ a~~ociated with a 10· 
square of sky centred on the Eta-Aquarid radiant in 1987, as 
a function of day number. Each point i~ the average taken over 
an 8 hour interval centred on the time of radiant tran~it on 
that day. No a~~umed background ha~ been ~ubtracted out. 
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FIg 5-6: Average .hourly echo rate for the days of maxImum Eta-AquarId 
activity as .. function of SAST: (al Days 126-7, 1986; (bl Day 127. 
1987. 
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Fig 5-7: Average shower-only hourly echo rate on the days of maximum Eta-
Aquadd activity as a function of SAST: (al Days 126-7, 1986; (bl 
Day 127, 1987. Assumed sporadic background rates have been 
subtracted out. 
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Fig 5-8: Comparison of the diurnal variation of the observed average shower-
only hourly echo rate, over the days of the Eta-Aquarid maximum, 
with that predicted for underdense echoes associated with the shower 
radiant: (a) Days 126-7, 1986; (b) Day 127, 1987. The curves have 
been normalised . 
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Fig 5-9: Dally variation of ,-Aquarid shower-only hourly rate for (a) 1986 
and (b) 1987 . Each data point represents the mean hourly echo rate 
taken over two time-windows, before and after radiant transit, when 
the diurnal echo rate is at its maximum. The duration of the time-
windows was 2 hours in (a) and 2~ hours in (b). Assumed background 
rates have been subtracted out . 
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Fig 5-18: Normalised average hourly echo rates associated with a So square of 
sky centred on the southern l-Aqusrid radiant in 1987, as a function 
of day number. Each point is the average hourly echo rate taken dver 
two 2~ hour time windows, as described for Fig 5-9 (bl. No sporadic 
background has been subtracted out. 
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Fig. 5-11: Average hourly echo rate for the day5 of maximum t-Aquarid 
activity> a5 a function of SAST : (a) Oay5 207-9, 1986; (b) Day" 207-
9, 1987. 
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Fig 5-13: Comparison of the diurnal variation of the observed average shower-
only hourly · echo rates, over the days of o-Aquarld maximum activity, 
with that predicted for underdense echoes associated with the 
southern shower radiant: (a) Days 207-9, 1986; (b) Days 207-9, 1987. 
The curves have been normalised. 
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Fig 5-14: Reflection points mapped onto an echo surface at a constant height 
of 95 km, for (a) shower echoes associated with the southern ~­
Aquarid radiant, and (b) non-shower echoes . The origin is in the 
observer's zenith and north is to the top of the page. Data for plot 
(a) are from two 24 minute time-windows centred on the diurnal ~­
Aquarid maxima on each day for the period day 209-day 214, 1987. The 
transparency indicates the positions of the echo line at these times . 
Data for plot Ib) are from a 24 hour period of non-shower activity 
IMarch 21, 1987). 
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Fig 5-15: Daily variation of Orionid shower-only hourly rate for 1987. Each 
data point represents the mean hourly echo rate over an 8 hour 
period centred on the time of radiant transit on that day. An 
assumed sporadic background has been subtracted out. 
Fig 5-16: Normalised hourly echo rales associated with a square of sky 
centred on the Orlonid radiant, as a function of day number . Each 
point represents the mean hourly rate over an 8 hour period centred 
on the time of rad i ant transit on that day. Graph (a) shows the 
activity in a 10' square of sky for 1986 , while (b), (c) and (d) 
show the activity in squares of variable size for 1987 . The sides of 
the respective squares are 20', 10' and 5'. 
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Fig 5-17: Average shower-only hourly echo rates as a function of SAST, taken 
over the days of maximum Orionid activity: (a) Days 294-6, 1986; 
(b) Days 294-6, 1987. Assumed background rates have been subtracted 
out. 
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Fi g 5-18: Comparison of the diurnal variation of the observed average shower-
only echo rates, over the days of maximum Orionid activity, with 
that predi c ted for underdense echoes associated with the shower 
radiant: (s) Days 294-6, \986 ; (b) Days 294-6, 1987. 
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Fig 5-19: Daily variation of the Geminid shower-only hourly rate for (a) 1986 
and (b) 1987. Each point represents the mean hourly echo rate taken 
over a 6 hour interval centred on the time of radiant transit on 
that day. Assumed sporadic background rates have been subtracted 
out. 
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Fig. 5-20: Normalised hourly echo rates associated with a 5° square of sky 
centred on the Geminid radiant in (a) 1986 and (b) 1987. Each point 
is the average over a 6 hour time interval centred on the time of 
radiant transit, on that day. No sporadic ba~kground has been 
subtracted out. 
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Fig. 5-21: Average shower-only hourly echo rate on the days of maximum Geminid 
shower activity, as a f unction of SAST: (al Days 347-348, 1986; 
(hi Day 348, 1987. 
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Fig 5-22: Comparison of the diurnal variation of the observed average shower 
-only echo rate, on the days of Geminid maximum, with that predicted 
for underdense echoes associated with the shower radiant: 
(a) Days 347-8, 1986; (b) Day 348, 1987. 
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Fig 5-23: Proportion (relative to the total hourly rate) of persistent echoes 
(r > 1.8 s) at shower maximum for the Eta-Aquarids: (a) day 126, 
1986; (b) day 127, 1987 and the Orionids : (c) days 294-6, 1986; 
(d) days 294-6, 1987. 
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5-4: The .inor showers 
We have chosen to designate as 'minor' any shower which failed to 
produce an echo rate equal to a significant fraction of the mean non-
shower rate. Such showers did not noticeably stand out against the 
background of sporadic meteors, and therefor'e their presence could not 
be inferred from the all-sky hourly rate versus day curves. It was hoped 
to detect some of these weaker showers by the technique of counting only 
specular echoes associated with an area of sky adjoining the position of 
the known shower radiant. Showers which escape detection in this way 
will certainly be invisible in any of the other rate curves, although 
they may exhibit detectable radiant structure. The results of our search 
for shower radiant activity are presented in Chapter 6. 
Thus , by using program NEWPEAK2 to process the data gathered over the 
periods of expected shower activity, searches for 18 minor showers were 
conducted, including two weak showers which have been observed only 
occasionally, namely those associated with comets Grigg-Skjellerup and 
1987c. 
In this section our results are presented in the form of a series of 
rate curves, Fig. 5-24 to Fig. 5-42, inclusive. For . brevity, Table 5-2 
lists the showers together with the associated program parameters. 
Comments on each of the rate curves follow. The source of radiant 
coordinates and dates for the expected shower durations and maxima is 
the Cambridge Encyclopedia of Astronomy (1977) page 246, unless 
otherwise stated. 
(1) Oaicron-Cetids (1987): expected duration: May 13-23 
expected maximum: May 15 (day 135) 
radiant coordinates: (30' ,-3') 
Almond (1951) has found this day-time shower to be periodic rather than 
annual. From Fig. 5-24, peaks on 10 and 18 May are evident (days 130 and 
138). No data were collected on May 15 . The observed peaks are possibly 
due to members of this stream, but the evidence is not strongly 
conclusive. 
(2) Corona Auslralids (1987): March 14-18, 
max: March 16 (day 75) (245' ,-48'). 
This shower has been found to be weak and of variable activity (Weiss, 
1957>, and has a deficiency in large meteoroids (McKinley, 1961). No 
activity was observed, as shown by Fig. 5-25. 
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(31 Alpha-Capricornids (19871: July IS-Aug 25, 
-.ax: Aug 2 (day 214) (389" ,-180 ). 
This streaa may be associated with Coaet 195~ iii (McKinley, 1961). The 
high rates on the left of Fig. 5-26 are attributable to o-Aquarid 
aeteors. No d-Capricornid activity was observed . 
(~) Capricornids (1987): July 18-Aug 15, 
aax: July 25-26 (days 286-2871 (315" ,-15') 
Both the proxi aity and the strength of the o-Aquarid radiant have 
resulted in contaaination froa this source, so that in Fig. 5-27 any 
activity which aight have been due to the Capricornid streaa cannot be 
resolved. 
(5) and (6) The Taurid coaplex. 
'-Taurids (1987): June 2S-July 7, 
aax: June 29 (day 188) (85" ,+17") 
Sonthern and Horthern Taurids (1986, 19811: 
October 20-Noveaber 30, aax: Noveaber 8 (day 312) 
(56 0 , +1~') and (56 0 ,+22 0 ) 
The 8-Taurids and the Southern and Northern Taurids are aeabers of the 
Taurid coaplex of streaas, whose origin can be traced back 58 centuries. 
The inclinations of the streaa coaponents have undergone dispersion over 
150 during this ti ae. Coaet Encke is thought to be the parent body of 
Taurid aeteors (McKinley, 1961). 
Southern and Northern Taurid aeteors are observed annually in Noveaber, 
as they approach the Sun. In 1940 Whipple suggested that the saae streaa 
should provide a day-tiae shower when its aeabers return froa perhelion . 
His prediction was later confiraed by the discovery of a June day-tiae 
shower froa Jodrell Bank in England, naaely the B-Taurids (Clegg, Hughes 
& Lovell, 19~71. 
A fairly we ll-defined B-Taurid aaxi aum was observed in 1981, as depicted 
in Fig. 5-28, extending froa June 25-28 (days 176-179). 
Fig. 5-39 (al indicates a gradual rise and fall of Southern Taurid 
activity during 1986, between October 28 (day 293) and Deceaber 3 (day 
337). Several peaks are superiaposed on this broad arc, suggestive of 
denser filaaents within the stream. An overall aaxi aua was observed on 
Noveaber 12 (day 316). The activity of this streaa during 1987 was 
characterized by three prominent maxi aa on Noveaber 1, 13 and 27 (385, 
317 and 329). These indicate the existence of narrow regions of high 
particle nuaber density separated by broader belts which are aore 
sparsely populated. 
Ho maxiaum on or near Noveaber 8 was observed for the Northern Taurids 
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in 1986 (Fig. 5-38 (a» . The gaae was true for thi . streaa in 1987, and 
it i!J evident froa Fig. 5-38 (b) that two proa inent aaxiaa were ob!Jerved 
in that year, the !Jtronger of the two on Noveaber 27 (329) . This 
sugge5tg the pre!Jence, at the 1987 inter!Jection , of two narrow 
filaments, rather than a broad stream. 
The four graphs 5-38 (a) & (b) and 5-39 (a) & (b) are consistent with 
the very broadly di!Jpersed !Jtructure of a !Jtreaa which has !Juffered 
considerable orbital dispersion over. it!J lifetiae, and has becoae 
progressively les!J di!Jtinct froa the !Jporadic background. At the other 
extreae are the rate profile!J 5-20 (a) & (b) for the Geainid!J, a nev and 
compact stream which contra!Jts sharply with the non-!Jhower background. 
Judging froa the degree of definition of the aaxi aua in Fig . 5-28, the 
B-Taurid!J have undergone ie5!J dispersion than lhe other aeabers of lhe 
complex . 
(7) Ophiucids (1987): June 17-26, 
max: June 20 (day 171) (260° ,-200 ) 
Fig. 5-29 shows no aaxiaum near June 20. No shower could be detected. 
(8) Iola-Aquarids (1987): July 15-August 25 , 
max : August 6 (338°,-150 ) and (331 0 ,-60 ) 
Activity proceeds froa two diffuse radiants . The activity curve for the 
southern radiant peaks on July 28 (209) as shown in Fig. 5-30 (a). This 
is certainly the result of interference froa the inlense o-Aquarid 
southern radiant which is close by. Consequently no Southern Iota-
Aquarid activity can be resolved. The Northern Iota-Aquarid radiant is 
more favourably placed in relation to the o-Aquarid centre, and its 
activity curve is shown in Fig 5-30 (b). The peak 00 July 25 (day 206) 
is probably due to o-Aquarid meteors, but those on Augugt 3 and 8 (215 
and 220) are possibly the result of Iota-Aquarid activity. 
(9) Phoenicids (1986, 1987.): December 4-5 (days 338-339) 
!15° ,-550 ) 
This recently discovered night-liae streaa vas first observed in 1956 
(Weiss, 1958). Stream meabers have low geocentric velocities and appear 
as slow fileballs. An association between the Phoenicids and Comet 1819 
iv Blanpain has been suggested (McKinley, 1961). 
Figs. 5-31 (a) and (b) show that no hint of shower activity was observed 
during either year. 
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(18) Aprll Lyrlds (1987): April 19-24, 
.ax: April 22 (day 112) (272' ,+32') 
This highly inclined stream aay be associated with Coaat 1861i 
(McKinley, 1961) . A sharp peak, 2~ tiaes the strength of the background, 
was observed on April 23, as shown by Fig. 5-32. This confirag the 
presence of the stream. 
(11) June Lyrids (1987): June 10-21, 
lII4X: Ju~e 16 (day 167) (278', +35') 
Shower activity was detected 4 days later than the expected aaxiaua, as 
shown by .the strong peak on June 20 (day 171), Fig. 5-33. 
(12) Leonida (1986, 1987): November 15-19, 
max: November 17 (day 321) (152',+22') 
Visual observations of this streaa date back to 902 AD. Periodic 
enhancements in the activity every 33 years were a feature of the 
Leonids until 1866. These were often aemorable firework displays. Since 
that year, however, such extreme activity maxima have not been in 
evidence. It is thought that the stream was strongly perturbed by 
Jupiter in the nineteenth century, notwithstanding the expected 
stability of its highly inclined retrograde orbit. Hass segregation in 
the stream has been reported, with the large particle flux peaking 
somewhat earlier that the small particles (McIntosh & Millaan, 1979). 
No activity was detected during either 1986 or 1987 (Fig. 5-34 (a) and 
(b) ) • 
(13) Velaids (1986, 1987): December 5-January 7, 
max: December 29 (day 363) <150' ,-51') 
This shower was observed during both returns. In Fig. 5-35 (a) and (b) 
peaks occur on January 1 1987 (day '366' 1986) and December 29 1987 (day 
363), respectively. 
(14) Zela-Perseids (1987): June 1-16, 
max: June 8 (day 159) (59',+22') 
Fig. 5-36 suggests weak aclivity during 1987. The overall aaximua on 
June 17 (day 168) is possibly due to meabers of this stream. 
(15) Arielida (1987): Hay 30-June 18, 
max: June 8 (day 159) (44' ,+23') 
Shower activity was detected, peaking on June 10 (day 161), as shown in 
Fig. 5-37. The dates corresponding to the half-maximum points vere 
roughly June 4 and June 18. 
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(16) Pisces Auslralids (1987): July IS-Augusl 2B, 
sax: July 31 (day 212) (34BO ,-3BO) 
The shower radiant is situated too close to that of lhe G-Aquarids for 
any Pisces Australid activity to be resolved. The rate curve is shown in 
Fig. S-40. 
(17) Sigaa-Puppids (1987): max: April 23 (day 113), 
(Lindblad, 1987). 
It has long been suspecled that a meteor stream is associaled with Camel 
Grigg-Skjellerup. Porter predicted lhat shower meteors would radiate 
from Puppis (IB9°,-3S0 ) on April 26, but members of this stream were nol 
observed until recently. The comet's orbit has ils aphelion near the 
orbit of Jupiler, and in 1964 this planet perlurbed the coaet's ,orbit so 
lhat it now passes very close lo that of the earth. Under lhese 
circumstances, chances of observing the u-Puppid streaa are much 
stronger than before. Lindblad (1987) aentions lhat Sitarski predicted 
meteoric displays in 1972 and 1977 froa his study of lhe orbilal 
evolution of the comet . The anticipated shower would radiale from 
(IB9°,-4So ) on April 23. Visual observers did observe a u-Puppid shower 
in both 1972 (frail 1090 ,-49 0 ) and 1977, on April 23 (op.ell.). The 
shower appears lo be characleristically shorl~lived and of variable 
strenglh froa year lo year . Ils delectabilily is reduced by lhe low 
geocentric velocily of lhe u-Puppid aeteors. 
Fig. S-41 shows the rate curve which is lhe resull of our search for the 
streaa. No activity could be detected in 1987. 
(18) Epsilon-Geainids (1987): October 14-27, 
(Olsson-Steel, 1987). 
The orbit of a recently discovered comet (1987c) sakes its closest 
approach to the earth's orbit (within 0.048 AU) on October 7. This is 
close to the period of observed Epsilon-Geainid activity which has been 
given above. A comparison of the orbital parameters of both the streaa 
and the coael strongly suggests an association between the two 
(op.cit.). Meteors which have arisen directly from the comet are 
expected to radiate frail (93°,+28°), while the observed radiant for the 
Epsilon-Geainid stream is located at (101 0 ,+27") (op . elt.1. In 1987 the 
coaet preceded the earth to the point on its orbit where the two orbits 
make their closest approach, by about 23S days. Since debris ejected by 
a comet tend to lag behind the parent body (due to solar radiation 
pressure), Olsson-Steel (1987) predicted the possibility of a meteor 
storm near October 7, 1987. 
The rate curve Fig. 5-42 indicates that there was no significant shower 
activity over this period. 
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The surv~y of the sporadic background revealed a general decrease in 
activity between 1986 and 1987. Rate curves of corresponding months 
showed greaLer similarity than those of adjacent months. Sporadic rates 
generally peaked near dawn Ithe 'dawn plateau') and reached a diurnal 
minimum near dusk, as expected. A seasonal variation in the magniludes 
of the diurnal maxima was noticed. Highest rates were observed during 
late summer and autumn and the lowest rates during spring. During 
the daylight hours most of the echoes were received from the east, but 
the east rate had generally dropped before dusk, after which the west 
rate rose sharply. We attribute this phenomenon to the transit of a 
diffuse apex radiant. The west rate, which peaked during the dark hours , 
generally attained a higher diurnal maximum than the east rate. This may 
be due to increased D-region absorption during the daylight hours. 
All four of the major showers were easily detectable. Of the minor 
streams, six were ob~erved with certainty: the B-Taurids (1987), 
Southern Taurids 11986 & 1987), April Lyrids (1987), June Lyrids (1987), 
Velaids 11986 & 19871, and the Arietids (1987). A furthe,' fou,' minor 
showers showed possible signs of activity, namely the Omicron-Cetids 
119871, Northern Tam'ids 11986 & 1987), No,·thern Iota-Aquarids 119871, 
and the Zeta-Perseids (1987), and the remaining ten were not detectable 
at all. Clearly the Grahamstown radar is not able to resolve shower 
activity that does not contrast well against the sporadic background. 
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Chapter 6: Determination of Radiant Structure 
6-1 Introduction 
In the past meteor radiant data have been obtained from visual and 
photographic techniques. These generally involve the extrapolation of 
the apparent trajectories of meteors back to their points of mutual 
intersection. In the late 1940's Hoffmeister produced plots of radiant 
activity from the density of such points on the celestial sphere 
(Jones, 1977). A drawback of his method is that the crossing points of 
shower and sporadic meteor trains have no physical significance. These 
points cannot be distinguished from those which are relevant, and their 
presence degrades the image of the radiant. The method is unsuitable 
for large data sets because the number of intersection points, and 
hence the amount of computation, increases approximately as the square 
of the number of trains. 
An alternative has been to plot the trains of individual meteors onto a 
gnomic projection map, where they appear as straight lines. When the 
lines are extended, those due to stream members have a common 
intersection at the shower radiant. Although this method has been used 
to determine stream radiants when the ratio of shower to sporadic 
meteors is greater than unity, the radiant of a weak shower in the 
presence of a strong sporadic background is difficult to locate (Jones 
& Morton, 1977). No information concerning shower radiant structure can 
be obtained in this way. 
Radal' methods for radiant determination generally rely on the specular 
reflection condition. With these methods a greater abundance of data is 
available than with the above techniques, although the meteor radiants 
deduced are usually less precise. The traditional approach has been to 
determine radio-meteor radiants from simultaneous observations at two 
or more stations. However the relative simplicity of a monostatic radar 
has prompted meteor astronomers to research methods for determining 
radiant distributions from single-station data. 
To this end Clegg (1948) has described a method of establishing the 
positions of shower radiants which relies on the diurnal motion of the 
echo line through the antenna beam. Due to this motion the range of 
reflection points of shower echoes varies as a function of time, and 
from range-time plots the radiant coordinates can be deduced. The 
sensitivity of the method is improved hy decreaSing the azimuthal beam 
width. The overall resolution is usually some 30 (Morton & Jones, 
1982), although it is considerably worse for radiants which transit far 
from the zenith. The method is of limited use when several centres are 
active, and is unsuitable for providing data on fine radiant structure. 
·., 
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Another technique for recovering stream radiants from single-station 
data has been devised by Jones & Morton (1977). The echo directions are 
transformed into equatorial coordinates and projected onto a plane 
tangential to the celestial sphere. Sporadic echoes are distributed 
randomly on the pl~ne, whereas those due to meteors which emanate from 
a point radiant form a straight line. Any l~near clustering of points 
therefore indicates the presence of a shower. Strong showers show up 
well, but again shower radiant structure cannot be deduced. 
Although the radar techniques discussed above do provide means of 
locating centres of high activity, they fall short of allowing us to 
observe structural features in the distribution of meteor radiants. Our 
only information concerning the meteor radiant distribution is our 
knowledge of the distribution of echo directions. The problem of 
'unscrambling' the echo directions in order to recover the 
distribution of radiants from single-station data has been tackled by 
Jones (1977) and Morton & Jones (l982). Jones' .(1917) scheme of 
deconvolving shperical harmonic transforms has produced maps of radiant 
activity similar to those of Hoffmeister, whose method we have 
described above. However, the excessive amount of computation required 
by Jones' method when applied to large data sets prompted Morton & 
Jones (1982) to propose a different scheme. According to their method, 
the strength of an arbitrary radiant is determined from the number of 
reflecting points orthogonal to it to within 1°. Their meteor radiant 
maps reveal considerable fine structure in the sporadic meieor complex, 
and show up features only 10 wide. However, the images of stream 
radiants obtained in this way suffer from severe 'astigmatism', i.e. 
elongation along the great circle at right angles to the beam axis. 
In this chapter we describe an attempt. to upgrade the method of Horton 
& Jones (1982). By introducing a procedure of weighting each meteor 
echo in.accordance with the beam sensitivity in t.he direction of the 
echo, we hoped to-reduce the astigmatism e{fect. The cause of the 
astigmatism and/our attempt to eliminate it are discussed in the 
following section. 
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Fig 6-1: The geometry of meteor reflection. N shower meteors 
emanate from a radiant at R. The observer is at O. E1 , ~, 
•.• EN indicate possible echo directions, and ABC is the 'echo 
arc'. The dotted are, which lies in a plane orthogonal to the 
vector OE1 , is the locus of possible radiants for the i th 
meteor. 
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6-2 Theory 
We have already dealt with the geometry of meteor reflection in Chapter 
3. Fig. 6-1 illustrates the situation for the purposes of lhe present 
explanation. Lel N shower meteors capable of producing the minimum 
delectable line density (apo, see section 3-4) if incident vertically, 
and travelling in parallel paths, appear to emanate from a radiant at 
R. The arc ABC of a great circle lies orthogonal to the radiant vector 
OR and defines the locus of possible echo directions, indicated by El , 
E2 , ••• EN. We shall refer to ABC as the 'echo arc'. According to our 
scheme the actual strength of the radiant at R is N, since N reflection 
points lie on the associated echo arc. However, in practice the number 
of echoes detected will always be less than N, and at best we can 
arrive at only an estimator of N. 
Conversely, the echo direction E~ corresponds to the arc of a great 
circle perpendicular to the vector OEI , which is the locus of possible 
radiants for the i th meteor. According to our method, the echo 
registration at Ei is ascribed to radiant points all along this arc. 
For a radar facility with an all-sky coverage the reflection points of 
shower echoes received throughout the day will be distributed uniformly 
around 1800 of the echo arc. It should be clear from the above that any 
concentration of the echo directions at a point on the echo line will 
cause the possible radiants on the great circle orthogonal to the point 
to be highly weighted. This situation prevails when echo data are 
collected with a narrow-beam radar. Spurious, elongated regions of high 
'activity then appear on the radiant contour maps, at right angles to 
the beam axis. This is the origin of the asigmatism which distorts the 
maps of Morton & Jones (1982). 
The most suitable monostatic radar for the present purpose is one with 
a broad sky coverage, so that any radiant remains detectable for most 
of the time that it is above the horizon. This criterion is well-
satisfi-ed by the Grahamstown radar (see Chapter 4) although the beam is 
not isotropic. A direct consequence of the anisotropy is that the 
detection probability p (see Chapter 4) varies along the echo are, so 
that the density of reflection points on the arc is inhomogeneous. The 
calculated distribution of radiants is liable to suffer from a degree 
of astigmatism, but this can be reduced by smoothing the uneven 
distribution of observed echo directions. A more homogeneous 
distribution can be obtained by weighting the reflection points in 
order to compensate for the non-uniformity of p along the echo arc. 
Bearing Fig. 6-1 in mind, we proceed by dividing the echo arc into k 
segments. At any point on the arc, the values of Pw and p 
can be calculated from equations (4.2) and (4.13), 'respectively. Let y~ 
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be the number of echoes received froa the i th segment, at the centre 
of which the detection probability is p, (0 ! p, i 1). The total nuaber 
of shower echo-registrations is 
k 
1: Y, • 
i=1 
On average, a single registration means an incidence of IIp, .eteors in 
the i th segment. A naive estiutor of N, the total number of meteors 
emanatinl from R, is therefore 
k 
Nl = 1: Yi IPi • i=1 
Nl is the provisional strength of the radiant R. This estimator was 
implemented in a preliminary version of the radiant aapping prograa 
(discussed in the following section), but the contour asps exhibited 
spurious sharp ridges which were evidently caused by the fact that, in 
many cases, a large proportion of the value of NI came fro. a single 
registration in a segment with a very small value of Pl. It was 
therefore apparent that the naive estimator of N is deficient, and an 
alternative was sought, with the assistance of a specialist in 
statistics. 
A detailed investigation into the statistics of the estiaation has 
revealed that the problem is not trivial. It can be shown (Appendix 2) 
that the most efficient estimator of N is arrived at by (1) suaaing 
the p,'s over the echo arc at a particular time of day, and then (2) 
summing these quantities for the entire day. The second step is 
necessary to provide for the fact that the echo arc is in continuous 
motion across the beaa, as a consequence of which t.he sumution in step 
(1) will be different for each of t iime-intervals. We have called the 
quantity 
k 
S = 1: p 
n i= 1 n i 
••• (6. 1) 
the 'total detection probability over the echo arc' during the n th 
lime-inlerval. The second step can be written 
t 
G = E S 
n=l n 
••• (6.2) 
We have called G the 'grand total detection probability' for the 
radiant R in Fig. 6-1. 
\ 
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The best estimator of N is: 
k 
E Y 
n i 
n=l i=1 
t 
E 
G ••• (6.3). 
The numerator of (6.3) is the total number of echoes returned from the 
echo arc for radiant R over one day. Certain scaling constants have 
been ignored here, but for the purpose of comparing the activity of 
different radiants this is immaterial. 
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6-3 Kat-hod 
The recovery of the »eteor radiant distribution froa the distribution 
of reflection points is perforaed as follows: We first. select a region 
of the celestial sphere in which we define a regular grid of possible 
point. radiants. The estiaator of N for each point. is then calculated 
froa equation (6.3), although we count the nuaber of echoes returned 
from an belt. of finite widt.h and cent.red on the echo arc, rat.her than 
from a discret.e arc. This is because of an uncertainty of ~2° in the 
observed echo directions which causes the reflection points to stray 
from the echo arc. Long echoes which produce aultiple registrations 
will be the cause of unwanted ridges on a contour aap of the intensity 
of meteoric flux, at right angles to the echo direction. Any echo which 
occurs within -2 seconds of the previous one is therefore ignored. 
The present aethod was put. into effect by writing the Fortran prograa, 
SKYHAP, which is listed in Appendix 1. The workings of the program are 
given in soae detail below. 
SKYHAP maps aeteor radiant activity contours, nor.alized to a aaxiaua 
value of 10, onto a projection of the celestial sphere. The main 
funct.ions of the program have been assigned to five different 
'.odules': 
MODULE A involves an interactive session with the operator. He chooses 
the position and the size of the region of the celestial sphere which 
is to be aapped, and whether to weight the echoes or leave thea 
unweighted. Values for several other parameters whose purpose is 
explained below, are chosen. The operator specifies the days of the 
year for which .eteor activity is to be .onitored. 
MODULE B reads echo dat.a froa o-files (see Chapter 4) into an array. 
Echo direct.ions ecxeeding 10° in elevation are ignored, as are 
'ambiguous' echoes (see Chapter 4). The echo direction of an enduring 
echo which has produced several consecutive registrations, is taken as 
that belonging t.o the first. registration. For each selected echo, the 
data array finally contains: t.he local sidereal time (LST) of 
occurrence, the corresponding local standard t.iae (SAST) , altitude, and 
azimuth. 
MODULE C calculat.es the 'grand total detection probability' G for each 
radiant in the chosen grid. It first generates a two-diaensional array 
of M possible meteor radiants. The coarseness of this grid is chosen by 
t.he operator. We label these possible radiants rad(1), rad(2), 
.•• radCM) for t.he purpose of the present explanation. 
If the option of weighting the .eteor echoes has been chosen, the 
Fig 6-2 (a) 
Fig 6-2 (b) 
R (Skew-az,Skew-alt) 
J Tranafor""tlon 2 
) 
t.rue zenit.h 
(Az ,Alt.) 
Fig 6-2: (a) When the radiant at R is regarded as the 'north 
pole' of a 'skew' coordinate system, the echo arc appears to an 
observer at 0 in the skew system as coincident with the 
'equator'. The division of the echo arc into 18 equal segments 
is shown. Transformation 2 transforms each skew-coordinate pair 
CSkew-az, Skew-alt) for points on the echo arc to normal 
coordinates CAz, Alt) in a frame centred on 0, with the true 
zenith vertically above the observer. The effect of the 
coordinate transformation is shown in (b). 
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p~ogram implements equation (6.l) and then (6.2) for each of the M 
possible radiants, otherwise G for each radiant is set equal to unity. 
We shall refer to the implementation of these two equations as steps 
(1) and (2), respectively. Their stepwise execution is involved: 
Step (1): The day is divided into 24 one-hour time-windows, which we 
label tw(l), tw(2}, ... tw(24). The LST at the centre of each time-
window is calculated; it is utilised by the first of two coordinate 
transformations which follow. 
Consider now the procedure for tw(l): 'Transformation (1)' transforms 
the coordinates of radel) from the equatorial (RA,Dec) to the 
horizontal system (Az,Alt). Transformation (1) is preliminary to 
establishing the relative disposition of the echo arc to the antenna 
beam, so that Pw may be evaluated at points along the arc. A second 
coordinate transformation must be applied hefore we know the (Az,Alt) 
of points along the echo arc. First, rad(l) is treated as the north 
pole of a 'skew' horizontal coordinate system. This situation is 
illustrated in Fig. 6-2 (a). For an observer 0 at the origin of the 
'skew' system, rad(1) appears in the zenith and the echo arc as a half-
circle coincident with the horizon and spanning the range of Skew-
azimuths from 0 to 180°. All points on the arc have a Skew-altitude of 
zero. Second, the echo arc is divided into 18 equal segments. The 
central skew-coordinates of each 100 segment are known, and these are 
then transformed back to the 'normal' horizontal system by 
'transformation (2) '. The effect of transformation (2) is illustrated 
in Fig. 6-2 (b). Equation (4.2) can now be used to calculate the value 
of Pw at the azimuth and altitude corresponding to each of the 18 
points, and the detection probability p for each point is easily 
obtained from equation (4.13). 
In our discussion of the detection probability (Chapter 4) we have not 
yet taken into account the fact that an arbitrary meteor is more likely 
to be detected if it is incident vertically than if it enters the 
atmosphere obliquely. This is referred to as the 'cos X effect' where X 
is the radiant-zenith angular distance. To allow for this each value of 
p should be multiplied by {cos X)·-l. Assuming that s ~2, a correction 
factor of cosX has been adopted here. 
We shall call the final value of the detection probability at the 
centre of the i th segment of the echo line associated with rad(!}, 
during tw(l}, Pl 1 1. The general case is Pm n 1, where the subscript m 
denotes the radiant (1 i m i M), n the time-window (1 i n i 24) and i 
the segment of the echo line (1 iii 18). Now we are in a position to 
implement equation (6.1). The total detection probability over the echo 
line for rad(l), during tw(l) is expressed as 
,hQG,.!ih£ 
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18 
= 1: PI 
i=1 
The general expression for (6.4) is 
S 
m n 
18 
=Ep nl' 
i=1 m 
i 
... (6. 4)' 
•.• (6.5). 
where the subscripts have retained their meanings. Sl 1 is the final 
result of step (1), for tw(l) and rad(l). The quantities S2 1, S3 1, 
",SH 1 are then calculated for the radiants rad(2), rad(3), .•• rad(M), 
during tw( 1). 
In this manner a value of Sm n is computed for each radiant, for each 
of the 24 time-windows. The final result of Step (1) is a M x 24 
matrix: 
••. S1 24 
••• S2 24 
.•• SM 24 
Step (2): The final step in the weighting of echoes involves 
calculating G for each of radel) ..• rad(M). This is done by 
implementing equation (6.2) 
24 
G 
m 
= E S 
n=1 m n 
for each row of the above matrix: 
.•• (6.6), 
MODULE D performs a specularity check for each echo in the data array, 
by comparing the echo direction with the position of every radiant in 
the grid in succession. 
The (RA,Dec) of rad!l) are transformed to the (Az,Alt) corresponding to 
the LST of the first echo in the data array, echo(l}. If the angular 
distance between the two is within x degrees of a right angle, Y11 the 
number of registrations associated with rad(l), is incremented by 1 (we 
refer to the final value of Y1 as the strength or the weighting of 
rad(l». The 'specularity parameter' x is chosen by the operator during 
module A. The (RA,Dec) of rad(2) are then transformed to (Az,Alt) at 
the LST of echo!l} and the test for orthogonality is carried out. If 
rad(2) and echo{l) are orthogonal to within x degrees, Y2 , the strength 
of rad(2), is incremented by 1. In this way echo(l) is tested for 
orthogonality against each of the M radiants, and the weightings Y1 , 
"'YM are incremented only when the specularity condition is satisfied. 
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Fig 6-2 (c) ABC is the echo arc associated with rad(J), and 
the dotted arc DEY is that associated with radCk). The echo 
at their intersection, E, could be due to a meteor fro. 
either radiant. Both YJ and Yk will be incremented as a 
result of the echo at E. 
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After every echo has been tested for specularity against every radiant, 
the final number of echo registrations associated with the j th 
radiant, YJ , represents the number of echoes which it is possible to 
associate with rad(j). An echo which is orthogonal to rad(j) need not 
necessarily be due to a meteor which has emanated from rad(j), but 
could just as easily be due to radCk) whose echo arc intersects that 
associated with rad(J) (see Fig. 6-2 (c». Both YJ and Yk will be 
incremented as a result of the echo at E in this diagram. Clearly then, 
the present method does no more than exclude counting meteors which 
cannot have emanated from a particular radiant. This ambiguity 
represents unavoidabl~ 'noise' that appears to be associated with any 
single-st~tion reduction of radiant structure. 
The final result of Module D is, for each radiant, the numerator of 
equation (6.3): namely, the total number of echo registrations which it 
is possible to associate with a radiant point on the grid, given the 
constraints on speculsrity. We shall omit the summation signs present 
in the numerator of (6.3) and call these quantities Y1 , Y2 / ••• YM • 
MODULE E: The estimator of N is calculated from (6.3), for each 
radiant of the grid. If the 'weighting' option has been selected, the 
values of Gm obtained from (6.6) are used. Otherwise, Gm = 1, m=l,M. 
The estimator of N for each radiant is 
= 
Y 
G 
m 
, m= 1, M. .. . (6. 7) • 
The values of N2 are fed into a contour plotting program. 
Contour maps of ~adiant activity are presented and discussed in the 
following section. 
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6-4 Results 
In this section we present the resul ts of our investigation into 
possible radiant structure associated with each of the 22 meteor 
showers discussed in Chapter 5. Generally,. radiant activity was 
monitored for the day of the observed shower maximum, although for the 
cases where no distinct maximum was evident from our own rate curves, 
lhe dates cited by the Cambridge Encyclopedia of Astronomy (1977) were 
used. We have included only those maps which positively suggest the 
presence of shower radiant structure. All of the contour maps presented 
in subsections 6-4-1 and 6-4-2 were plotted without weighting the 
echoes to correct for the beam anisotropy. The effects of the echo-
weighting procedure are presented and discussed in 6-4-3. 
We shall refer to the region circumscribed by by the highest contour 
(which corresponds to 907. of the maximum activity on a particular map) 
as the 'shower radiant'. The positions of the various radiant centres 
are given in equatorial coordinates to the nearest 0.5°. The expected 
radiant coordinates for each of the 22 showers appear in Chapter 5. The 
reader should note that our contour maps have been plotted with the 
declination decreasing vertically upwards and the right ascension 
increasing to the right, whereas in conventional astronomical maps the 
reverse is true. 
6-4-1 Major showers 
Eta-Aguarids: May 7, 1987. 
Fig. 6-3 shows that a near-circular radiant of diameter _4° and centred 
at (338°,-2~O), was observed. Surrounding the radiant is an area of 
high activity, part of which extends as a short bar to the east of 
north. The sporadic background shows considerable structure. A 
corresponding map for 1986 could not be plotted because the echo 
directions were faulty. 
Delta-Aquarids: July 27-28, 1986 and 1987. 
Strong, slightly elliptical radiants were observed in both years, and 
are illustrated clearly by Figs. 6-4 and 6-5, respectively. Their 
respective centres are at (337~O,-18°) and (337~O,-18~O). Both centres 
are ~6° in length and ~4° across. The general area of strong shower 
activity was elongated along an axis parallel to the north-south 
meridian in 1986, but the axis of elongation was somewhat skew with 
respect to the meridian in 1987. The slight rotation of the axis in 
1987 is attributable to missing data from the west lobe of the beam, 
which was lost for one of the days due to a power failure. The sense of 
the rotation is compatable with a preponderance of echoes from the the 
east beam, and is evidence that the observed elongation of the radiant 
I 
I 
j 
I 
I 
f 
f 
l 
! 
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in both years is a case of genuine astigmatism. 
The strength of the shower radiant is indicated by the absence of fine 
structure in the surrounding sporadic.background, and by the strength 
of this radiant in relation to secondary activity maxima which may 
represent 'noise'. Indeed, the strength of the southern radiant !shown 
here) is such that any activity due to the Northern Delta-Aquarids is 
completely undetectable. The fact that absolute values of the flux 
cannot be assigned to the contours is a weakness of the present method. 
This point is raised again in subsection 6-4-4. 
We hoped to witness the development of the shower radiant by mapping 
the region of sky in its vicinity on each of the 8 days prior to the 
1987 maximum. The results of this are shown in Figs. 6-6 (a) to (h). No 
active centre could be discerned on July 19 (a), but by July 20 (b) 
recognisable structure was in evidence near to the expected radiant 
. position. By July 21 (c) the radiant had evidently grown in strength 
and diameter, but the centre of activity then became more diffuse, and 
remained so over July 22 Cd) and July 23 (e). A dual radiant was 
present on July 23. On July 24 tf) the shower radiant was once again 
strong and unmistakeable, consisting of a single active centre. 
Although this state of affairs prevailed over the final two days before 
the overall maximum, the activity contours were more ordered on July 25 
tg) and somewhat disarranged on July 26 (h). The maps (f), (g) and (h) 
show a day-by-day drift of the radiant centre to the north-east, from 
(334° ,-190 ) to (337° ,-17Y.!°). 
Orionids: October 21-22, 1986 and 1987. 
The shower radiant was observed in both years, as shown in Figs. 6-7 
and 6-8. The 1986 radiant was irregularly shaped, had the dimensions 
~8° x ~4°, and was centred at (93y'!°,16°). In the following year it was 
a rough ellipse with semi- major and minor axes of - 40 and _30, 
respectively, and centred at (94~O,16°). In both years the main active 
region was elongated at an angle of _45 0 to the north-south meridian. 
The Orionid maps show considerable fine structure in the sporadic 
meteor complex, in contrast to those of the stronger Delta-Aquarids. 
Geminids: December 14, 1986 and 1987. 
Figs. 6-9 and 6-10 show up the strong Geminid radiant for both years. 
The near-circular radiant (diameter _4° in both cases) was centred at 
(113~O,30°) in 1986 and at (114 0 ,300 ) in 1987. Both maps show 'spokes' 
of intermediate activity (contour 3) radiating outwards. The observed 
strength of the radiant is remarkable in view of the fact that it 
transits at an elevation of only 27°. 
~I 
Figs. 6-3 to 6-10: meteor radiant activity in the vicinity 
of the active centres of the four major showers. In each 
case the echoes are unweighted . 
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Figs. 5-24 to 5-42 show, for each minor shower, the 
normalised hourly echo rate associated with a SKY· 
square- of sky centred on the shower radiant, as a 
function of day number. Each data . point represents the 
average over two time-windows which span the period of 
the expected daily shower maximum. Each time-window has 
duration DT. The parameters DT and SKY are listed in 
Table 5-2. 
. . 
Table 5 2: Program parameters: minor shower rate curves. 
Program: 
Graph .of: 
The parameters DT , Tl, T2 and SKY have the same 
meaning as in Table 5-1. 
RATE VS DAY (SOLAR LONGITUDE) Shower 
NEWPEAK2 
Normalised rate/hr in sky-window vs . day 
Fig. DT/hr T1/hr T2Ihr SKY/' 
5-24 4 9.8 13.8 1~ o-CeUds 
5-25 2 2.5 9. 9 1~ Cor.Auatralida 
5-26 4 23.7 5.7 5 a-Capri corni ds 
5-27 2.5 23.2 5.2 1~ Capricornids 
5-28 4 1~.8 14 . 8 10 8-Taur!ds 
5-29 3 22.2 4.2 1~ Ophiucids 
5-30(a) 2.5 2. 2 8.2 5 Iota-Aqu. (S) 
5-30(b) 4 2.7 6 . 7 5 Iot.a-Aqu . (N) 
5-31(a) 3 18 . 1 2. 1 5 Phoenicids 
5-31(b) 3 18 . 0 2.~ 10 Phoenicids 
5-32 1 5.4 6.4 5 Apr! 1 Lyrids 
5-33 1 1.9 2.9 5 June Lyrids 
5-34(a) 2 7.0 9. 0 10 Leonids 
5-34 (b) 2 7.~ 9.0 10 Leonida 
5-35(a) 4 0. 2 8. 2 5 Velaids 
5-35(b) 4 ~ . 3 8. 3 10 Velaids 
5-36 3 10.6 13.6 5 Zet.a-Perseids 
5-37 3 9. 6 12.6 5 ArieUds 
5-38 (a) 4 0. 1 4. 1 5 Taurids (N) 
5-38(b) 4 0 . 1 4.1 10 Taurids (N) 
5-39(a) 4 0. 1 4.1 5 Taurids (S) 
5-39(b) 4 0. 1 4. 1 10 Taurids (S) 
5-40 3 0.7 6 . 7 5 Pisces Austr. 
5-41 2 14.9 21.9 10 Sigma Puppida 
5-42 2 6. 7 8. 7 10 Epsilon Gemin. 
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6-4-2: Hinor showers 
April Lyrids: April 23, 1987. 
From Fig. 6-11 it is evident that an active centre was present at 
(274' ,31'1, close to the e~pected position" of the radiant. Another 
centre of comparable strength is present at the top right of the 
contour map . We cannot establish from the present method whether only 
one, or " both of the radiants is a genuine centre of shower activity 
(see 6-4-41. 
Arietids: June 10, 1987. 
A strong near-circular radiant (diameter -2'1, centred at at 
(43~',23'1, was observed (Fig. 6-121. We feel confident that this 
active centre ig genuinely due to stream members, in view of its 
proximity to the catalogued position of the radiant. A secondary, 
crescent-shaped centre is present at (46' ,20~'1. 
Beta-Taurids: June 25, 1987. 
Fig. 6-13 shows an irregularly shaped radiant centred at (74',15~'1. 
This is far removed from the catalogued radiant position, and the 
radiant may be spurious. 
Taurids: November 17, 1987. 
We see from Fig. 6-14 that two regions of enhanced activity were 
present in the general vicinity of the northern and southern stream 
radiants. Approximate coordinates of these centres are, respectively, 
(52' ,28'1 and (64' ,10'1. Both are located on a high 'plateau' . We 
cannot be certain that these possible radiants are due to stream 
members. 
Phoenicids: December 4-5, 1986 and 1987. 
The broad regions of maximum activity in Figs. 6-15 (al and (bl are 
possibly due to Phoenicid meteors. Again, we are unable to know this 
with any certainty. It is interesting that both maps show a ridge 
running horizontally at a declination of about -55'. 
Velaids: January 1, 1987 and 1988. 
Both Figs. 6-16 (a) and (b) show regions of enhanced activity to the 
south-west of the position of the expected radiant. Because of this 
displacement and also the magnitude of the 'noise' peaks, we cannot 
attribute these maxima to the Velaid shower with certainty. Fig. 6-16 
(al shows the sporadic fine structure in greater detail than (b). This 
is because a coarser radiant grid was used (b) than in (a), in the 
running of the program SKYMAP. 
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Our search for radiant structure associated with the remaining minor 
showers produced results which were not indicative of the presence of 
shower activity. 
I 
i 
I 
Figs. 6-11 to 6-16 : meteor radiant activity in the 
vicinity of the active centres of some of the minor 
showers. The echoes have not been weighted. 
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6-4-3: Echo-weighting 
The results of the weighting procedure which we discussed earlier in 
this chapter are presented in Figs. 6-17 to 6-22. Figs. 6-17, 6-18, 6-
19 and 6- 20 are the weighted versions of Figs. 6-3, 6-4, 6-7 and 6-9, 
respectively. Comparisons between each of the weighted and unweighted 
maps reveal that our procedure did not alter the Eta-Aquarid (6-17) or 
the Delta-Aquarid (6-18) radiant maps significantly. However, in the 
case of the Orionids (6-19) and the Geminids (6-20), the weighting 
procedure actually introduced a noticeable new type of distortion into 
the maps. 
From our discussion of the 'cosX effect' (section 6-3) it is apparent 
that the grand total detection probability depends strongly on this 
term. The effect of the weighting procedure on the radiant maps 
therefore depends largely upon the variation of the term cosX, between 
the upper and lower limits of the map. The variation of the mean value 
of cosX as a function of the radiant declination is relatively gradual 
over regions of the celestial sphere which transit near to the zenith, 
but is much more rapid over those regions which do not rise well above 
the observer's horizon. 
It follows that the distortion, due to the cosX term, of features in 
the weighted maps of the four major showers (Figs 6-17 to 6-20) 
increases in the following order: '-Aquarids, Eta-Aquarids, Orionids, 
Geminids. In Fig 6-20 we see the most extreme example of this 
distortion for the 1986 Geminids: the activity contours have been 
compressed into a narrow strip near the lower border of the map. The 
effect is less pronounced in Fig 6-19; although the contour 9 appears 
at the bottom of the map, the Orionid radiant is nevertheless visible 
at the centre (contour 5). The variation of cosX has affected the .-
and Eta-Aquarid maps (Figs 6-17 & 6-18) only slightly. 
An obvious way of minimising the difference between the upper and lower 
values of cosX, without altering the computer program, is to map a 
smaller area of sky. This is shown Fig. 6-21, which is in fact a map of 
the central region of Fig . 6-7. In Fig. 6-21 (a) the echoes have been 
weighted while in (b) they have not. The extrema of cos X for Fig. 6-21 
are 0.84 and 0 . 45, and the ratio of these quantities is -1.9 (compared 
with -4.5 for Fig. 6-7) . Consequently the degree of distortion between 
(a) and (b) of Fig. 6-21 is not as great as that between Figs. 6-19 and 
6-7. 
We finally made the inclusion of cosX in the calculation of p optional, 
and the result is illustrated by Fig. 6-22, for the 1986 Gemlnids. This 
map is an obvious improvement on Fig . 6-20, although it is somewhat 
'noisier' than the unwelghted verSion, Fig. 6-9. However, G. for 
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radianls which barely rise above lhe northern horizon is small whelher 
or not the cosX factor is taken into account, and the two sharp peaks 
which occur al lhe botlom of both Figs 6-20 and 6-22 are probably 
artefacts arising from this fact. All three of these maps were drawn 
from identical data. 
In the case of the o-Aquarid radiant map (Fig 6-18), which shows 
definile atigmalism, our echo-weighting procedure was ineffective. As 
we have already indicaled, since lhis phenomenon arises from lhe uneven 
clustering of reflection poinls, an effective countermeasure wotdd be 
to redistribute the echo direclions more homogeneously along lhe enlire 
echo arc. However, the method of dividing the tolal number of echo 
regislralions associaled wilh a given radiant by G. does not have the 
desired effect of smoothing lhe dislribulion of reflection poinls. 
Although this technique is unsuitable for radiant mapping, it may be 
used for determining the strengths of of widely separated radiants 
where the association between any of the radiant points and a 
particular echo direction is unambiguous. Clearly the method as it 
stands is in need of further development. 
6-4-4: Discussion 
In this chapter we have presented the results of our search for radiant 
activity associated with twenty-two meteor streams in the form of 
contour maps of radiant intensity, and also our attempt to rid these 
maps of possible distortions arising from the anisotropic radar antenna 
beam . 
Well-defined, strong radiants were observed for the four major showers. 
Definite radiant structure was observed for only one minor shower, the 
Arietids (1987). Active centres which were possibly due to a further 
five minor showers, were observed: the April Lyrids (1987), Beta-
Taurids (1987), Taurids (1987), Phoenicids (1986 & 1987), and the 
Velaids (1987 & 1988). No radiants for the remaining minor showers 
could be detected. The maps reveal considerable structure in the 
sporadic radiant complex, and some features (eg. the horizontal ridge 
in Figs . 6-15 (a) and (b» were observed in both years. 
Astigmatism is not immediately apparent in several of the unweighted 
contour maps (eg. Figs. 6-3, 6-9, 6-10), and even in those which do 
show definite astigmatism, the effect is much less marked than in the 
radiant activity maps produced by Morton & Jones (1982). Our echo-
weighting procedure in its present form did little to improve the maps 
which did show slight astigmatism (eg. the Delta-Aquarids, 1986 & 
1987), and in some cases (eg . the Orionids and Geminids) introduced 
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unwanted serious distortions rather than removing any which might have 
existed. The most serious distortions are attributable to the 'cosX 
effect', and were mitigated once this factor was omitted in the 
calculation of the detection probability. In any case it is clear that 
the method breaks down completely for radiants which graze the northern 
horizon. 
The penalty for normalizing the radiant maps is the loss of information 
on the absolute strengths of the respective shower radiants. Their 
relative strengths can be inferred, however, from the amount of 
sporadic noise which is present. Any strongly active centre will drown 
the islands of noise beneath contour level 1. Even if no shower is 
active, the level of radiant intensity on our maps must of necessity 
rise above contour 9, because of normalization. This makes weaker 
showers difficult to detect, particularly when multiple centres are 
present. 
Our method should be capable of determining radiant positions to within 
-2'. This figure is also the approximate uncertainty in any echo 
direction. Indeed, the five radiant centres which were determined with 
certainty are within -2' of the catalogued positions (see Chapter 5). 
Figs. 6-17 to 6-22 illustrate the effect of our echo-
weighting procedure on the radiant activity contour maps 
for the major showers. 
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Chapter 7: Concluding Reaarks 
7.1: Suaaing up 
We have presented a general rate survey of 20 Southern Hemisphere 
meteor streams and the sporadic meteor background, for the period 1986 
April to 1988 January. A method of recovering the distribution of 
meteor radiants from lhe echo direclions, based on lhal of Morlon & 
Jones (1982), has been described and implemented, to produce maps of 
radiant activity. This method, when used in conjunclion with a non-
isotropic antenna beam, produces spurious elongation of features 
('astigmatism') on the maps. Although this effect is not severe with 
the broad-beamed antenna system, we have described a method of 
compensating for anisotropy by weighting the echoes in accordance with 
the beam sensitivity in the echo directions, which we hoped would rid 
the maps of the remaining astigmatism. The procedure as implemented 
had little effect op astigmatism while introducing other artefacts 
into the maps . 
Our results indicate that the radar at Grahamstown will have 
considerable potential once it has been upgraded. The most immediate 
improvement envisaged is a new data logging system, which will 
discriminate against noise spikes by performing an on-site spectral 
analysis of all received signals. Thus it will soon be possible to 
operate the radar for 1001. of every hour, and also to lower the minimum 
echo amplitude threshold considerably, since noise data will no longer 
occupy disc space. The lower threshold means improved system 
sensitivity. In the long-term, fitting each channel with an independent 
receiver will further enhance the sensitivity. By transmitting at two 
closely spaced frequencies, it will be possible to calculate the range 
and hence the heights of reflection points. 
7.2: Suggestions for further research 
The work presented in this thesis has laid the groundwork for further 
investigation into the weighting procedure; although echo-weighting did 
not improve the contour maps as we had hoped, there is every indication 
that a refinement of the method will lead to better results. Further 
research into the problem is certainly merited. The fact that a number 
of assumptions have to be made in arriving at p, (Chapter 4) is not 
critical, since proper compensation should involve only slight 
corrections to the unweighted maps. 
An enhanced system sensitivity will provide a greater abundance of 
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data, whi c h may enable s ome of the weaker showers for which the results 
of the present survey are inconclusive, to be detected . It will 
therefore be worthwhile to investigate the rate profiles and possible 
radiant structure associated with these showers, once the upgraded 
radar system becomes operational. Height-distribution studies represent 
an avenue of research that has not yet been explored, and it is likely 
that this will fo r m the basis of another research project. 
APPENDICES 
App8ndl% 1 cootalns llstin,s of the eleven Fortran prolraas 
described in Chapters 4, 5 & 6. 
III RAT! ••• page A2 
12ai AVRArE1 ... 
(2b) AVRATE2 Al 
.3l AVPLOT All 
." DIP'PLOT AI< 
.Sl iASTWEST Alb 
I6l OWL AI9 
I1l ECHOPLOT A24 
I8l H!WP~AK1 All 
19l N!1IP!AK2 Al3 
UII SJ[YJIAP A .. 
(11) AKPBIH A46 lal 
,. 
.2 
FROORAM R~rE 
C ===~~:===== ~~ 
e 
C GENERAL PROGRAM FOR COMPUTATION OF · HOURLY METEOR RATESi 
C AZBINS REMAIN LU MPED; DOES AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION IN EACH BIN. 
e 
C Written b~ DAVID G.ROUX, 198 6. 
C Revised b~ D.G. R •• 29 December 1987. 
e 
e 
DIMENSION CAZALT(9, 12) ,R(9) ,Rl(91 ,R2 ( 9 ) I DR( 9) ,AREA (9), 
*CPSQK(9,12),HRSQK(9,12),SECLINE(14),kTH(10),HR(10),C(10), 
*AHPBIN(10,9,12),HIDAZ(12),MIDALT(12),RBIN(10,9,12),FISHell), 
*DEADT(5),AT(S),BT(~),TA(5),TB(5) 
CHARACT-ER*2 GEN, PS, FF.IlE, LFI LE, DISCNO, GENF, GEN L, F23 
CHARACT ER F 2 4*3, O ISC*3~FLNH(1601)*7,FILET D*27 ,RFILE*9 , 
tANS*! ,NAS*1 
INTEGER EHR,WHR C------------------------------------------------------------.. -------------
CALL FILENAME(FLNH,ILF l 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
WRITE(6,'(X,A)')'ENTER FIRST DAY, t~ST DAY' 
READ(5,t)IFID, ILAD 
PI=3.14 1593 
PTF~O .25 
FLAG=O 
IHRO"'-l 
OT3-0 
OTH"O 
WRITE(6,'(X,A23)') 'PRINT ALTAZ BINS? (YIN)' 
READ(S,'(AI)') ANS 
IF(ANS.EQ.'Y'IWRITE(6,'(X,A)')'LUHP TOGETHER THE AZIMITH 
* BINS? {'(IN I' 
READ(S,'(A)')NAS 
KTH(1)=25 
KTH(2 )::3S 
KTH(3)=39 
KTH(4)==45 
KTH(5)=55 
KTH(6)=77 
KTH(7)=S6 
KTH(S)=96 
KTH(91=106 
KTH(10)=116 
DO J=l,9 
AJ::J 
IF(AJ.EO.l>THEN 
AJ=AJ+iE-4 
ELSE 
AJ "' AJ 
END IF 
Rl (J)=90t(COSO{AJ* IO) /SI ND(AJ'10» 
R2(J)=90*<COSD«AJ-l)*lO)/SIND«AJ-l)*10» 
R(J)=O.5*(Rl(J)tR2(J» 
DR(J)=R2(J)-Rl(J) 
AREA(J)::::2*PI*R(J)*DR(J )*O.3333 
END DO 
RFILE2'R'IIFLNH (I)(2:3)II FLNH(1)(617) IIFLNH(ILFI(2l3)1 I 
'FLNH(ILF)(6:7) 
OPEH tU NIT=2 ,FILE", RFILE,FORH='FORHATTED',STATUS-'NEW') 
AJ 
URITE(~.·(X,A9)')RFILE 
~RITE(21'(X,A6,2X,la(JX,I3)J')'TllRESH',(KTH ' K),K~ 1,10) 
DO J=1,9 
HIDAlT(J) z( lO*(J-l»tS 
END DO 
IFCHAS.EC. ' V' )THEN 
DO 1"'1.3 
HIOAZ(II =<30*CI-l»t15 
END [10 
ELSE 
DO 1" 1112 
IF CI.LE. 6 )THEN 
HIDAZ(II= ( 30*(I-l»t15 
ELSE 
HIDAZ(I) ~ (30*(7-I»A15 
END IF 
END DO 
END I F 
c-------------------------------------------------------------
DO IFL=1,1601 
IF (FLNI1(lFU .Ea. 'Z' ) STOP 
OPEN(UNIT=l,FILE~'DUAl:CUSER.GRAHA"J'I /FLNH(IFL), 
*REAOONlY,FORH='FORHATTED'.STATU5 2 ·OlO',IOSTAT$IOSl,ERR,.99) 
READ(l,'(X,A)') FILEro 
READe 1 III (SECLINE( I), 1=1, 14 ~ 
GEN=FLNHCIFl)(6!7 ) 
15 FRA=O 
READ(1 •• ,END=98)lAD,IDAY,HRS.NS.FRA, 
*IAHP,FAVE.RAVE,DHINl,WV,ALT,AZ 
IF(IDAY.LT .IF ID.OR.IDAY.GT .ILAD)GO TO 1~ 
C ALGORITHH FOR FAULTY CH4 
IF{GEH.EO. '03' .OR.GEH.EO. '02' )THEN 
F23 z FLNH(IFL)(2:3) 
F24-FLNH(IFL)(2:4} 
IF(GEH.EO. ' 03')THEN 
IF(F23.EO.' 11' .OR.F23.EO.' 12' .OR.F24.EO. '099'. 
* OR.F24.EQ.'10B' . OR . F24 .EO.' IJA' . OR.F24.EO.'14A')DHINl - 0.1 
END IF 
IF(GEH.EO.'02'}THEN 
IF(f23.EO.'09'.OR.F23.EO.'10'.OR.F23.EO.'11' . 
* OR.F23.EO.'12'.OR.f24.Ea.'07B'.OR.F24.Ea.'OBB')DHlHl=0.1 
END IF 
END IF 
C------------------------------------------------------------------
DAY "' IDAY 
AHP - lAHP 
DO 1=2,12 
IF(SECLINE(I).EQ,99)NOUTS· I-2 
END DO 
OT2NOUTS*SECLINE(1) 
OTM - OTH + «FLOAT(NS)+76.8)/3840) 
IF(FRA.EO.O ) GOTp 15 
IHR- INTCHRS) 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------IF(IHRO.EO.-1)GOTO 16 
If(IHR.NE.IHRO) THEN 
OUT-OT 
F=60/(60-QUT-OTH) 
DO K=1,10 
HR(K):C(Kl*F 
BOBmmE~mg .. ~~'~5r~Q7"~== .......... cs==~~~~~~---
END [10 
HRL""CUF 
If(IHR.EO.O) THEN 
OAY1 =[lAY-l 
ELSE 
OAY1 ::o DAY 
EHO IF 
" 
IF(OUT.LE.30.AND.F.LT.O)WRITE(6.'(X.13.X,A.X.[2.X.A)') 
*OAY1,'HOUR ',IHRO, ' NEGATI VE RATE' 
IF(DAY1.GE.IFID.AND,DAY1.lE.ILAD) 
*WRITE(2,'(X,F4.0,X.12,X,11(X,F5.1» ') 
*OAY1,IHRO,(HR(K).K=1,10),HRl 
IF(HAS.EG.'N')THEN 
LETZT-t'2 
ELSE 
lETZT:3 
END IF 
IF(ANS.ED.'Y' .AND.OUT.lE.30)THEN 
DO I - 1,LETZT 
DO J=-1,9 
DO K:zl,10 
RBIN(K,J.I)=-AHPBINCK,J,I)*F 
END DO . 
CPSDK(J.I)zCAZALT(J.I)/AREA(J) 
HRSaK(J,I)~CPSOK(J,I)'F*lE~ 
IF(CAZALT(J.I).NE.O)WRITE(2.'(X.A3,X,IS.X.A3.X.IS.X, 
*10(X,F5.1 ),X .F7.2 )' )'AZ',MIDAZ(I),'ALT', 
*MIDAlT(J),(RBIN(K,J.I),K=1,10),HRSOK(J,I) 
END DO 
END DO 
WHR =INT(WESTAZ,F) 
EHR=INT(EASTAZ*F) 
DO N"'1,11 
FISH(N)=O .O 
END DO 
WRITE(2,'(X,A3,2X,14,X,A3.2X,I4,X,10(X,FS.l),X.F7.2)') 
*'WES',WHR,'EAS'.EHR,(FISH(N),H s 1,11) 
END IF 
OTH =O 
OT3=0 
16 DO 1=-1,12 
DO J=1,9 
DO K::1,10 
AHPBIH(K.J,I):O 
END 00 
CAZALTCJ,I}=O 
END 00 
EHD DO 
DO K"'l,l ·:> 
C(K)"O 
END DO 
CL~O 
EASTAZ =O 
' WESTAZ=O 
END IF C-------------------------------------------------------------------
IF(IHRO.Ea.-l)GOTO 45 
HRSl zHRSO+«76 . 8+NSO}/2J0400) 
DHRSs HRS-HRS1 
45 IF(DHRS.GT •• 0005.0R.IHRO,EO.-1}THEN 
, ! 
I I I , 
I 
. i 
I , 
'6 
so 
., 
00 1( ::1.1 0 
IFCAMP.GE.KTHCK1)CCK'=C : Kltl 
END DO 
IFCABS ( OHIN1 ) .GE.O.050 . 0R.ANS.EO.'N 'l GO TO 46 
IFCAZ,GT.O . AND.AZ,lT.90lAZHEW=AZ 
IF CA Z.GT,9 0l AZNEW s 180-AZ 
IFCAZ.LT.O,ANO,AZ.GT.-90lAZHEW 2 -HZ 
IFCAZ.LT.-90lAZHEW=lBO+Al 
IFCNAS.EO.'Y')I =INTCAZNEW/JOltl 
J=IHT( O. 1*ALT1+l 
IFCAZ.GT.O l THEN 
EASTAZ ", EASTAZ+1 
IFCNAS . EQ,'N' ) I:INT CAZ/JO ) t l 
ELSE 
WESTAZ::WESTAH 1 
IF CNA S. EQ,'H ') I:INT ( ABS (A Z/ JO»)t7 
END IF 
CAZALT(J,l) ~CAZALT(J,I)+l 
DO 1(::1,10 
IFCAHP, GE.KTHCK»AHP9IHCJ(,J,Il=AHPBIN(K , J,11+1 
END DO ,_ 
FLAG:! 
ELSE 
IF(FLAG.EO.llCL~ CL+l 
WRITE ( 6, ' (X,A,X,15)') ' ADDRES~ ' ,IADO 
FLAG=O 
END IF 
HRSO=HRS 
NSO=NS 
IHRO .. IHT<HRSO) 
IADO=IAD 
GO TO 15 
C------------- ---------------------------~-------------------
1000 END DO 
99 IF(IOS1 . EO . 29)THEN 
98 
WRITE(6.'(X,A.A)')FLNH(IFL). 'NOT FOUND.' 
ELSE 
WRITE(6,'(X,A.I2)')'ERR NO ' ,IOSl 
END IF 
GO TO 1000 
CLOSE(UNIT"l1 
GO TO 1000 
END 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
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PROG RAM A'JRA TEl 
::::0: " "'="'''''':; :::= : ''': 
AVERAGE HOURLY METEOR RATES AND STD DEV OF THE MEAN. DOES NO 
PLOTTING BUT GENERATES AN A-F I LE. 
Written b~ David G. Rou~ . SQPtember 1986. 
DIMENSION ARRAY(11,0:23).R(11),C(O:23),AVER(11.0:23l, 
*Sa ( 11,0:23),SD(11.0:2~) 
CHARACTER RFILE*9.AVFILE*1 2 .SCRATCH*9.ZaNK*120,Gl*1,G2*2,RFILEL~16 
WRITE(6,'(X,A2S )' )'NAHE UF RFILE? (9 DI GITS)' 
REAO(S,'(A9)')RFILE . 
WRITE e6.'(X,A)')RFILE 
OPEN ( UHIT=l,FILE =RF1LE,FORH= ' FORHAT TED ' ,STATUSs' OlO ') 
DO 15.0,23 
DO J=l.11 
ARRAY(J.I)=O 
AVEReJ.I)=O 
SQ eJ .1)=O 
R(Jl=O 
EN D DO 
C(1):O 
END DO 
READ(l.'(A)')SCRATCH 
READ(I, ' (A)')ZONK 
'-
REAO(1,t.E HD=20l1DAY,IHR.(ReJ),J:l,11) 
DO J=1r11 
ARRAY (J,1 HR):ARRAY(J.IHR ) +R {J ) 
SQ(J,IHRl :SQ(J,IHRltR(J)**2 
END DO 
C<IHR) =CC IHR>tl 
GO TO 10 
AVFILEa' A' IIRFIlE( 2 :9) 
WRITE(6,'(X,A)')AVFILE 
OPEH(UNIT:2.FILE=AVFILE.FORH3'FORHATTED',STATUS:a'NEW') 
WRITE(2,'(X,A12)')AVFIlE 
WRITE(Z, '(X .A)')ZONK 
DO 1:.0 ,Z3 
DO J : lr11 
1F(C(1).EQ .O lTHEN 
AVER(JrI)=O 
SD(J,Il=O 
ELSE 
AVER(J,I) =A RRAY(J,1l/CCI) 
IF(CCI).NE.l ) THEN 
SD(J,I) ~« SQ(J,I)/CC(Il*(C(I)-1»l-(AVER(J,I)**2/(C(I)-1»)**0.5 
ELSE 
SD(J,I):aSQRTCAVER(J.I» 
END IF 
END IF 
END DO 
IHEW =I+! 
WRITE(Z,'(X,IZ,X.l1(X,F5.1»')INEW,(AVER(J,I),J=1,11) 
WRITE(Z, '( 4X,11(X,F5.1» ' )(SD(J,ll,J-l,11) 
WRITE(3.'{X,IZ.X,11(X,FB . l» ' )lNEW.(ARRAY{J,1),J - l.l1) 
WRITE(4 ,' (X,F5.0)')CCll 
END DO 
STOP 
END 
" ~ .-.-r.:.""';,<' t ,~.! ..:.-.:_::::::-~ -:::::::.~:::!:::~--::::.:'"_"":~. : :-~- ,:~~-r.-: -- - t .-- .,-~ • . - ...... -- -
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PROGRAM AVRATE::! 
AVERAGE HOURLY METEOR RATES OVER SEVERAL DAYS AND DISTRIBUTED 
ABOVE 10 THRESHOLD AMPLITUDES (11FOR ALL ECHO DIRECTIONS AND 
(2)WITHIN EACH LUHPEO OR UNLUHPED AZALT BIN. 
Written b~ Da~id G. Raux, Graha~5townl 1987. 
DIMENSION ARRAY(11,Ot23),BAlT(9),BAZ(12',B(11),R(11),C{O:23), 
*Sa(11,O:23),SD(11,O:2J),BARRAY(11,9,1~,O:23), 
*SDWRCO:23),SOER(O:23),BAVER(11,9,12,O:Z3),SOB(11,9,12,0:23), 
*SOB(11,9,12,O:23),AVW(O:231,AVECO:231,SDWRCO;231,SDER(0:23). 
*AVER(11.0:23),SUHWRCO:23),SUHERCO:23),W(11,O:Z3),XCO:23), 
*YCO:Z31,Z(11,9,12,O:23),LUHPAHP(11,9,lZ1,CK(O:23),CC(0:23), 
*SOAVER(11,O:231 
CHARACTER RFIlE*9,AVFILE*12,SCRATCH*',ZONK*120, 
.ZA.3,TlA*3,ANS*1,SNA.l 
INTEGER H,BAZ.BAlT,AZ,AlT 
WRITE(6,'(X.A2~)')'NAHE OF RFIlE? (9 DIGITS)' 
READCS, ' (A9)'IRFIlE "-
WRITE{6,'CX,AI')'HAVE ALTAZ BINS BEEN GENERATED IN THE RFIlE1 
.<Y/N)' 
READ(S,'(A1)')SNA . 
WRITE(6,'(X,A)')'lUHP TOGETHER THE HOURS FOR AMP. DISTR.? 
*<Y/N)' 
READ(S,'CA1)'IANS 
OPEN(UNIT=1,FIlEzRFIlE,FORH='FORMATTED',STATUS:'OLD') 
DO 1:0,23 
DO J~1P11 
ARRAY(J,I)=O 
AVERCJ.I)=O 
SQ(J,I)::O 
RtJ) ; O 
END DO 
CCI' =O 
END DO 
DO H- 0,23 
DO 1=1.3 
DO J=1r9 
DO K=1,11 
BARRAY(K.J,I,Hl~O 
SQB(K.J,I,Hl=O 
lUHPAHP(K.J,I)=O 
END DO 
END DO 
END 00 
SUHWR(H)=O 
SUHER(H)=O 
SaWR(H)=O 
SOER(H)-O 
END DO 
READ(l,'(A)')SCRATCH 
READC1,'(A)')ZONK 
READe1,* , END _20lIDAY,IHR,(R(J),J_l,11l 
CCIHR)::C(IHRl+1 
DO j - l,l1 
ARRAY(J,IHR)~ARRAY(J,IHRl+R(Jl 
SQIJ.IHR)=SQ(J,IHRltR(J)**2 
15 
20 
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END DO 
IF(SNA.EO.'Y')THEN 
READ ( 1, ' (X. A3,2X.I4,X.A3.2X.I4.X,10jX.F~.l J ,X.F7 . 2J 'J 
*ZA,AZ,TlA,ALT,(B(K ) ,K-l,11) 
IF(ZA.EQ,'WES'ITHEN 
SUHWR(IHRl=SUHWRIIHRltAZ 
SUHEReIHRI=SUHERCIHRltALT 
SQWRCIHR)=SOWR(IHRltAZ**2 
SQER(IHR)=SOER(IHR)tAlT •• 2 
GO TO 10 
ELSE 
IFCAZ.GE.OlTHEN 
I=«AZ-1S ) /JOltl 
ELSE 
1::7-( fAzt151/30) 
END IF 
J=«ALT-S)/I0)+1 
DO 1(:111 1 
BARRAYCK,J.I.IHRI=BARRAY(K,J,I,[HRI+BCK ) 
SOB(K.j,I.IHR1=SOB(K.J,I,IHRlt8(1()**2 
EHD DO 
END IF 
IF(ZA.EO,'WES'ITHEN 
GO TO 10 
ELSE 
GO TO 15 
END IF 
ELSE 
GO TO 10 
END IF 
AVFIlE='A'IIRFILE(2:9) 
OPEN(UNIT z 2.FIlE=AVFIlE,FORH:'FORHATTED',STATUS='HEY ' ) 
WRITE(2,'(X.A)')AVFILE 
WRITE(2,'(X,A)'lZONK 
DO [=0,23 
DO J=l,l1 
IF(CCII,Ea,O)T HEH 
AVER(J,I)=O 
SD(J,I) ~ 999 
AVW(l)=O 
AVECI)=O 
SDWR(I) " 999 
SDERCIl - 999 
ELSE 
AVER(j,I)=ARRAY(J.I)/C(I) 
AVW(I)=SUHWR(11/C(I) 
AVE(I)=SUHER(I)/C(Il 
IF(C(I),HE.l)THEH 
CK(I)=C(!I-l 
CC(I)zC(Il*(C(II-l) 
SOAVER(J,IlsAVER(J,I}**2 
W(J,I)z(SQeJ.Il/CC(I)*(C(Il-l»)-
*(AVEReJ,11**2/(C(II-1» 
SO(J,I)·W(J.Il"O.~ 
X(I)"(SQWR(I1/CC(11*(C(Il -1»I-
*(AVW(Il •• 2/(C(Il-l» 
SDWR(II 3 X(I).*O,5 
Y(I) - (SOERCI)/(C(Il*(Clll-ll)l-
*(AVECI),'2/(C(II-l1) 
SOER(I)::YII)'*O.~ 
-.-•• _ .. ...... ' .• ..•• ,,_ ",.. ,'" •••.••. , •. •. . , , --.- ,.- -'-.o:r-'''''' "":", .. ~--'--~ ~. ,.-. ... ,-.-,-"'<""-~ .. .,.,.-" 
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ELSE 
SO(J,I)"'999 
SDWR(I)::999 
SDER(I)=-999 
END IF 
EHD IF 
EHD DO 
IF(SNA.EQ,'Y')THEN 
WRITE{2,'(X,I2.2(XrA,X,F5~1),X,11(X,F5.1»')I, 
,'WEST RATE',AVW(Il,"EAST RATE',AVE(ll,(AVER(J,I),J=1,11) 
WRITE(2,'(14X.FS.l,11X,F5.1,X,11(X,F~.1»')SDWR(I), 
'SDER(I),(SD(J,I),J=1,11) 
WRITE(4.'CX.I2,X,FS.O)')I,CCI) 
WRITE(3J'CX.I2,X.13(X.~6.1»')I,X(I),Y(I),CWCJJI) , J:1.11) 
WRITEC7.'CX,I2,X.13CX'P7.0»')I,CCC!l,CK(Il,CSQAVERCJ.I), 
*J=l.lll 
WRITE(7.'C20X,11(X.F7.0»')CSQCJ,I),J=1,111 
ELSE 
WRITE(2,'CX,I2,11CX,F5.1»')!,CAVER(J.I),J:1,111 
END IF 
END DO 
IFCANS.EQ.'Y')THEN 
DO 1=1, 3 
1FCI . LT.6)THEN 
BAZ(Il=(30*(I - 1»t15 
ELSE 
BAZeI)=C30*C7-I})-15 
END IF 
DO J=h 9 
DO K=1,11 
DO H:cO,23 
LUHPAHPCK,J,I)=LUHPAHPCK,J,IltBARRAY(K,J,I,H) 
END DO 
END 00 
BALT(Jl =C10*(J-l»t5 
WRITEC2,'CX,A,X,14,X,A,X,I2.X,11{X,16»')'AZ',BAZ(Il,'ALT', 
*BALTeJ),CLUHPAHPCK,J,Il,K=1,11) 
END DO 
END DO 
ELSE 
DO H=O,23 
DO 1=1,3 
DO J=1 . 9 
DO K=1,11 
IF(C(H).EG.OlTHEN 
BAVERCK,J,I,H)~O 
SDBCK,J,I,H)=999 
ELSE 
BAVERCK,J.I,Hl:BARRAYCK,J,I,Hl/CCHl 
IF(CCH) .NE.1>THEN 
Z(K,J,I,H)=(SQBCK,J,I,Hl/CCCHl*(C(H)-l)l,-
*<BAVERCK,J.1,Hl**2/CCCH)-1» 
SDBCK,J,I,H)=ZCK,J,I,Hl**O.5 
ELSE 
SDBCK,J.I,H)=999 
END IF 
END IF 
END DO 
IFeI.LE.6lTHEH 
BAZ(Il2(30*(I-l»tl~ 
.10 
ELSE 
BAZ«()~(30*(7-I»-15 
END IF 
BALT(J)~(10'(J-l»+5 
IF(BAVER(ll.Jrr,H).NE.O.ANO.SNA.Eg,'Y')THEN 
WRITE(2,'(X,12,X,A,X,14,X,A,X,I2,X,11(X,FS.l»')H,'AZ·. 
'9AZ(I),'ALT',BALT(J),(BAVER(K,J,I,H),K:l,11) 
WRITE(2,'(9X,A,8X,11(X,FS.l»')'SD',(SDS(K,J,I,H ) ,K=1,11) 
WRITE(3,'(X,11(X,F8.1»')~Z(K,J,I,H),K=1,11) 
ELSE 
CONTINUE 
END IF 
END DO 
END DO 
END DO 
END IF 
STOP 
END 
'-
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PROGRA:1 AIJPLOT 
C Z:2~:=;:~===:S 
C AVERAGE HOURLY HETEOR RATE PLOTTING PROGRAH 
C Accepts d~Ld of unifor~ for~at froa an R-file. 
C Written b~ Dav id G. Roux, 1986. 
C Revise~ b~ D.G.R., 21 DeceMber 1987. Renaaed AVPLOT on 
C Januar~ 6 1988. 
DIMENSION ARRAY(11,24).R ( 11),C(2~),AVERC11,2~1, 
*SQ(II,24),SD(11,24),FK1(2~),FK2(24) 
CHARACTER RFILE*9,SCRATCH*9,ZONK,120 
REAL X(30l,Y(JO),E<30),LHS 
LOGICAL DAVID C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
YHAX -O 
7 WRITE(6t'(X,A2S)')'NAH£". OF RFILE? (9 DIGITS)' 
READ(S,'(A9)')RFILE 
IF(RFILE.EO.'Z')STOP 
WRITE(6,'(X,Al')'PLOT (l)AV HR RATE ADOVE AHP . LEVEL K2 : LEVEL 
*Kl, OR PLOT (2) AV HR RATE ABOVE A SINGLE LEVEL? (ENTERl/2)' 
READ(S,"ANS 
IF(AHS . ED.2lTHEH ,_ 
WRITE(6,' (X,A)') 'PLOT GRAPH OF ECHOES ABOVE LEVEL Ki EHTER K' 
READ(S,*' K 
ELSE 
WRITE(6,'(X,A)')'PLOT HR ABOVE LEVEL K2: HR ABOVE LEVEL Kl. 
*ENTER K2,Kl' 
REAO(5,.'K2,Kl 
END IF 
WRITE ( 6,'(X,A)')'Enter Y-axis scal~' 
READ(5,*)YSCAl 
VSCAL =lIYSCAL 
CALL START_PLOT(DAVID) 
OPEH(UHIT=l,FILE=RFILE,FORM='FORHATTED',STATUS-' OLD') 
DO 1::1,24 
DO J=1,11 
ARRAY(J,l) =O 
AVEReJ,I)::O 
SO(J,I)=O 
R(J)"O 
END DO 
C (1) =0 
END DO 
REAO(l,'(A)'lSCRATCH 
READ(l,'(Al ') ZONK 
10 READtl,* , ENO:20)IDAY,IHR,(R(J),J=1,11) 
IHR=IHR+1 
DO J:o:l.ll 
ARRAY(J , IHR)=ARRAY(J,IHR)~R(J) 
SD(J,IHR)::SQeJ,IHR)tR(J)*'2 
END DO 
C( IHR)::<C( IHR)+1 
GO TO 10 
20 DO 1- 1,24 
DO J=I,11 
IF(C(I).EO.O)THEN 
AVER(J,I):zO 
SOCJ,I),.SDRT(AVER(J,I» 
ELSE 
AVERCJ,!)=ARRAY(J.I)/C(!) 
IF(C(I).NE.l)THEN 
c 
A12 
SD{J,I)~«SO(J,IJ/ £ C([).iC(I) - l»)- ( AV~R ( J.[)¥.2/(C(Il-1»)**0.5 
ELSE 
SD<J.I ) :SORTCAVEReJ.I» 
END IF 
END IF 
END DO 
X(fl = I-O . 5 
IFCANS.EO.2)THEN 
YII)c:AVERCI(,I) 
E(I) .. SD(KtI) 
ELSE . 
IFCAVER(1(1,I).HE.O)Y(Il=AVER(K2 , ll/AVER(Kl,l) 
IFCAVERCK1,I).NE.OlFK1(I)=SDCK1,I)/AVERCKl.I) 
IF(AVERCK2,1).NE.O)FK2(I'=SDCK2,Il/AVERCK2,IJ 
E(I)"«(Kl(tJ'*2+FK2( 1)~'2)**O.S)*Y(I) 
END IF 
WRITE(6,I>XCIl,YC!l,EC!l 
END DO 
DO 1 - 1,24 
IF{YCI) . GE,YHAX)YHAX=Y(I) 
END DO 
START PLOTTING ROUTINE 
CALL FACTQRCQ.7) 
CALL PLOT(1.O,1.0,-3) 
IF(ANS.EQ.2'THEN 
DIV=YHAX/YSCAL 
TOP:zINHOIV)tl 
FTOP=TOPUSCAL 
BTOP "'TOPtl 
X(2S)"'O.O 
X(26l=1.0 
Y(2S l"' O.O 
Y(26) .. YSCAL 
'-
CALL AXIS(O.O.Q.O,'SAST',-4,24.0,0.O,O.O.I.0) 
CALL AXIS(O.0,0.O,'AVRATE ' ,6,TOP,90.0,0.O,YSCAL) 
CALL LIHE(X,Y,2~,1,1,6) 
DO 1=24,2,-2 
LHS=X(I)-O.2 
RHS=X(l)tO.2 
YU=VSCAL*(YCI)tE(I» 
YL=VSCAL*(YCI)-E(I» 
IF(YL.GT.O.AHD.YU.LT.90)THEH 
CALL PLOTCLHS,YL,3) 
CALL PLOT(RHS,YL,2l 
CALL PLOTCX(IJ,YL,J) 
CALL PLOT(X(I),YU,2) 
CALL PLOT(LHS,YU.3) 
CALL PLOT(RHS,YU,2) 
EHD IF 
EHD DO 
ELSE 
DIV=YHAX/YSCAL 
TOP"'IHl(DIV)tl 
BTOP=TOP+1 
. X(2S)=0.O 
X(26) - 1.0 
Y(25)=0 . 0 
Y(26)~YSCAL 
CALL AXIS(O.O,O.0,'SAST',-4,24.0,O.O,O.O,I . 0) 
CALL AXIS(O.O,O.O,'FRACTION OF LONG ECHOES',2J, 
:.. _ "~~= ..... !£.oI,~'I[~ ...... 
--.; . 
*TOP,90.0.0.0,YSC~L) 
CALL LINE(X,Y,24,l,l,~) 
no 1:24,2,-2 
LHS=X(Il-O.2 
RHS:X{I)+0.2 
YU:VSCAL*(Y(I)+E(Il) 
YL=VSCAL*(Y(Il-E(I» 
IF(YL.OT.-I0lTHEN 
CALL PLOT(LHS.YL,J) 
CALL PLOT(RHS,YL,2) 
CALL PLOT(X(Il,YL,3l 
CALL PlOT(X(I),YU,2) 
CALL PLOT(LHS,YU.3) 
CALL PLOT(RHS.YU,2) 
END IF 
END DO 
END IF 
CALL PLOT(-1.0,-1.0,3l 
CAll PLOTC-1.0,BTOP,2) 
CALL PlOT(24.2,BTOP,2) 
CALL PLOT(24.2,-1.0.2l 
CALL PLOT(-1.0,-1.0,2> 
CALL END_PLOT 
CLOSE(UNIT:l ) 
STOP 
END 
All 
'-
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PROGRAM DIFPLDT 
C ;=:=====~====== 
C-----SUBTRACTS SPORADIC BACKGROUND HOURLY RATES FROM SHOWER HOURLY RATES C 
C Written b~ David G. Raux, Ght, 19a6. 
C 
DIHENSION DIFFER(11,24),Rl{11),R2(11),SDl(II),SD2(11),SO(11,24) 
CHARACTER FILEl119,FILE2119,SCRATCHI119,SCRATCH2*19. 
lZ0NK11120,ZONK2t120 
REAL X(30) ,Y(30) ,E(24) ,LHS 
LOGICAL DAVE 
YHAX"'Q 
~ WRITE(6,'(X,A27)'l'NAHE OF AUFILEl? (9 DIGITS)' 
READ(S," (Al' )FILEI ' 
IF(FILE1.EO.'Z')STOP 
WRITE(6,'(X,A27")'NAME OF AVFILE2? (9 DIGITS)' 
REAOCS,'(A)'lFILE2 
WRITEC6,'(X,Al')'PLOT ECHOES ABOVE THE KTH LEVEL; ENTER K' 
READ(S,.'K 
CALL START_PLOT(DAVEl ,_ 
OPEN{UNIT=I,FILE=FILE1,FORH='FORHATTED,.STATUS"'OlD'l 
OPEN(UNIT:2,FILE=FILE2,FORH='FORHATTEO',STATUS='OLO') 
DO 1=1,24 
DO J=I,l1 
DIFFER{J,I)=O 
SD(J.Il=O 
END DO 
END no 
REAo(l,'(A)')SCRATCHl 
READ(l,'(A)'lZONKl 
REAO(2.'(Al')SCRATCH2 
READ(2,'(A)')ZONK2 
WRITE(3,'(A)'lZONKl 
10 READ(1,*,END=lS'I,(Rl(J),J=I,11) 
READ(1,t)(SDl(J).J=1.11) 
IS READ(2,.,END=20JI,CR2(J),J=1,11) 
READ(2,.)CSD2(J),J=1.11) 
DO J=I.ll 
DIFFER(J,Il=Rl(Jl-R2(J) 
SD(J,I)=SOl(J,tSD2CJl 
END DO 
X(ll=I-O.5 
Y(I)=DIFFER(K,I) 
ECI)=SD(KrI) 
WRITE'A,*)XCIl,Y{I),ECI) 
GO TO 10 
20 DO 1"1,24 
IF(Y(I).GE.YHAXlYHAX=Y(I) 
END DO 
DIU"'YMAXJ5 
TOP:IN1(DIV>tS 
BTOP:TOP-2 
C START PLOTTING ROUTINE 
CALL FACTOR(O.7) 
CAll PlOT(1.0,5.0,-3l 
X(2S)=O.O 
X(26)"'1.0 
Y(2S)=o.O 
I Y<26l::tS.o l' CALL AXISCO.O.o.O.· •• -1.24.0.0.:;:.0. : . :~ -.... a . "" .• '",,,,,,,, ' _ _ 
'" 
idkL . ' 
i 
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CALL AXIS(O.O,-4.Q,· ',1,TOP,90.0.-20.0.S.0J 
CALL LINE(XrY,2~.1,1,6) 
DO 1"'23,1,-2 
LHS:aX(II-O.l 
RHS"X(l)tO.l 
YU=O.2*CYCI)+ECI» 
YL=O.2*CY(Il-ECI» 
IF<YL.GT.-19)THEN 
CALL PlOT(lHS,YL.J) 
CALL PlOT(RHS.VL.2) 
CALL PLOT(X(I),YL,3) 
CALL PlQTeX(IJ,YU,2) 
CALL PLOT(LHS,YU.3) 
CAll PL~T(RHS,YU,2) 
END IF 
EHD DO 
CALL PlOT(-1.0.-S.0.3) 
CALL PLOTC-l.0,BTOP.2) 
CALL PLOT(24.S,BTOP,2) 
CALL PLOT{24.S,-5.0,2) 
CALL PLOTC-l.O.-S.O,2) 
CALL END_PLOT 
CLOSECUNIT=L) 
CLOSE (UNIT=2 J 
STOP 
END 
'-
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PROGRAM EASTWEST 
C ==~:==""s:z""s= .. =s= 
C Plots eithliilf' Ca) West rOil. - east · rat.e. or 
C (b) West and east rat.es syperi~po5ed. 
C Input aU'll be of non-uniform for.at (cont .. in azall bins), 
C and is the output of RATE. 
C Written b~ David Raux, Dece*ber 1986. 
C Revised b~ D.G.R., Deceaber 1987. 
DIMENSION C(24),Y(24), 
'SQWR(24),SOER(24),SUMWR(24),SUHER(24),W(11124),X(~4), 
'AVW(24l,AVE(24),SDWR(24),SDER(24l 
CHARACTER RFILE*9,SCRATCH*9,ZONK*120. 
.ZA'3,TLA*3,ANS*1 
INTEGE.F: H,AZ,ALT , 
REAL DX(26l,DY(26),LH9,EXY(24l 
DYHAX=O 
DYHIN=O 
LINTYPE"'l 
FLAG"'O 
7 WRITE(6, ' (X,A25)')'NAHE OF RFILE? (9 DIGITS)' 
REAO(S,'(A9)')RFILE 
IF (R FILE.EO .'l ') STOP 
WRITE(6,'(X.A)')'Plot difference (W-E), or Wand E rates? (O,W)' 
READ(S,'(A)')ANS 
OPEN(UNIT=1,FILE=RFILE,FORH='FORHATTED',STATUS='OLD') 
DO 1=1,24 
C (I) =0 
END DO 
DO H=1,24 
SUHWR(H)=O 
SUHER(H)=Q 
SGWR(Hl=O 
SOER(H)=O 
END DO 
READ(l,'(A)')SCRATCH 
REAO(l,'(A)'lZONK 
10 REAO(1,*,END=20lIDAY,IHR 
IHR:aIHRtl 
C( IHR)::C( IHRHI 
IS READ(1 I' (X,A3,2X, 14,X,A3,2X,14)') 
*ZA,AZ,TLA,ALT 
IF(ZA.EO.'WES'lTHEN 
SUHWR(IHR)=SUHWR(IHR)+AZ 
SUHER(IHRl=SUHER(IHR)+ALT 
SQWR(IHRl",SQWR(IHRl+AZ •• 2 
SQER(IHR)=SOER(IHR)tALT"2 
GO TO to 
END IF 
H(ZA.EO. 'WES' )THEN 
GO TO 10 
ELSE 
GO TO 15 
END IF 
20 DO 1"'1,24 
. DO J=1,11 
IF(FLAG.EQ.O)THEH 
IF(C(I).EQ.OlTHEH 
AVW (J )=0 
AVE(I)=O 
SDWR(I):aO I: _____ , __ . 
____ ~__ ...... ::we===- - .... 
SDEFH I );;0 
ELSE 
AUW([J~SUMWR([)/C(I) 
AVECI)zSUHER(I)/C(Il 
IF<C<I).NE.l)THEN 
X(I)=(SaWRCI)/( C<I)l CC(Il-ll»-
t(AVWCI)**2/{CCI1-1» 
SDWRCI)=X(Il**O.S 
Y(I)=(SaER(I)/(C(l)*(C(Il~l»l­
t(AVE{I)tt2/(CCI)-1» 
SDERC!)=YCI)**O.S 
ELSE 
SDWR(l) - O 
SDER(U"'O 
END IF ~ 
END IF 
END IF 
END DO 
AI1 
IFtANS.EO.'O')THEN 
DYCI)=AVW(Il-AVECI) 
EXYCI1=(SDWRCIl**2+SDERCI)**21**O.S 
END IF ,-
lOa IF(ANS.EO.'W')THEN 
IFCFLAG.EO.O)THEN 
DY(I)=AVW(I) 
EXY(I) :5DWRCI) 
INTEG:,!! 
ELSE 
DYCI)=AVE(l) 
EXV( U""SDER (I) 
INTEO=3 
LINTYPE=-l 
END IF 
END IF 
DX(I'=!-O.5 
IFCDYCI),GE.DYMAX10YHAX=OV(I) 
IF(DY(Il,LT,DYHIN)DYHIN=DY{I) 
END DO 
IF(FLAG.EO.l)ANS='A' 
Dlu:z:DYHAX/3 
TOP=INHDIV>tl 
BTOP =TOP tl 
BDIV-OVHIN/J 
IF(ANS.EO.'D')THEN 
BOT"'INT(BDIV)-l 
ELSE 
BOT=O 
END IF 
YORIOm~l*(BOT-l) 
BBOT--l*YOR IG 
AXLEN ""T OP-&CT 
FVAL:><BOT*3 
C START OF PLOTTING ROUTINE 
CALL EPS PLOT(UNIT 3,'X', 
CALL FACTOR(O.7 ) 
CALL PLOT(1.0,YORIO,-3) 
DX(25)"0.O 
DX(26)-1.0 
DH25);0.0 
DY(26) "'J.O 
O~ " try 8 !"ta ........ :csw 
A18 
CALL LINE(OX.D"(.24.1.LINTYPE.INTEQ> 
DO I=2-4,::!,-::! 
LHS "OX( I )-0.1 
RHS-OX{1,tO.l 
YU 2 0.JJ*(OY(I)tEXY(I) 
YL%0.3Jt(OY(I)-EXY(I» 
CALL PLOT(LHS,YL,J) 
CALL PLOT(RHS,YL,2) 
CALL PLOT(DX(I),YL ,3) 
CALL PLOT (DX(I) ,YU,2 ) 
CALL PLOT(LHS,YU,J) 
CALL PLOl(RHS,YU ,2l 
END DO 
FLAG=l 
IF(ANS.EO. '1.1' lGO TO 20' .~ 
CALL AXIS(O.O,O.O,'SAST',-~,2-4.0,0.0.0.O,1.O) 
CALL AXIS(0.0,BOT,'RATE'.-4.AXLEN.90.0,FVAL,J.Ol 
CALL PLOT(-1.0,SSOl,3) 
CALL PLOT(-I.0.BTOP,2) 
CALL PLOT(25.0,BlOP,2 ) 
CALL PLOT<25.0.BBOT,2) ,_ 
CALL PLOT(-1.0,BBOT.2) 
CALL ENOPLOT 
CLOSE (UNIT 1) 
STOP 
EHO 
! 
I 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
100 
"0 
350 
AI' 
PROGRAM OWL 
=:"' ''' =.&= :''': = 
50 - called beca~5e the rirst ~ra~~ looked like an o~l. 
Plots to EPSOH ~raphs of theoretical rate and of 
observed rate or major ~how.rs. 
Writt~n b~ David Roux, Jan.1987. 
CHARACTER UO*1,ANS*1,SHA*2 
DIMENSION RO(-J6:36,44) 
COMMON /CCOORDI 580. CBO •. S8P, CBP, 591, C81. AQ, AP, At 
REAL X(200),YU(200),YO(200),XX(JO),YY(JO),EE{30), 
*PX(200),PYU(200),PYO(200),PXX(30),PVY(30),F'EE{30),LHS 
LOGICAL DAVE 
PIII:3.141'59 
OPEHCUHIT=1,FILE='RHO',FORH;'FORHATTED',STATU5='OLO') 
DO 100 1C"I,44 • 
READ(1,.) Z,(RO(IA,IC),IA=O,18) 
DO 100 IA=OrlB 
RO(-IA,IC) z RO(IA.IC) 
RO{36-IA.IC)=RO ( IA.IC) 
RO(IA-36.IC)=RO(IA,IC) 
590;;0.8358 
C80:0,5490 
SBP=-O.S490 
CSP3Q.83SB 
'-
WRITE(6,'{X,A)')'ENTER STATRTING TIHE (INTEGRAL HOUR)' 
READ{~j,*)ST 
WRITE(6,'(X,A)') 
.'ENTER TIHE OF RADIANT TRANSIT, DECLINATION. (HOURS, DEGREES)' 
READCS,*>T,DEC 
TH'"3E-12 
S;1.9 
WRITEC6,'CX,A)') 
*'PLOT ~HICH OF THE FOLLOWING: UNDERDENSE (UN)? OR OVERDENSE (OV)?' 
READ(5.'(A2)')SNA 
CALL START_PLOTCDAVE> 
SB1 - SIND{DEC) 
CB1"COSDCDEC) 
AO:O 
AP::O 
IF(SNA.ED.'UN')UO-'U' 
IF(SNA.EO.'OV')UO='Q' 
00::0.25 
NPTS=(24/00Hl 
RHAX;Q 
DO N:l,97 
XCN );(N-l)UO 
TRT::X(Hl-T 
IF(TRT.LT.-12.0)TRT=TRT+24 
IF(TRT.GT.12.0)TRT-TRT-24 
A1::zTRT*lS 
CALL CDORDCA2,B2J 
IF(B2.LE.01S)THEN 
RATEsO 
GO TO 550 
END IF 
CHI-90-B2 
AR::A2 
E-5-1 
EX"'E 
IF (UD.ED.'O') EX s 4*E 
~W •• ;'~Uh OfflE$?%wt"~~~~"""------------------
110 
>so 
CCE=COSO(CHI)**E 
SC"'51ND(C~I) 
F2=CCE /SORrC SC*SC+.OJ13 l 
Fl:7E3*TH~ ( 1+1.25/E) 
EL - O 
F3- 0 
A=ARt95 
PHl=-90 
IAS=NIHTCA/5) 
IAF;IAS+34 
TCHl=TAND(CHI) 
DO J"'IAS,zAF 
JAG:J 
IF(I.LT.-36) JAG=I+72 
IF(I.Ur.3b) JAG=I-72 
IF(I.LT.-10SlJAG::I+144 
IFCl.GT.IOSl JAG=I-144 
PHI=PHI+:S 
CDA"'COSD(PHI) 
TC=TCHUCDA 
C=ATAN<TC) 
IC=HINT(90*C/PI) 
CDA1:COSDePHI - 2.Sl 
CDA2:COSD(PHlt2.S) 
TC1::zTCHUCDAI 
TC2 2TCHUCOA2 
CI - ATANCTCl) 
C2::ATAN(TC2l 
CC1=COS{Cl) 
CC2=CaS(C2) 
SC1=SIN(Cll 
Ale 
'-
SC2:SIN(C2) 
RS1=(1E5*(SGRT(422S-4096*CC1*CC1)-64*SC1»*CCl 
RS2=elE:S*<SaRTe422S-4096*CC2*CC2)-64*SC2»*CC2 
DL~SDRTCRS1**2+RS2**2-1.9924*RS1*RS2) 
EL::El+DL 
F3 - F3t(RO(IA,IC)**EX)*OL 
END DO 
RATE=3600*F1*F2*F3 
IF(RATE.GT.RHAXlRHAX - RATE 
IF(UO.EG.'U')YU(N)=RATE 
IF(UD.EG.'O')YOIN)::RATE 
END DO 
DO H::z1,NPTS 
IF(UO.ED.'U ' lYUCH) · YUIH)/RHAX 
IFIUO.EO.'Q')YO(H) - YO(H)/RHAX 
END DO 
CLOSEeUNlT:ll 
CALL GANJAeXX,yy,EE) 
OFF"'5T-1 
DO 1=1,24 
K::IItDFF 
IF(K.GT.24)THEH 
K=K-24 
PXXeI) ·XX(KH24 
PVY(J)",YYIK) 
PEE(1)2EEIK) 
ELSE 
PXX(Il "' XX(K) 
PVY(I)~YY<K) 
i 
I 
I-I 
i i 
c 
c 
PEE ( ()"EEi :"< ) 
END IF 
END DO 
DO 1=1,97 
K::z(ST/DOHI 
IF(K.GT.97>THEH . 
K'*K-96 
PXCI)=XCKlt-24 
ELSE 
PX(l)=X<K) 
END IF 
PYUCII=YUCK) 
All 
PVO(I)a,(OCK) 
WRITE(6,'(X,A,X,A,I3,3(X,F6.2»)')'THEOR1','Ia',I,PX(I), 
*PYU(l),~YO(II 
END DO 
DO L=1,30 
WRITE(6,'(X,A,X,A,I2,F6.2,X,F7.S)')'OBSERVED:','La',L,PXX(L), 
*PYYCl) 
END DO 
START PLOTTING ROUTINE (THEORETICAL RATE) 
CALL FACTOReO.B) '-
CALL PLOT(1.0.3.0.-3) 
ST=ST-l 
PX(HPTSH )=5T 
PX(HPTSt2):El.O 
PYU(NPTStl)-O.O 
P'fU(NPTS+2):Q.l 
PYO (HPTSH ) =0.0 
PYO(NPTS+21 .. 0.1 
CALL AXIS(O,O,O.O,'SAST',-4,24.0,O,O,ST,1.0) 
CALL AXIS(O.O,-2.Q,' ',1,12.0,90.0,-0.2,0.1) 
IF(SHA.ED,'UN')CALL LINECPX,PYU,HPTS,l,Q,l) 
IF(SNA.EQ.' OV')CALL LINECPX,PVO,NPTS,l,O,l) 
START PLOTTING ROUTINE (OBSERVED RATE) 
PXX(2:5)=ST 
Pxx(26)sl.O 
PH(2S):0.O 
PyY(26)=O.1 
CAll lINE(PXX,PYY,24,1,1,3) 
DO 1"'24,2,-2 
PXX(I)=PXX(I)-ST 
lHS:PXX(I)-O.2 
RHS-PXX(I)tO.2 
YUP-l0'(PYY(I)tPEEet» 
Yl:IO*(PYYCI1-PEECI» 
CAll PlOT(LHS,YL,J) 
CAll PlOT(RHS,Yl,2) 
CAll PlOT(PXX(I),Yl,J) 
CAll PLOT(PXX(I),YUP,2) 
CAll PLOT(LHS,YUP . J) 
CALL PLOT(RHS,YUP,2) 
END DO 
CALL PLOTt-l.O.-J.O.) 
CALL PLOT(-1.0,11.S,2) 
CALL PLOT(24.5,11.5,21 
CALL PLOT(24.5,-J.O,2) 
CALL PLOT(-1.0, - J.O,2) 
CALL END_PLOT 
CLOSE{UNITsU 
·iErit~ti~~·; ......... . ; ,~:' ... r; ' , .., ~ '';:: j ~ -: .JII~1~1lW?IIiI"'.?~"Eii-·~!!'=d!.;;;"'!.·-"'-."" ............ -----------
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
5 
----------- --------
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE COORD (~~ , B2) 
1.22 
This subroutine con~.rts the 10n5itude-like (Al) and 
the latitude-like · (Bl) coordinates of a ~oint on a sphere 
into the corre5Pondin~ coordinates eA2,A2) in a different 
coordinate s~stem that is. s~eciried b~ th~ coordinates 
of its orisin (AO,BO) and its north pole (AP,DP) in 
the orisinal coordinat. s~steG. The panse ot -A2 will 
be rro~ 0 to 360 desrees and B2 rro~ -90 to t90 de5rees. 
All ars~.ents are in d~5r.es 
Ref: Methods of Experiaental Ph~sics Vol 12 part C 
b~ Meeks, ~ 311. 
COHMON ICCOORDI SBO, CBO. SBP. CBP. 5Bl. CB1. AD, AP, Al 
Lonsitude-like:AO=O, Al=HA, A2 3 ,z, AP:O 
Latitude-like: BO:56.7, Bl - dec, B2=alt, Bp:-33.3 
SB2 = SBPtSBl t . CBP'CBltCOSDeAP - Al) 
592 = HAX(-0.99999.HIN(0.99999,SB2» 
B2 ~ ASIND(SB2) 
CB2 z COSD(B2) 
SAA s SINP(AP - Al)tCB1/CB2 
CAA (SBl - S92'SBP)/(CB2tCBP) 
CBB ~ SBO/CBP 
SBB ~ SINDeAP - AO)tCBO 
SA2 ~ SAA*CBB - CAA*SBB 
CA2 CAA.CBB + SAA*SBB 
IF (CA2 .LE. 0.0) THEN 
A2 : 2.0tATAH20«1.0 - CA2),5A2) 
ELSE 
A2 : 2.0tATAN2D(SA2,(1.0 + CA2» 
END IF 
IF (A2 .LE. 0.0) A2 = A2 + 360.0 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE GANJA(XX, yy, EEl 
~:=:::~:::=~===:~~:=.=~=3Z=*~== 
SUBTRACTS SPORADIC BACKGROUND HOURLY RATES FROM SHOWER HOURLY RATES 
DOES PLOT ON THE SCREEN; S STANDS FOR 'SCREEN' 
DIMENSIOH DIFFER(ll,24),Rl(11).R2(ll),SD1(11),SD2(11),SD(11,24) 
CHARACTER FILE1*19 , FILE2.l9,5CRATCHlt19,SCRATCH2t19. 
,ZOMKlt120,ZONK2t120 
REAL XX(301,YY(30),EE(24),LHS 
WRITE[6~'(XtA27)')'NAHE OF AVFILE1? (9 DIGITS)' 
READ(S , '(A)')FILEl 
IF(FILE1.EQ.'Z')STOP 
WRITE(6,'(X,A27)')'HAHE OF AVFIlE21 (9 DIGITS)' 
READ(S,'(A)')FILE2 
WRITE(6,'(X,A)')'PLOT ECHOES ABOVE THE KTH LEVEL; EHTER K' 
READ(S,t)K 
OPEN(UNITal,FILEaFILE1.FORH~'FORMATTED',STATUS-'OLD') 
OPEN(UNIT=2,FILE~FILE2,FORM:'FORMATTED',STATUSa'OLD') 
DO 1-1,24 
DO J:l,ll 
DIFFER(J,Il=O 
10 
10 
20 
SD(JrI)"'O 
END DO 
END DO 
READ(1,'{A)')SCRATCH1 
READ(1,'{A)')ZONKl 
READ(2,'(A)')SCRATCH2 
READC2,'(A)')ZOHK2 
WRITE(3,'eA)')ZONKl 
YYHAX:::O 
READ(1,i,END=15)I,(RICJ),J=1,11) 
READ(1,i)(SD1(J),j=1,11i 
READ(2,* ,END=20 l I, (R2 (J) d " ,l, 11) 
READ(2")CSD2CJ),J=1,11) 
DO J=l,l1 
"~J 
DIFFER( J., I )=R1 (j)-R2( j.l. 
IF(SD1(J).NE.999.0.AND,SD2{J).NE.999.0lTHEN 
SDej,Il z SDL(JltSD2{J) 
ELSE 
SD(j, I) -O 
END IF 
END DO 
XX(I):I-O,'S 
YY(I)=DIFFERCK,I) 
EE<I)=SD(I(,I) 
IFCYY<Il.GT.YYHAX)YYHAX=YY(I) . 
GO TO 10 
COHTINUE 
~ 
DO 1=1,24 
WRITE(6,'eX,A,I2,X,F6.2l')'I-',I,YY(I) 
YY(I)=YYCIl/YYHAX 
EECI):::EE(I)/YYHAX 
END DO 
WRITE(6,'(X,A,F6.2)')'YYHAX=',YYHAX 
END 
AH 
PROGRAH ECHOPLOT 
e 3ZE=",=========:::= 
C 
C ECHO PLOT asks for two ti~e window s placed s~m~etricall~ about radian~ 
e transit; one before and on. after, corresPonding to the .choline 
e intersecting the ~os t sensitive part of the antenna bea~, The ti~e 
C window duration which ~ou eoter balances on these two tiaes, The 
e coordinates of the echoes " located during thesu two periods of peak 
C shower activit~ are then plotted onto the echo surface at 95 k •• 
C For the period bofore trans it onl~ n~9ative Azi~uth echoes 
C are plotted to ensure that sporadic .eteors do no t 
C deSrade the scholine that should hopefull~ beco~e evident. 
C The centre of each ti.e window is shifted 4 Minutes 
C earlier ~each successive, da .... 
C Written bw D~vid Raux, Rhini, SRPte.ber 1987. 
C --- - - -------------- ----- - --------- ------ --- --- - - --- -- ----- - - --- ---- -- - - --. 
c 
DIMEHSIOH SECLINE{l~) 
CHARACTER*2 GEN,PS,FFILE,LFILE,DISCMO,GENF,GENL,F23 
CHARACTER DISCt3,FLNH(16001).',FILETO*27, 
.AHStl,F24*3,PLOTFLt9 
REAL X(lOOOO),Y(lOOOO) 
LOGICAL DAVID 
C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
CALL FILENAHECFLNH,ILF) 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------WRITE(6,'(X,A)') 'SAST BEFORE TRANSIT? (DECIMAL OF AN HOUR)' 
REAOC'S,t)Tl 
WRITE(6,'CX,A)')'SAST AFTER TRANSIT1 (DECIMAL OF AN HOUR)' 
READ(5,t)T2 
WRITEC6,'(X,A)')'DURATION OF TIME WINDOW? (DEC. OF HOUR)' 
READ(5")DT 
WRITE(6,'(A)')'SPEN NO.1 (1, 2 OR 3)' 
READ (5")IPEN 
WRITEC6,'(A)')'PLOTTER SYMBOL? CINTEGER)' 
READ(S,.>ISYM 
CALL START_PLOT(DAVID) 
N=O 
IHRO=-l C----------------------------------------------------------------------DO IFL=1,16001 
IF(FLNM(IFL),EG. 'Z')GO TO 3000 
OPEN(UHIT 3 1,FILE='DUA1:rUSER,GRAHAHl'IIFLNH(IFL),READOHLY, 
'FORH~'FORHATTED;,STATUSa'OLD',IOSTATaIOS1,ERR:::99) 
PLOTFLa'E'IIFFILEIIGENFIILFILEIIGEHL 
DPEN(UNIT=2,FIlE=PlOTFl,FORHz 'FORHATTED' ,STATUS-'HEW') 
READCl,'(X,A)')FIlETD 
REAO(1,.)CSECLINE(I),I m l,14) 
GEN - FLNHCIFL)(6 :7) 
15 FRA=O 
READ'1,.,END~9B)IAD,IDAY,HRS,NS,FRA,IAHP, 
*FAVE,RAVE,DNIN1,WV,AlT,AZ 
IF(IHRO.EG,-l)GO TO 16 
IFeIDAY.GT.IDAYO)THEN 
TlaTl-0 . 0667 
T2:T2-0 , 0667 
ELSE 
CONTINUE 
';; ~.~~~~------------------------
I 
,. 
c 
END IF 
TlA"Tl-(DT/2l 
TlB"'T1+<DT/2l 
T2A"'T2-(DT/2) 
T28=T2t(OT/2) 
"5 
PROVISION FOR FAILURE IN CH4 
IF(GEN.EO.'03',OR.GEN,EO.'02')THEH 
F23=FLNMCIFL)(2:3l 
F2~"'FLNH(IFL){2:4) 
IFCGEN,EO.'03'lTHEN 
IFCF23.EO.'11'.OR.F23.EO.'12',OR,F24.EO,'09B'. 
* OR.F24.EO .' 10B',OR,F24.EO,'13A',OR,F24.EO,'14A')DMINl=0.1 
END IF 
IFCGEN . EO.'02')THEN 
IFtF23.EO. '09' .OR.F2'l..EO. '10' .OR.F23.EO. '11'. 
* OR.F23.EO.'12',OR.F24.(O.'078',OR.F24.EO.'OSB')DHINl=O.1 
END IF 
END IF 
c--------------------------------------------------------------
20 
IF(FRA.EQ.O)GO TO 15 
IF(ABS(DHIN1),GE.0.050lGO TO 15 
IF(IHRO.EQ.-1)GO TO 20 
HRS1=HRSOt«76.StNSOl/230400l 
DHRS=HRS -HRSl 
'-
IHRO=INHHRS) 
IF«HRS.GE,T1A.ANO.HRS.LE.TIB.AND.AZ,LT.0).OR.(HRS.GE. 
tT2A.AND.HRS.LE.T2B.AND.AZ.GT.0)THEN 
IF(DHRS . GT.O.OOOS.OR.IHRO.EG.-IlTHEH 
IF(ALT.GE.22)THEN 
N=Hti 
XtNl=9S*(COSD(ALTl/SIHD(ALT»*SIND(AZl 
Y(Nl=9S*(COSD(ALTl/SINDCALT»tCOSD(AZ) 
WRITE(6,t)X(Nl,Y(Nl,N 
WRITE(2,'(X,F7.2,X,F7.2l'lX(Nl,Y(H) 
END IF 
EHD IF 
END IF 
HRSO=HRS 
NSO=HS 
IDAYO - IDAY 
GO TO 15 
c--------------------------------------------------------------
1000 END DO 
99 IF(IOSl.EG.29)THEN 
.8 
WRITE(6,'(X,A,A)')FLHH(IFL),'HOT FOUND' 
ELSE 
WRITE(6,'(X,A,I2)')'ERR HO',IOS1 
END IF 
GO TO tooo 
CLOSECUNIT=1 ) 
GO TO 1000 
C START OF PLOTTING ROUTINE 
3000 CALL FACTOR(O.9S) 
CALL NEWPEN(IPEHl 
CALL PLOT(1.0,1.0.-3) 
X(Ntl)--22S.0 
X(Ht2) -2S.0 
Y(Nti)"-22S.0 
Y<Ht2) " 25.0 
CALL AXIS(O.0.9.0,' ',-1,le.0,0.0,-22~.Ot2S.0) 
"6 
CALL AXIS(9.0,O.O,· ',1.19.0,90.0.-225.0.25.0) 
CALL LINEeX,Y,N,l,-l,ISYHl 
CALL PLOTC-l.Q.-l.0.J) 
CALL PLOT(-1.O,lB.S,2) 
CALL PLOT(19.Q,18.S.Z) 
CALL PLOT(19.0,-1.0,2) 
CALL PLOTC-l.Q.-l.0,Z) 
CALL END_PLOT 
STOP 
END 
'-
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PROGRAM NEWPEAKl 
C : z= ~ :=:= • • S :2:Z=: 
C 
C N&w ", e~kl "lot.s to LASER t.he norllali£ed houl'l~ echo I'~t.. "el'~U'i date. 
C ~"eraged o ... el' two tille windows each daw, both of which are centred on th,: 
C li.es or .aximu~ shower actiyit~ of it particular da~, one before and the 
e other after radiant transit. Both window5 are shifted tour .toutes 
C earlier e y el'~ next da~. 
C Written b~ David Raux, October 1987. Platonic idealist. 
C Revised bw D.G.R •• Januar~ ' 1988. 
C 
DIMENSION SECLINE(14),Bl(O:12),B2(O:12) 
CHARACTERt2 GEN,PS,FFILE,LFILE,DISCNO,GENF,GENL,F23 
CHARACTER DISCtJ,FLNM(16001lt7,FILETDt27, 
tANSU,F2«3 . 
REAL X(390) ,Y(390) ,PX(390) ,PY(390) .ERR(J90) .PERR(390), 
tLHS,PXX(390) 
LOGICAL DAVE C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
CAll FIlENAHE(FlNH,IlFl C----------------------------------------------------------------------
WRITE(6,'(X,Al'l'Dur.tion of ti.e wi"ndow? (tntesr.l hours)' 
READ(S,*)DT 
WRITEC6, ' {X.A)'}'SAST 
READ{S"'Tl 
b€!tore transit? '(deci.al of' an hour)' 
WRITEC6,'(X,A)')'SAST after transit? (deci~al of an hour)' 
READ(S,*)T2 -
WRITEC6,'CX,A)')'Enter sporadic backslround rates to be re~o~ed' 
WRITEe6,'(X,A)')' fro. followinsl hours: if the upper li.it of' 
WRITEC6,'(X,A)'l' the window before transit is in hour nJ then' 
WRITE(6,'CX,A)')' enter backs round rates for the hours n. n-l,' 
WRITEC6,'eX,A)')' n-2 •••• unlil n-Cdt+4). edttS Quantitie~ reQu.,' 
IDT=DT+4 
READCS.t'(BICI),I=O,IOT) 
WRITEC6,'(X,A)')'Oitto, for the window after transit. 
tCd.h. (OTtS) Zahl~n sind ~erlanslen)' 
READ(S"'(B2(I),I~0,IOT) 
WRITE(6.'(X,A)')'Scale of Y-axis: counts per c.? (Nor. 
READCS,.>YSCAlA 
CAll START _PlOTCDAVEl 
SPOR1=O 
SPOR2- 0 
KZI - O 
KZ2~0 
OTH1 =O 
OTH2-0 
YHIN=O 
YHAX:O 
IHRO=-l " 
5)' 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
DO IFl=1,16001 
IFCFlNH(IFl).ED , 'Z')GO TO 3000 
OPEHCUNIT=1,FIlE_' DUA1:CUSER.GRAHAHJ'//FlNHCIFL),READONLY, 
'FORH.'FORHATTED',STATUS~'OLD',IOSTAT~IOS1,ERR.99) 
READ(l,'CX.A)')FILETD 
READ(1,.)(SECLINE(I),I-l.14) 
GEN=FLNH(IFl'(6:7l 
DO 1- 1,12 
IF(SEClINE(I).ED.99)HDUTS-I-2 
EHD DO 
kw 'Ot't"- • . ,,;,.,.,t.l .... -: )'l"'4" .;0.-..... D::Z = 
A28 
1:5 FRA=O 
READel,*,ENO z98 lIAD,IDAV,HRS,NS,FRA,IAHP, 
*FAVE,RAVE,DMIN1.~V,AlT,AZ 
IFCIHRO.EC .- l)THEN 
ST:IDAY 
T10=Tl 
T20=T2 
IF(TI0.GE.24)TI0~TI0-24 
IF(T20.GE.24)T20=T20-24 
GO TO 16 
END IF 
IFCIDAY.LT.ST1IDAY=IDAYt365 C-----------------------------------------------------____________________ _ 
IF(IOA Y.NE.IDAYOlTHEN 
OELTAIA=1:NTCTlAlt1-TlA' '. 
DELTAIB=TIB-INTCTIB) 
IFCTIB.GT.TIBO)THEN 
U1B::.T lB-23 
ELSE 
U1B=TUI 
END IF 
IDAV1=INT(TIBOl-INT(UIB) 
DO N:O,3 
IF(IDAV1 . ED.H)THEN 
ND=OTtN 
SPORIBmDELTAIB*Bl(N) 
SPORIA~DELTAIAtBICNQ) 
L- N+1 
H:NQ-l 
DO J=L,H 
SPOR1;SPOR1~Bl(J) 
END DO 
SPOR1=SPOR1+SPORIAtSPORIB 
END IF 
EHD DO 
C Echoes in window 2 
DELTA2A=(IHT(T2A)tl)-T2A 
DELTA2B=T2B-INT(T2Bl 
IF(T2B.GT.T2BOlTHEH 
U2B=U2B-25 
ELSE 
U2B"'T2B 
END IF 
IDAV2=IHT(T2BO)-IHT(U2B) 
DO N:O,3 
IF(IDAV2.ED.HlTHEN 
NO - OltN 
SPOR2B z DELTA2B'B2(N) 
SPOR2A"'DELTA2A*B2(NQ) 
L=Ntl 
HcHQ-l 
DO J=L.11 
SPOR2~SPOR2tB2(J) 
END DO 
SPOR2 - SPOR2tSPOR2AtSPOR2B 
END IF 
END DO 
TOUT1"'OTATtOTHltOUTl 
TOUT2"'OTPTtOTH2tOUT2 
Fl-(60.0T)/«60tDT}-TOUT1) 
'-
F2=(60*OT)/(C60*DT)-rOUT21 
HR1~«KZ1'Fl)-SPOR11/OT 
HR2:«KZ~*F21-SPOR2)/DT 
HKZ1:I(Zl/2 
HKZ2::KZ2/2 
IF(Kll.LT.HKZ2)THEN 
YC IDAYOl "HR2 
IFCYCIDAYOI.LT,-12IY(IDAVO)=-12 
ERRCIDAYO):(KZ2**O.S,*F2/BT 
END IF 
IF (KZ2. LT .HKZ1 1THE N 
V(IDAYO)"HRl 
IF(Y(IDAYO).LT.-12)Y(IDAYOls-12 
ERR ( IDAY~O )=( KZ1 no. 5) tF.l/DT 
END IF . 
·" 
IF CKZl.GE.HKZ2.AHD.KZ2 .GE.HKZ1)THEH 
KZT=KZltKZ2 
FT=(60*2*DT)/«60t2*DT1-TOUTI-TOUT2) 
Y(IDAY01=(CKZrtFTl-5POR1-SPOR2)/CDT*2) 
IF(Y(IDAVO),LT . -12)YCIDAYO) --12 . 
ERR(IDAYO)=«~ZT'*O.S)*FT)/(DT*2) ,_ 
END IF 
X(IDAYO)=IDAYO+O.5 
I(Z1=0 
KZ2=0 
OTH1:0 
01H2-0 
SPORl:cO 
SPOR2"'O 
T1 - Tl-O.0656 
T2"T2-0.06S6 
END IF 
c------------------------------------------------------__________ _ 
16 TlA=T1-tDT/2) 
TlB"T1HDTI2) 
T2A "'T2-(DT/2) 
T2B=T2HDTI2) 
IF(T 1A .LT .0)T1A=T1At24 
IF(T2A.LT.0)T2A=T2At24 
IFtT1B.LT.OlTIB=TIBt24 
IFtT2B.LT.O}T2B=T2Bt24 
IF(TIA.GE.24)TIA=TIA-24 
IF(T2A.GE.24lT2A=T2A-24 
IFCTIB.GE.24)TIB"T1B-24 
IF(T2B.GE.24)T2B=T2B-24 
c---------------------------------------------------------____ _ 
IFtIHRO .ED. -l)THEN 
T1BO"'TlB 
T2BO"'T2B 
EHD IF 
IF(FRA.ED.O)THEN 
IF(TIA .GT.TIBlTHEH 
IFttHRS.GE.TIA.AHD.HRS.LT.24).OR.tHRS.LE.TIBllOTH1= 
* OTHlt(CNSt76 . 8l/3840l 
ELSE 
IF(HRS . GE.TIA .AND.HRS . LE.TIBlOTH1"OTHlt(tNSt76 . 8l/3840) 
END IF 
IF(T2A.GT.T2BlTHEN 
IF«HRS.GE.T2A.AND.HRS.LT.24'.OR.(HRS.LE.T2Bl'OTH2" 
• OTH2t«NSt76.8'/3840l 
.... -:c ... -:. __ .... 7 . ................. .:;:-..~_ ~_._ ":i."''';: . :. ' .. _:::,:;::::."", . ___ :;:=':::-":"-~'::=::::-_=-,: '.":"-:-
20 
Ale 
ELSE 
IFtHRS.GE.T2A.AND.HRS.LE.T2B)OTH7"'OTH2tttHSt76.8)/3940) 
END IF 
IDAYO.:IDAY 
GO TO 15 
END IF 
IFtIHRO .EO.-l)GO To 20 
IF(TIA.GT.T IB)T HEN 
IF«HRS.GE.TIA.AND.HRS.LT.24).OR.(HRS.LE . TIB»THEN 
HRS1=HRSOt«76.9tNSO)/230400l 
DHRS"HRS-HRS1 
END IF 
ELSE 
IF(HRS .GE.TIA.AHD.HRS.LE.TIBlTHEN 
HRS 1 "'HRSOt ( (76. 8tNSQ )'/230400) 
DHRS=HRS-HRSI 
END IF 
END IF 
IF(T2A.GT.T2BlTHEN 
IF(CHRS.GE.T2A . AND.HRS.LT.24'.OR.-(HRS.LE.T2B»)THEN 
HRSl=HRSOt«76.StHSO)/230400l 
DHRS=HRS-HRSI 
END IF 
ELSE 
IF(HRS.GE.T2A.AHD.HRS.lE.T2B)THEN 
HRSl =HRSOt«76.8tNSOl/230400) 
DHRS=HRS-HRSI 
END IF 
END IF 
'-
IFtTIA.GT.TIBlTHEN 
IFt{HRS.GE.TIA.AND.HRS.lT.24).OR.tHRS.LE.TIB)lTHEN 
IF(DHRS.GT.O.OOOS.OR.IHRO.EG.-I1THEN 
IF<IAHP . GE.2SlKZ1=KZltl 
ELSE 
WRITEt6,'{X,A,IS)')'ADDRESSI',IADO 
END IF 
OTHl =OTHlt { (HS+']6. 8) 1'3 840 l 
OTAT=NOUTS'SEClINE{l)tDT 
END IF 
ELSE 
IF(HRS.GE.TIA.AND.HRS.lE.TIB)THEH 
IFtDHRS . GT . O. OOOS.OR.IHRO . EG .- IlTHEN 
IF(IAHP.GE.2S)KZl:KZltl 
ELSE 
WRITE(6,'(X,A,IS)')'ADDRESSl',IADO 
END IF 
OTH1:OTHlt({NS+16.81/3940l 
OTAT=NOUTStSECLINEtl)'OT 
EHD IF 
END IF 
IF(T2A.GT.T2BlTHEH 
IF«HRS.GE.T2A.AND.HRS.LT.24l.0R.(HRS.LE.T2B)lTHEN 
IF(DHRS.GT.O.0005.0R.IHRO.EQ.-llTHEN 
IF(IAHP.GE.2SlKZ2~KZ2tl 
ELSE 
URITE(6,'CX,A,IS)')'ADDRONK:',IADO 
END IF 
OTH2"'OTH2t«NSt76.B)/38~Ol 
OTPT-HOUTStSECLINE(1)'DT 
END IF 
I-
A" 
ELSE 
IF(H~S . GE . T2A.AHD.HRS.lE.T 2 B)THEN 
IF(DHRS.GT.O.0005.0R.IHRO.EO.-lltHEN 
IF(IAHP.GE.2~)KZ2=KZ2+1 
ELSE 
~RITE(6 ,'( X.A.IS) ' ) ' ADORESS:·,IAOO 
END IF 
OTH2=OTH2+(CHS+76.8)/3840) 
OTPT =NOUTS'SECLIHEClltDT 
END IF 
END IF 
HRSO=HRS 
IHRO z INHHRSO) 
HSO= NS ~ 
IDAYO",!DAY 
lADO - IAD 
GO TO 15 C--------------------------------------------------------------
1000 END DO 
99 IF(IOS1.EO,29)THEN 
WRITE(6, ' (X,A,A) ' lFLNH ( IFL), ' NOT FOUND' 
ELSE 
WRITE(6,'(X,A,I2)')'ERR NO',IOSI 
END I F 
GO TO 1000 
98 CLOSE (U HIT=l) 
GO TO 1000 
C PLOTTING ARRAY CREATED 
3000 DO K=ST,IDAYQ 
J =I(-51+1 
PxeJ l=X( IO 
PXX(J)=PX(Jl-ST 
IF(PX(J l ,GT.36SlPX(J l=PXeJ)-36S 
PY(Jl "'Y(K) 
IF(PY(Jl , GT.YHAXlYHAX=PYIJl 
IF(PY<J).LE.YHIN)YHIN=PY(J ) 
PERR(J) ::t ERR(K) 
WRITE{3,* ' J,PX(J),PY(J),PERR(J) 
END DO 
PTS=IDAYO-ST 
TDIV=YHAX / YSCALA 
BDIV~YHIN/YSCALA 
TOP "' INH TDIV >+1 
IFCYHIN.LT.OITHEN 
BOT"'INH BDlV)-1 
ELSE 
BOT::O 
END IF 
AXLEN::TOPtABS{BOT) 
TFRHE "' TOPt1 
BFRKE" BOT-1 
VORlG- ABS(BOT)t1 
FIRSTV~BOT'YSCALA 
VSCALA;1/YSCALA 
WRITEC6,' (X ,Fl0 . l)')YHAX,VHIN,PTS,TDIV.BDIV,TOP,80T, 
.AXLEN,TFRHE,BFRHE,VORIO,FIRSTV,VSCALA 
C START OF PLOTTING ROUTINE 
CALL FACTOR(O.~) 
CALL PLOT(1.0,YORIG,-J) 
PX(PTStU-ST 
... ,-'...., .~ r = nr' v 'w,,,,, ·· 'tfr,' ... 
PX(PTSt2) - 1. 0 
PV(PTSH) " O.O 
PY(PTSt2) " YSCALA 
Al2 
CALL AXIS(O . Q.O . Q, ' DAY · ,-3.PT5, 0.0 .5T.1.0) 
CALL AXIS(0.Q,BOT,'5HOWER RATE',11,AXLEN,90 . 0.FIRSTV,YSCALA) 
HPTS"'PTS 
ZOLA"PTSt2 
CALL LINE(PX,PY,NPTS.l.0.61 
NNH .. HPTS 
DO I=NHH,2,-2 
LHS ", PXX(I)-0 . 2 
RHS "'PXX(I)tO.2 
YUP=VSCALA*(PY(I)tPERRCI» 
YL=VSCA~A*(PY(I)-PERR(~ » 
CALL PLOTCLHS,YL.3) . 
CALL PLOT (RHS,Y L,2) 
CALL PLOT(PXX(I),YL.J) 
CALL PLOT(PXX(I), YUP,2 ) 
CALL PLOT(LHS.YUP,J ) 
CALL PLOT(RHS,YUP.2) 
EHD DO ~ 
CALL PLOT( - 1.0.BFRHE.3) 
CALL PLOT(-1.0.TFRHE.2 ) 
CALL PLOT(ZOLA,TFRHE,2) 
CALL PLOTCZOLA,BFRHE,2) 
CALL PLOT (-1.0.BFRHE. 2 ) 
CALL EHD_PLOT 
STOP 
END 
-, 
, 
I 
All 
PROGRAH HEWPEA K2 
C .3::. ===: •• ~= .== 
C 
C HEWPEAK2 ~lct5 the hourl~ rate versus dale af echoes in two tiMe 
C windows s~.~elrical about transit. and belonsins to an area of ~k~ 
C close to the known shower radiant . 
C 
C Written b~ David Roux, Graha~stown' 1997. 
c 
COHMON ICCOORDI SBO,CBO,SBP,CBP,SB1,CB1,AO,AP,Al 
DIMENSION SECLINEC14l . 
CHARACTERl2 GEH,PS,FFILE.LFILE,DISCNO.GENF.GEHL.F23 
CHARACTER DISC*J,FLNH(16001)*7,FILETO*60,YEAR*4, 
*ANS*1,F24*3,OPT*1 
REAL X«(bO),Y(400},PX(~~O),PY(400),ERR(400),PERR{400), 
*LHS,PXX(400),LST 
INTEGER RA(20),HA(20),DEC{20) 
LOGICAL DAVE C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
CALL FILENAHE(FLNH.ILF) 
C------------------------------------- ---~----------------------- - -----WR1TEC6.'CX.A)')'Ouration of ti~e window1 (intesral hours)' 
J 
REAOC~.*)DT 
WRITE(6,'(X.A)')'SAST before transit! Cdeciaal of an hour)' 
READtS,*'T1 
WRITE(6,'(X,A)')'SAST after transit1 (deci.al of an hour)' 
READt~.*)T2 
WRITE(6,'tX,A)')'Enter ~a x . ti.e allowed between echoes (between 
* 0 and 1 hour, in hours)' 
READ(S,*)GAP 
WRITE(6,'tX,A)')'lnc1ude the option of reJect ins one 01 the two 
* ti.e windows? (Y/N)' 
READ(S, ' (A)')OPT 
IFCOPT.Ea.'N')GO TO 3 
WRITE(6,'(X,A)')'Enter rejection para.eter, 1REJ. Window 1 i~ , 
WRITE(6.'(X.A)')'reJected if KZ1 is less than KZ2/IREJ, etcetera' 
READ(S,')IREJ 
WRITE <6,'(X.A)')'Enter side of suaare section of sk~, int.de9ree~' 
WRITE(6,'(X,A)')' .axiaiu. = 20' 
READ(S.*)ISKY 
WRITE(6,'(X,A)')' Enter Ri9ht Ascension and Declination of a ' 
WRITE(6,'(X,A)')' point radiant) RA,DEC. The point lies at botto.' 
WRITE(6,'(X,A)')' left of a ISKY ~QU. section of sk~. Int. de~.' 
READ(5,')RA(1),DEC(1) 
WRITE(6,'(X,A)')'Assi9n a sin9le echo to onl~ one radiant point? 
*(Y/N)' 
READ(S,'(A)')ANS 
WRITE(6,'(X,A)')'Enter lowest allowed radiant altitude, lLAA' 
READ(S,')ILAA 
CALL START_PLOT (DAVE) 
KZi"'O 
KZ2"0 
OTH1:::0 
OT"2=0 
OUT1:::0 
OUT2:0 
VHAX=O 
IHRO--l 
00 I=l?lSKY 
RA(I)"RA(1}t(I-1) 
1Ilf.Io ...... S \!i>, &:z _J21L • • r == rm g'"$.rm 
DEC( I ): [IECC 1 )+1-1 
END 00 
XOG: O 
AJ. 
C----------- -- -- -- -----------------------~- --------___________________ _ 
DO IFL=1, 16001 
IF(FLNHCIFL).EC.'Z')GO TO 3000 
OPENCUN[T:1,FILE- 'DUA1:tUSER.GRAHAH]'I / FLNH(IFL),READONL Y. 
*FORH='FORHATTED',STATUS - 'OLD',IOSTAT:IOS1,ERR _99) 
READ(1,'(X,A)')FILETD 
YEAR=FILETD(38:~1) 
READe 1, *' (SECLlNE( I) ,1::1.14) 
GEN=FLNH(IFL)(6:7) 
DO 1:1,12 
IF(SECLINEC1).ED.99)NOUTS~I-2 
END DO 
15 FRA:O 
c 
c 
c 
REAO(1,*,END=98)IAO,IDAY,HRS,NS,FRA,IAHP, 
,FAVE,RAVE,DHIN1,WV,ALT,AZ 
FLAG=O 
Algorithm for fault~ channel 4 durin9 ~en. 03 . 
IF(GEN.ED.'03'.OR.GEN.EO.'02 ' )THEN 
F23=FLNH(IFL)(2:3) 
F24 - FLNH(IFL)(2:4) 
'-
IF(GEN.Ea.'OJ ' )THEN 
IF(F23.Ea.'11',OR.F23.Ea.'12'.OR.F24.Ea.'09B'. 
* OR.F24.ED.'10B'.OR.F24.ED.'13A'.OR.F24.EO.'14A')DHIN1-0.1 
END IF 
IF(GEH.ED.'02')THEN 
IF (F23 .ED. '09' . OR. F23.EO.' 10'. OR. F23. Ea. ' 11 ' • 
* OR.F2J.Ea.'12'.OR.F24.Ea,'07B',OR.F24.EC . '08B')DKIN1=O.1 
END IF 
END IF 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
IF(IHRO.EC.-1)THEN 
SKT:IDAY 
TlO=Tl 
T20=T2 
IF(TI0.GE.24)T10=TI0-2~ 
IF{T20 . GE.24)T20"'T20-24 
GO TO 16 
END IF 
IFCIDAY.LT.SKT)THEN 
IDAY=IDA'r+365 
XOG "' 1 
END IF C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
IF{IDAY.NE.IDAY01THEN 
TOUT1:0TATtOTH1tOUT1 
TOUT2=OTPT+OTK2tOUT2 
IF(OPT.EC.'Y')THEH 
F1=(60*OT)/«60*DT)-TOUT1) 
F2",(60*DT1/C(60*DT)-TOUT2) 
HR1-(CKZ1*F1»/OT 
HR2 =«KZ2*F2»/OT 
HKZ1 - KZ1/IREJ 
HKZ2- KZ2/IREJ 
IF CKZ1.LT.HKZ2)THEN 
Y(IDAYO)"HR2 
i . 
I , 
I 
,I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
AJS 
ERR(IDAYO)=(KZ2**a.S>*F2JDT 
END IF 
IF(KZ2.LT.HKZl)THEN 
Y(IDAYO)=HRI 
ERR(IDAYO)=(KZ1**O.S)tFl/DT 
END IF 
ELSE 
HKZl=O 
HKZ2=O 
END IF 
IF(I(Zl.GE.HKZ2.AND,KZ2.GE,HKZl)THEN 
KZT::I(ZltKZ2 
FT:{oO*2*DT)/«oO*2*DT)-TOUTI-TQUT2) 
YCIDAYO)=«KZT*FT»/(DT*2) 
ERR(IDAY~)=«KZT**O.5)*rJ)/(DT*2) 
END IF 
X(IDAYO)=IDAYO+O.5 
I(Z1=0 
I(Z2=0 
01t11=0 
01H2::0 
QUTt"'O 
QUT2=O 
T1::Ti-O.0656 
12=12-0.0656 
END IF 
'-
C---------------------------------------------___________________ _ 
16 TIA=Tl-(DT/2) 
TlB"'T1HDT/2) 
T2A=T2-(DT/2) 
T2B=12+(DT/2) 
IF(TIA.LT.O)TIA=TIAt24 
IF(T2A.LT.OlT2A=T2At24 
IF(TIB.lT.OlTIB=TIBt24 
IFCT2B.lT.O)T2B=T2B+24 
IFCTIA.GE.24)TIA=TIA-24 
IF(T2A.GE.24'T2A=T2A-24 
IF(TIB.GE . 24)T1B:TIB-24 
IF(T2B.GE.24)T2B:T2B-24 C-------------------------------------________________________ _ 
IF(IHRO.EG.-llTHEN 
TlBO:T1B 
T2BO:T2B 
END IF 
IF(FRA.EQ.O.CR.ABS(OHIN1).GE.0.05)THEN 
IF(TIA.GT.TIBlTHEN 
IF«HRS.GE.T1A.AND.HRS.LT.24l.0R.(HRS.LE.T1Bl)OTH1: 
* CTH1t(CNSt76.B)/3B40) 
ELSE 
IF(HRS.GE.T1A.AND.HRS.LE.T1B)OTM1=OTH1t{(NSt76.B)/3B401 
END IF 
IF(T2A.GT.T2B1THEN 
IF«HRS.GE.T2A.AND.HRS.LT.24).OR.(HRS.LE.T2B»CTH2~ 
* OTH2t«NSt76.B)/3840) 
ELSE 
IF(HRS.GE.T2A.AND.HRS.LE.T2BlOTH2_0TH2+«NSt76.B)/JB40) 
END IF 
IDAYO"'IDAY 
GO TO 15 
END IF 
20 
IF(IHRO . EO.-1lGO TO 20 
IF(T1A.GT.T1BlTHEN 
A16 
IF< (HRS. GE. TiA. AND. HRS. LT. 24) .OR. (HRS.L T. T 1B) )tHEN 
HRS1=HRSOt«76.8+NSO)/2J0400} 
DHRS:HRS-HRS1 
IF(DHRS.GT.GAP1THEN 
IF«HRSO.GE.TIA.AND.HRSO.LT.24l.0R.(HRSO.LT.TIB» 
* OUT1:0UT1t(OHRSt60) 
END IF 
END IF 
ELSE 
IF(HRS.GE.T1A.AND.HRS.LT.T1B1THEN 
HRS1:HRSOt«76.BtNSO)/2J04001 
DHRS=HR,S-HRS1 
IF(DHRS.GT.GAPlTHEN 
IF(HRSO.GE.T1A.AND.HRSO.LT.TIB1QUT1=QUTlt(DHRS*60) 
END IF 
END IF 
END IF 
IFCT2A.GT.T2BlTHEN 
IFC (HRS .GE. T2A. AND. HRS.LT. 24) .OR. (H.[<S. LT. T2B) 1 THEN 
HRS1=HRSOtC(76.8tNSOl/230400) 
DHRS"'HRS-HRS1 
IF(DHRS.GT.GAP)THEN 
IF«HRSO.GE.T2A.ANO.HRSO.LT.24l.0R.(HRSO.LT.T2Bl) 
t OUT2=QUT2t(DHRSt60l 
END IF 
END IF 
ELSE 
IF(HRS.GE.T2A.AND.HRS.LT.T2BlTHEN 
HRS1=HRSO+«76.StNSO)/2J0400) 
DHRS::HRS-HRS1 
IFCDHRS.GT.GAP1THEN 
IF(HRSO.GE.T2A.AND.HRSO.LT.T2BlOUT2::0UT2t(DHRS*60l 
END IF 
END IF 
END IF 
IF(T1A.GT.TIBlTHEN 
IF«HRS.GE.T1A.AND.HRS.LT.2~).OR.(HRS.LE.T1B»THEH 
OTH1=OTH1t«NSt76.8l/3840) 
OTAT=NOUTS*SECLIHE(l>tOT 
IF(DHRS.GT.O.000S.OR.IHRO.ED.-1)THEN 
IF(IAHP.GE.2S)THEN 
FLAG=l 
GO .f0 700 
END IF 
ELSE 
WRITE(6,'(X,A,IS)')'ADDRESS:',IADO 
END IF 
END IF 
ELSE 
IFCHRS.GE.T1A.AND.HRS.LE.T1B)THEN 
OTH1=OTH1t«NS+76.B1/J840) 
OTAT=NOUTS*SECLINE(1)tDT 
IF(DHRS.GT.O.0005.0R.IHRO.EQ.-1)THEN 
IF(IAHP.GE.25lTHEN 
FLAG=1 
GO TO 700 
END IF 
ELSE 
AJ7 
WRITE ! 6,' ( X.A.I5)') 'ADDRESS:',IADO 
EN[j IF 
END IF 
END IF 
IF(T2A.GT.T2B)THEN 
IF( (HRS . GE. T2A. AND. HRS.L T .2'1) .OR. (HRS .LE . T29» THEN 
OTH2 - 0TH2t«NSt76.S)/3S'IO) 
OTPT~NOUTStSECLINE(l)*[jT 
IFCDHRS.GT.O.OOOS.OR.IHRO.EG.-l)THEN 
IF(IAMP,GE.2S)THEH 
FLAG22 
GO TO 700 
EHD IF 
ELSE 
WRITE(6~(X,A,I')')'ADDRONK:',IADO 
END IF ' 
END IF 
ELSE 
IF(HRS,GE.T2A.AND,HRS.LE,T2B1THEN 
OTH2:QTH2t«HS+76.S)/3840) 
OTPT=NOUTS*SECLINE(ll,DT 
IF(DHRS.GT.O.OOOS.OR.IHRO.EQ.-l)THE~ 
IF(IAHP.GE.2S)THEH 
FLAG=2 
GO TO 700 
END IF 
ELSE 
WRITE(6,'(X,A,lS)')'ADDRESS:',IADO 
END IF 
END IF 
EHD IF 
IF(FLAG.Ea.O)GO TO 750 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------
C CoordinatR transfor.ations; l)froa (HA,Dee) to (Az,Alt), ~nd 
C 2} froG the eeho (Az,~lt) to (ske~-Az,skew-alt). 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------
700 IF(YEAR.ED.'1997'.AND.XOG.EO.0) THEN 
TDN=IDAYtJ65 
ELSE 
TDH=IDAY 
EHD IF 
ABC=0.06556ITON 
ST:6.625tABC 
DO N= O,lO 
DEF=(N.2~)t17.375 
GHI=«H-l1.24)t17 . 375 
IF(ABC.LT.OEF.AND.ABC.GE.GHI1STzST- (N*24) 
END DO 
SAST=HRS . 
LST3STtl.7667t«SAST-2).1.0027379) 
IF(LST.GE.24)LSTaLST-24 
DO r-l,ISKY 
DO J=l,ISKY 
HA (J) '" (LSU 1 5) -RA (J-) 
Al::o:HA(J) 
B1"'OEC(l) 
AO""O 
80"'56.7 
APzO 
BP"-3J.J 
590 -= 0 . 8359 
CBO;.0.5490 
SBF· -~-O.5~90 
CBP=O.8JSB 
SB1=SIND(BU 
CB1'"COSD(Bl) 
CALL COORO(A2,B2) 
IF(B2.LE.ILAA 1GO TO 7~0 
AO"'A2t90 
BO"'O 
AP::A2 
Bp::92 
A1=A1 
Bl=AL T 
SBO =SINO(BO) 
CBO=COSO(BO) 
SBP"SINO(BPl 
CBP"'COSO(BP) 
SB1::SINO(Bl) 
CB1::COSO(BU 
AJa 
CALL COORO(A2,B2) ,_ 
IF(B2.LE.1.25.AND . 92.GT.-l.~SlTHEN 
IF(FLAG.ED.l)KZ1=KZltl 
IF(FLAG.EQ.2'K12::zK12tl 
IF(ANS.EO.'Y')GO TO 750 
END IF 
740 END DO 
END DO 
C-------------------------------------------------------------
750 HRSO=HRS 
IHRO=IMT<HRSO) 
NSO=NS 
IDAYO=IDAY 
IADO=IAD 
GO TO 15 
c--------------------------------------------------------------1000 END DO 
99 IF(IOS1.EO . 29)THEN 
WRITE(6,'(X,A,A)')FLNH(~FL),'NOT FOUND' 
ELSE 
WRITE(6,'(X.A,I2)')'ERR NO',IOSl 
END IF 
GO TO 1000 
98 CLOSE(UHIT:l) 
GO TO 1000 
C PLOTTING ARRAY CREATED 
3000 DO K=SKT,IDAYO 
IF(Y(K).GT.YHAX)YHAX=Y(K) 
END DO 
DO K",SKT,IDAYO 
Y(lO·Y(K)/YHAX 
ERR(K)"'ERR(K)/YHAX 
J=K-SKTtl 
PX(J)=X(K) 
PXX(J)·PX(J)-SKT 
PY(J) DY(K) 
PERR(J)=ERR(K) 
EHD DO 
PTS=IDAYO-SKT 
C START OF PLOTTING ROUTINE 
I' 
1: 
!: 
! 
CALL fACTCR{O.5) 
CALL PLOT(1.0,1.Q.-3) 
PX (PTSH) =SKi 
PX(PTSt2)=1.O 
PV(PTStll::O.O 
PY(PTS+2l=O.OS 
.,9 
CALL AXIS(O.O,O.O.'DAY ',-3,PTS,O.O,SKT.l.0) 
CALL AXIS(O.O,Q.O,'RATE',4,20.0,90.0,Q.Q,O.05) 
HPTS- PTS 
IOLA"PTSt2 
CALL LINE(PX,PY,NPTS.l,Q.6) 
HNH=NPTS 
DO I=HNH.2.-2 
lHS"' PXX ( Il-O. 2 
RHS=PXX ( I lto. 2 
YUP=20*CPV(I)tPERRCI» 
YL s 20*CPY(I)-PERRCI» 
IFCYL.GE.O.AND.YUP.LE.32)THEH 
CALL PlOTCLHS,Yl.J) 
CALL PLOTCRHS,YL,21 
CALL PLOHPXXCI),VL,3) ,-
CALL PLOT(PXX(I),YUP,2) 
CALL PlOTClHS,YUP,3) 
CALL PlOT(RHS,YUP,2l 
END IF 
END DO 
CALL PLOTt-l.O.-t.O.3) 
CALL PlOTC-l.0,21.Q.2) 
CALL PLOT(ZOLA.21.0.2) 
CALL PLOT(ZOLA.-l.O,2) 
CALL PLOTe-l.O.-t.Q.2) 
CALL END-PLOT 
STOP 
END 
... 
PROGRAM SKYHAP 
C ==== ===;===3: Z= 
e 
c Thi~ pros raG ~enerate5 H point radiants in a JSKY x ISKY degree 
e section of 5~~. It reads the data rro~ 0 - riles into an arra~ . 
C An e cho is sin5led out. and ir the echo d i rection is ortho~onal 
C to .n~ or the" possible radiants. th~ ' w.i~ht ' or that r.dlant 
C is incre.ented b~ 1. The rinal ' wei~ht' or each rad i ant is ~ul-
C tiplied b~ a factor. based ~n the detecti o n probabilitw of .eteor 
C echoes at different points on the celestial sphere, in order to 
C com~ensatD tor the anisotrop~ ot th~ antenna b.a~ pattern. 
C The followin~ echo is then s ingled out~ etcetera. Echo directions 
C with altitudes .reater or eBual to 70 degrees are rejected as 
Care anbi9YOYS echoes. 
e , 
C The pro~ra~ w~s written b~ Da~id G. Rou~, around Septe~ber 1987. 
C Re~ised b~ D.G . R. durin9 Januar~ and Februar~ 1988. 
C 
DIMENSION SECLINE(14),DATA(5,100000) 
COHMON ICCOORDI 580, CBO, 5BP, CBP, SB1, CB1. AO, AP. Al 
CHMRACTER*2 GEN,PS,FFILE,LFILE,DISCNq,GENF,GENL,F23 
~HARACTER F24'3,DISC*3,FLNH(16001)*7;~UNK'37,TYD.a, 
*~NS*l,SNAIL*I,CONGO'l 
REAL R~ ( 61),HA(61),DEC(61),DECRA(61,61),LA , LN,HEKOS,LST, 
'~AX,CFM(61161),TA(0:23),TB<O:23),THID(0:23),ELST(O:23), 
*PRB(~1,61,O:23).SRALT(61,61,0:23),ROUX(61,ol) 
INTEGER YEAR,IDECRA(61.61),IGK(61,61) C---------------------------------------------------------------------
C MODULE A: Int~raQlive session . 
C ~~=s==== 
C 
CALL FILEHAHE{FLHH.tLF) 
WRITE(o,'(X,A)')'Enler first dalll, last da!l.' 
READCS,')IFID,ILAD 
WRITEC6,'(X,A)')'No. degrees between pts on radiant 9rid?' 
READ(S,*HIDEG 
WRITE(6,'(X,A )' ) ' Enter len~lh (RA) at sk~ window. 
'(Da ~ . ·HDEG x 60 de9 )' 
READ ( 5,. )JSK Y 
JSKY=(JSKY/NDEGltl 
WRITE(o,'(X,A)')'Enter breadth (dmc) of wind ow 
.(~ax.=HDEG x 60 de~)' 
READ(5,*)ISKY 
ISKY=(ISKY/NDEG)+l 
TAG - O 
IDX - NDEG 
IDY=-HDEG 
HPTSX"'JSKY 
NPTSY=ISKY 
ZAIRE=O 
KAK=O 
• HAX=O . O 
KSOE - O 
10=0 
DO 1'4=0 , 23 
DO I - l,ISKY 
DO J " l,JSKY 
PRB<J,I,N)=O 
EHD DO 
END DO 
EN~ DO 
DO I=lttSK't 
DO j=l,JSK'f 
ROUX(JtI ) ::; C 
IaK ( J,Il:~ 
DECRA(J,I} =O 
EHD DO 
END 00 
A4I 
WRITE (6 , '{X,A)'}'En ter the Right Asc~nsion and Declination of ' 
WRITE(6, 'CX ,A) ')' a ~oinl radi~nt. This point will lie at the' 
URITE(6.' (X,A)')' BOTTOH lefl-hand C'orQlfr of a~JSKY b';l: 15K., de:!i.' 
WRITEU,,'(X,A)')' section of sk.~.' 
WRITE(6,'(X,A)')' RA. Oec in integral degrees.' 
READ(~,*)~A { l),DEC(l) . 
WRITE(6, '(X .A)')'Weisht the echoes? (Y IN)' 
READ(~, '( A)')ANS 
WRITE(6,'(X.A)')'Enter lowest allowed radiant altitude' 
READCS,.>IlAA 
WRITEC6,'(X,Al')'Use 'COORO" or the separation 'armua? (C/Sl' 
READ (S,' (A)')SNAIL 
WRITE<o,'(X,Al ')'Inc lude cosX effect~CY/N)' 
READ(S,'CAl'leONGO 
WRITE(o,'(X,A)')CONGO 
WRITE (6,' (X. A)') SNAIL 
WRlTE(6 ,'(X, A)')'Specularit~ para.eter (de~rees)1' 
READ (5 ,')SPECP 
ALIH"'90tSPECP 
ZLIH s 90-SPECP 
IRA1 ""R A(11 
lOEC1 - DEC(1) 
IHR"-l 
ROH=O,7491 
RP :c lS0000 
PI=J . 14159 
HPI=PI/2 C--------------------------------------------------------------------
C MODULE B: Data are read fro. 0-fi185 into an arra~, 
C =:"":111"" .... '" 
C 
DO IFL - l,16001 
WRITE(6'*'IFL 
IF(FLHH(IFL).EQ.'Z')GO TO 2000 
OPEN(UHIT=1,FILE='DUA1:(USER.GRAHAH1 'IIFLNH(IFl), 
*REAOONLY,FORH .. ' FORHATTEO',STATUS= ' OLO',IOSTAT "I OS1,ERR=99) 
REAO(1,'(X.A37,I4,X,AB)'lJUNK,YEAR,TYD 
REAO(1,*)(SECLIHE(ll,I:l,14) 
GEN"'FLNH(IFL)(6:7l 
15 FRA=O 
c 
READ(1, •• EHO"98)IAO,IDAY,HRS,NS,FRA,IAHP,FAVE.RAVE,DHINl, 
*WV,ALT,AZ 
IF(IOAY . LT.IFID.OR .IOAY,GT .I LAD)GO TO 15 
IF(FRA.EO.O.OR.ALT,GE.70)GO TO 15 
C-----Al~orlth. for fault~ channel 4 durin~ ~en. 03 and 02. 
e 
IF(GEH . EO.'03' . OR.GEN.EO.'02')THEH 
F23=FLNM(IFL)(2:J) 
F2<\=FLNM(IFL)(2:4) 
IF(GEN,EO.'03')THEH 
IF(F23.EO.'11'.OR.F23.EO,'12'.DR,F24.EQ.'09B'. 
M2 
* QlLF24 . EQ. ' l OB " .OR.ni.EO.' 13;. ' .OR.F24.EQ,' 14A ' )[\MIN1:0.l 
END IF 
IF(GEN.EO,'02')THEN 
IF(F23 .EO. ' 09' . OR.F::!:J.EQ.' 10' .OR.F23.EQ,' 11 '. 
* OR.F23.EO.'12'.OR.F24.EO,'07B ' ,OR.F24.EO.'08B')DHIN1=0.1 
END IF 
END IF 
C-----End of al~orlth • • 
e 
IF(IHR.EO.-I)THEN 
IF(IFID.NE.ILAD)THEN 
IDAYOO - IDAY+1 
ElSE 
IDAYOO:::tIDAY 
EHD IF 
IF ( IDAYOO: GT • 365) I DA'(Oo=hAYOO-365 
END IF 
IF(ABS(DHIN11,GE.0.OS)THEH 
IF(IHR.Ea.-l)IHR=INT(HRS) 
HRSO=HRS 
GO TO 15 
END IF 
IF(IHR.NE.-llTHEN 
HRS1:HRSOt«76.BtNSOl/230400) 
OHRS=HRS-HRSI 
IF{DHRS.lE.0.0005)GO TO 15 
EHD IF 
'-
C Local Sidereal Tl.e as a function of Solar Ti~e and da~ nu~ber 
C is calculated. 
C Lon~itude=26,5 desrees East (1.7667 hours). ST, Greenwich. 
C 00 :00 Hrs 0 Jan 1996, takRn as 6.624<\ Hrs. 
C 
600 IF{TAG .EO.I)IDAY=IOAYOO 
c 
IF(YEAR.EO.1987,THEN 
TDH=IDAY+36S 
ELSE 
TDN=IDAY 
END IF 
ABC:O. 06571 nON 
Sidereal time at 0:00 UT at Greenwich a~ function of da~ nu~ber. 
ST =6.6244tABC 
DO IN=0,10 
DEFz(JN*24)t17.375 
GHI:«JN-l)l24)t17.375 
IF(ABC.LT.DEF . ANO.ABC.GE.GHI)ST=ST-(JN*24) 
END 00 
IF(TAG.EO.O)THEN 
SAST "' HRS 
LST=ST+l.7667+«SAST-2l*1.0027379) 
IF(LST.GE.24)LST"'LST-24 
ELSE 
SAST .. THID(NP) 
ELST(HP) "'STtl.7667t{(SAST-2)ll.0027379) 
IF(ELST(NP).GE.24lELST!HP) z ELST{NPl-24 
TAD zO 
GO TO 2020 
END IF 
10'"-10+1 
DATAtl,IQ) ... LST 
DATA(2,IQ)::.HRS 
" ~iJ!SC'-nm-= $ S; 
D .. TA(3. tal =AU 
QATA\4,HH=Al 
OAT,:.{:s.Ia~.:.IAD 
IHR=INT\HRSI 
HSO=NS 
HRS O=HRS 
GO TO 15 
1000 END DO 
99 IF(IOSl.ED.29)THEN 
AU 
WRITE<6, ' (X.A,A) ' )FlNHIIFL), ' HDT FOUND,' 
ELSE 
WRITE(6,'(X.A,I2)')'ERR NO ',IOSI 
END IF 
GO TO 1000 
99 ClOSE(UNlf=l) 
GO TO 1000 C---------------------------------------------------------------------------
C MODULE C: ' Grand lolal detection probabilit~ ' is co~p u ted for each 
C = .. ==::=-= radiant.. 
C 
2000 DO I - l,ISKY 
DEC(I) ·DEC(l)tHDEG-(ltHDEG) 
END DO 
DO J=l,JSKY 
RA(J):RA(l)-NDEG+(J*NDEG) 
EHD DO 
DO N:O ,23 
TA(N)=N 
TB 0<4 ) =T A ( H) +l • ° 
THID(N) =T A'NI+O.~ 
TAG:::1 
HP=N 
GO TO 600 
2020 END DO 
IF(ANS . EQ.'Y'ITHEN 
DO N:O.23 
DO I - bISKY 
IF(I.ED.20 )WRITE(6.*II 
DO J"'l,JSKY 
EHA=(ELST(N).15)-RA(J) 
Al=EHA 
B1=DEC(I} 
2040 AO "'O 
BO .. 56.7 
AP=O 
BP"'-33.3 
5BO:0.8358 
CBO :0.5490 
SBP=-O.Sno 
CBP "'0.835B 
SBl""SIND(BlI 
CBl"'COSO(BlI 
CALL COOROCA2.B2) 
RAZ - A2 
RALT""B2 
IF(B2 . LE.O)THEH 
PRB'J,I,N'=O 
GO TO 2050 
END IF 
SRALT(J.I,N)=SIND(B2) 
'-
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
20~0 
2060 
C 
SA2:SIIW(H2J 
CI\2:::C05D\A2\ 
SB2::SIN[ltfi "2) 
CB2=caSO ( B2) 
CA s a- CA ::? tS14::? 
CACB "' CA2*C9:! 
DO "' ''' ldS 
Al -(t'\:kl0) ··5 
81=0 
AP - 90 
9P=RALT 
AO- 90+ATAN2DISA2,-CASBl 
BO=ASIND(CACB I 
SBO=SINDI.80) 
CBO=C050(80) 
SBP=5INDIBP) 
CBP=COSDIB F'1 
SB1:SINDIS1) 
C81=C050(81) 
AH 
Sk.ew Az and skew all t.o 'norlllal' IA;:, ;l lt). 
CA LL COORDCA2,B2l '-
AZE=A 2 
ALTE::B2 
Calculat.e r~n!ll! - wei!lhted rho "fo r ~ part.ic 1J l:i1" AZllluth and 
Altitude, and hence the p robabilit.~ Dr ~et.eor detect i on at. 
the cent.re or a 10 de~ree s8gaent. o f t.he echo line. 
CC oo COSD CALTEI 
SC=SINOCALTE) 
R:::IE5* (SQRT(4225-4096*CCtCC)-64*SC) 
RP2 =2 tRF' 
IF(R.GT.RP.AND.R.LT.RP2)W=CRP2-RI/RP 
IF CR.LE.RP I W=R / RP 
IF(R.GE.RP2)W"'O 
CT=CC*C OSD(AZE) 
STSQ==1-CHCT 
F=COSCHPUCT) 
XT=5INC2*0.333*PI*SC) 
XR=XT 
G- 4*F*F*Xt*XRISTSa 
O=R**l.S 
RO=W*ASS(G/OI*lE7/ROH 
IFCA8S ( RO).OE.O,17BITHEN 
LA=ALOO(RO)/2.302S9 
CBA-32.49-S7.76*LAtLA 
LH"'0.S* ( -5 . 7+S0RT(CBA» 
HEK05=10UlN 
I;LSE 
NEKOS=O 
END IF 
IFCNEKOS.LT.OINEKOS=O 
PRBeJ.!.N)=PRBCJ.!.NI+NEKQS 
END [10 
IF(CONGO.EO,'Y'IPRB(J,I,N) - PRD(J.I.NI*SRAlT(J.I,NI 
END DO 
END DO 
END DO 
How 5U~ the probabilities for ~ach hour of the da~. 
DO I=bISKY 
DO J"'l.JSKY 
DO foj"'O.:!3 
~OUX(J,I)aROUX(J.I)+PR8(J.!.N) 
END DO 
END DO 
EN D DO 
ELSE 
DO I'" loISKY 
DO J=l.JSKY 
ROUXeJ,Il=l 
END DO 
ENO DO 
END IF 
.45 
C-------------------------------------------------------------------
C MODULE D:~Each radiant i, weishted accordins to the nu.ber of 
C =~====== echo rerlectio~ point~ located on the associated 
C echo line. 
C 
DO K=l,IQ 
KAK;KAKtl 
IF(KAK.EG .S)THEN 
WRITEC6,'(X,A,I7l')'IQ=',K 
KAKEO 
END IF 
LST::OATA(l.Kl 
HRS:DATA( 2 110 
ALT=DATAC3,K) 
AZ:DATA(4,K) 
IAD"'OATA(S.K) 
700 DO 1=1,15I(Y 
DO J=l,JSKY 
HA(J)=(lSrSlS)-RAtJ) 
'-
C Hour ansle and Declination are transfor&ed to AziGuth and altitude 
Al::.HA(J) 
Bl=DEC(I) 
AO=O 
BO"'56.7 
AP=O 
BP""-33.3 
580=0.835B 
CBO=O.S490 
SBP"'-O.5490 
CBF'::O.8JSB 
SB1;SIHo<BU 
CB1;COSO{Bll 
CAll COOROCA2,B2) 
IFCB2.lE.ILAAlGO TO 2700 
IFCSHAIl.EO,'C')THEN 
AO;A2+90 
BO=O 
AP=A2 
BP=B2 
Al"AZ 
Bl:ALT 
SBO-SIMO(BO) 
CBO;COSO(BO} 
SBpsSIMO(BP) 
CBP;COSD(BP) 
SBI;SIHD(Bl) 
CB1::o:COSOCBl) 
CALL COOROCA2,B2) 
.. ~ 
IF{B2.LE.SPEC?A~~.B~.GE. -SPECP)IQK{J,I)=IaK(J,I)tl 
ELSE 
C For~ul~ f o r the an~ul~r ieparation between the radiant ~nd the 
C echo direction: 
c 
ERAD;AZ-A2 
CSEP=SIND ( ALT)*SIND(B2l+COSD ( ALT ) .COSD(B2)*COSD(ERA~l 
SEP=ACOSD(CSEP) 
Specularit~ check! 
IF(SEP.GE. ZLIH,AND.SEP.LE.ALIH)IOK(J,Il=IOK(J .I )tl 
END IF 
2700 END DO 
END DO 
END DO C---------------------------------------;----------------------------
C MODULE E:- Radiant weigh,tinJJs are corrected to tak.e account of 
C ==== .... "'- the anisotropic beil~, 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
:5:55:5 
For each radiant ~oint we now have: (a) Sig~a p over the 180 
degree echo line over the whole dil~; and (b) SiJJ~a y, the total 
nu~ber of echo reJJi~tratians assigned to a radiant. For each 
radiant we ca~~ute Sig~a Y/Si~~a P. 
DO 1:1, ISKY 
DO J =1,JSKY 
IF<ROUX(J,I).NE.O)THEN 
DECRA(J,I)=IGK(J,I)/ROUX(J,!) 
ELSE 
DECRA(I,Jl -O 
END IF 
IF(DECRA(J,I).GT.HAX)HAX=DECRA(J,I) 
IF(IOK(J,I).GT,ZAIRE)ZAIRE=IOK(J.I) 
END DO 
END DO 
WRITE(6,'(X,A,FI0.4)')'HAX=',HAX 
WRITE(6,'(X,A,F10,4)')'ZAIRE=',ZAIRE 
DO I",l,ISKY 
DO J=l,JSKY 
IDECRA(J,I)=(OECRA(J,ll*1000)/HAX 
IGK(J,I)=(IGK(J,I>*1000)/ZAIRE 
END DO 
END DO 
6000 WRITE(4,'(6(X,I4»')NPTSX.HPTSY.IRA1,IDEC1,IDX,IDY 
WRITE(3.'(6(X ,I4» ' )NPTS X,NPTSY,IRA1 , IDEC1,IDX,IDY 
DO I;l,ISKY 
DO J=l,JSKY 
WR ITE (4,'(X .14)')IDECRA(J,I) 
WRITE(3,'(X,I4)')IOKCJ,I) 
END DO 
END DO 
STOP 
EHD 
PROGRAM AHPBIN oM6 (a) 
C ===~=========== 
c 
C Does amplitude distribution in all all (5 degrees) and az (15 degrees) 
C bins. Plots to the EPSON. Written b~ David Raux. Modified 2 April 87. 
C 
DIMENSION SECLINE(14l,KTH(I04).C(104,18,24),HIDAZ(24),HIDALT(18) 
CHARACTER*2 GEN,PS,FFILE,LFILE,DISCNO,GENF,GENL.F23 
CHARACTER F24*3,DISC*3,FLNH(16001l*7,FILETD*27,JUNK*5 
REAL X(106),Y(106l.CC(106) 
LOGICAL DAVID C--------------------------------------------------------------------------
CALL START_PLOT(DAVI D) 
CALL FILENAME(FLNH.ILF) C----------------------- -----------------------------------------------
IHRO=-l 
DO J=1,18 
HIDALT(J)=(5*(J - l»t2.5 
END DO 
00 1=1,24 
IF(I.LE.12)THEN 
MIDAZ(I)=<15*(I-ll't7.5 
ELSE 
HIDAZ(I)=(15*(13-Ill-7.5 
END IF 
END DO 
DO 1=25,128 
K=I-24 
KTH(Kl=I 
X<K)=ALOG(FLOAT(I)l/2.30259 
END DO 
DO I =1.Z4 
DO J=1,lB 
DO K=1 .104 
C(K,J,I)=O 
END DO 
END DO 
END DO C··------------------------------------------------------------
DO IFL=1,16001 
IF (FLNH(IFL).EO.'Z')GO TO 3000 
OPEN(UNIT=1,FILE='DUA11[USER.GRAHAH)'IIFLNM(IFL), 
~READONLY,FORM='FORHATTED',STATUS='OLD',IOSTAT=IOS1,ERR=99) 
READ(l,'(X,A)') FILETD 
READ(1.*)(SECLINE(I).I:l,14) 
GEN=FLNM(IFL)(6:7) 
15 FRA=O 
READ(1,*,END=9B)IAD,IDAY,HRS,NS,FRA, 
*IAHP,FAVE,RAVE,DHIN1,WV,ALT,AZ 
C ALGORITHM FOR FAULTY CH4 
IF(GEN.EO.'03'.QR.GEN.EG.'OZ')THEN 
F23=FLNH(IFL)(2:3l 
F24=FLNH(IFL)(Zt4) 
IF(GEN.EG.'03'lTHEH 
IF(F23.EO.'11'.OR.F23.EG.'12'.OR.F24.ED.'09B'. 
* QR.F24.ED.'10B' .OR.F24.EO.'13A'.OR.F24.EQ.'14A')DHIN1=0.1 
END IF 
IF(GEN.EO.'02')THEN 
IF( F23.EG.'09'.OR.FZ3.EG.'10'.OR.F23.EG.'11'. 
* OR.F23.EQ.'12'.OR.F24.EQ.'07B'.OR.F24.Ea.'OBB')DMIN1=O.1 
, 
END IF A46 (b) 
END IF C------------------------___ ____ __ ______________________ __________ _ 
IF(FRA.EG.0.OR.ABS(DHIN1).GE.O.OS)GO TO 15 
IHR=INT< HRS) 
IF(IHRO.EG.-l)GOTO 4S 
HRS1 =HRS OtC(76.8tNSOl/Z30400) 
DHRS::HRS-HRSl 
45 IF(DHRS.GT •• 0005.0R.IHRO.EO.-1)THEN 
J=INTCO.2*ALT)tl 
IF(AZ.GT.0)I=INT(AZ/15)+1 
IF(AZ.LT.Ol I=INT(ABS(AZ/15»+1 3 
DO K=1.104 
IF( lAMP. GE .KTH(K) )C(K.J, I )=C(K, J, I >+1 
END DO 
ELSE 
WRITE(6 ,' {X. A,X, 15)') 'ADDRESS', IADO 
END IF 
50 HRSOc:HRS 
NSO= NS 
IHRO=INT(HRSO) 
IADO=IAD 
GO TO 15 C---------------------------------__________________________ _ 
1000 END DO 
99 IF(IOS1.EO.Z9)THEN 
WRITE(6,'(X,A,A)'}FLNH(IFL), 'NOT FOUND.' 
ELSE 
WRITE(6,'(X.A,I2)')'ERR NO ',1051 
END IF 
GO TO 1000 
98 CLOSE(UNIT=l) 
GO TO 1000 
C START PLOTTING ROUTINE 
3000 DO 1= 1,2 4 
DO J=l d8 
IK=I NT(O.UI) 
Jl':; "" INT<O.UJ) 
IT=I-(lO*IK) 
JT =J-(JK*10) 
JUNK='X'IICHAR(IKt48lIICHAR(ITt48)IICHAR(JKt48)IICHAR(JTt48) 
DO K:::1r104 
IFCC(K,J,I),GT.OlTHEN 
Y(K)=ALOG(C(K,J,I»/Z.30259 
ELSE 
Y(K);O 
END IF 
WRITE(3,*)JUNK,X(K),Y(K) 
END DO 
CALL FACTORCO.6) 
CALL PLOT(1.0,1.0.-3) 
X(105)=1.39 
X(106)=O.03 
Y(10'S) =0.OO 
Y(106)=O.15 
CALL AXIS(O.O,O.O,'LOG A',-5,36.0,0.0,1.39,0.03) 
CALL AXIS(O.O,Q.O,'LOG N'.S,40.0,90.0,0.0.0.lS) 
CALL LINE(X.Y,104,1.-1,1) 
CALL PLOT(-1.0,-1.0,3) 
CALL PLOT(-1.0,41.0.2) 
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Appendix 2 Is an exposItIon of the statIstics of calculatIng 
the most efficient estimator of N (defined In section 6-2). 
This section was written by Prof. P. van der Watt of the 
Department of Mathematical Statistics. Rhodes Un1versity. 
1. 
M' 
Introduction and Summary 
The objective of an experiment Is to estimate the numbers of meteors that 
enter the atmosphere along particular radiant vectors or bins surround ing 
those vectors with a view to obtaining a contour map of the Intensity of 
meteor incidence. A meteor entering the atmosphere causes a stream of 
ionised particles which can be detected as a radio echo on the upper edge 
of an annulus by a receiving device. The annulus is a sem ici rcu lar slice 
whose plane Is perpendicular to the vector along which the meteor enters. 
The echo is generated by a transmitting device which sends out electro-
magnetiC waves; the transmitter is geared to a receiving device which 
picks up any reflections of the transmitted waves and also records the 
direction from which the reflections come. Each entering meteor will be 
the cause of one reflection and the point from which the reflection will 
come will be like from a point chosen at random on the arc of the edge of 
the annulus. The receiving device is not equally sensitive to reflections 
from different points on this arc; it requires the received reflection to 
have an amplitude in excess of a certain threshold. and the rece ived 
amplItude will depend. amongst other things on the orientation of the 
transmitter and the receiver with respect to the point on the arc from 
which the reflection comes. The distribution of received amplitudes under 
fixed near-ideal conditions is known and from this and the known properties 
of the transmitter and the receiver, the probability of detecting an echo 
caused by an arbitrary meteor from any point on an annulus can be 
calculated. We will assume these probabilities to be known and expressible 
as a function p (y) : 0" ply) ,,1 ; 0 ~ y ,, 1 .... here. for a point on the 
arc of an annulus, y is the proportion of the arc length the point is 
11stant from a specific end of the arc. 
If. for a smail section of arc of an annulus centered at Yi the probability 
of detecting a reflection caused by an arbitrary meteor is Pi = p(Yi ). then 
one reflection will, on average. mean an incidence of IIp. meteors and 
1 
hence if Y .. Y
" 
- - -, Yk reflections are detected t"rCll1 k small sections 
of arc of an annulus. a naive estimator of the total incidence of meteors. 
k 
N. for the region associated with this annulus would be N r.I Y/p t • I = I 
A" 
This estimator is an unbiased estimator of the total number . of incident 
meteors, N, but it suffers from the disadvantage that it does not ta~e into 
account the correlatedness of the Yi " The existence of very small Pi'S in 
practice appears to be the cause of high ridges on the contour map of 
IntenSity of meteor incidence as evidenced by the fact that in many cases 
k 
a high percentage of the value of ~ = 1 Y/Pi comes from a single term 
1=1 
with a small value of Pi " 
In order to overcome these diffIculties a regression estimator of N based 
on a multinomial model was deri ved. 
• k 
This estimator of N, viz. N = k r Vii 
1:1 
k 
1 P(Yi) " IY;I [' p(y)dy 
1=1 0 
r.ot suffer from the disadvantages of the naive estimator N. and its 
relative efficiency with respect to ~ is : 
k k k 
does 
( 1 (I!Pi)-I))( 1 pyk' (1- IP;lk)= {{~' dy!p(y))-1}(J,' p(y)dy)!(l-[,' p(y)dY).l 
1=1 1=1 1=1 
The distr ibution of N is easily obtained and can be used in the usual way 
to obta in interval estimates of N. 
2. The Regression Estimator of N. 
Consider the arc of the annulus associated with a small region on the 
celestial sphere. Suppose N meteo rs enter this region giving rise to 
reflections from N points chosen at random on the arc of the annulus. 
Divide the arc of the annulus into k contiguous segments of equal length 
and let Nj • i = 1, 2, - - -. k be the number of reflections coming from 
the ith segment. let Yi and Yj be the number of ref lections detected 
from the ith and jth segments centred at relative distances Yi and Yj 
respectively from a specified end of the arc. let Pi = P(Yil ; then 
NH N" - - -, Nk are jointly multinomially distributed each with 
parameter 11k and the conditional distribution of Yi and Yj conditional 
on Ni :: x and Nj :: Y is: 
P(Yj=r, YtS INj=x, Nj=Y) = (~)Pjr(1_Pi)x-r( ~ )P/(l _Pj)Y-S 
for r 0, 1, 2,. - - x; S :: 0, I, 2. - - y and 0 ~ x+y ~ N. 
AS. 
It follows easily that the unconditional distribution of Y
i 
and Yj is 
N! Pi r Pi 5 Pi Pi,N-r-s P{Yi"r, Yj"S) " (-) ( ....... ) (I ----"1 for 
r!sl(N-r-s)! k k k k 
r "" 0,1,2. - - -.N; s = 0,1,2, - - -,N and 0 ~ r+s (N . let (Ii = k/Pj 
it follows that E(Y j ) = N/(lj' Var (Y i ) " (N!Clj)(l-l/Cl j ) and 
Covar (y , Y.) : - N/(I.(I .• An unbiased estimator of N is (l1.YI' for each l' J I J 
i. i ::; 1. 2. - - -, k where Var(njY t ) : N(a i -l) and 
Covar (ujYj , ttjY j ) = -N. 
Now since we can write. identically 
~Yl = N +(CljY j - N) :: N + £1 for i = 1,2, - - -, Ie 
we have, on putting Y':: (a,V, azY z - - -ak.Yk) and 1':: (1 - - - 1) 
y:: IN + £ where E(s) = 0 and E(Ec') = V where 
N{a,-1) 
-N 
-N ·N 
-N N (o.~ -1 ) ·N ·N 
Y " I" NY, 
-N -N ·N N(ak-1 ) 
This is a regression model with one constant regressor, one unknown 
parameter, heteroscedasticlty and unstabilised variance. A possible method 
of estimating N is Qy means of an iterative procedure In which N Is 
approximated by N, in order to render V known. Generalised least squares 
can then be used to estimate N and this new estimate of N used as N, to 
obtain an imRroved estimate of N and the process repeated until 
convergence is obtained. 
AS' 
Suppose then that H, 1s our initial estimate for H. Then the generalised 
least squares estimator for N 1s : 
N = (1'(N,V,)-1 1]-1 tI(N,V,)-'y 
and from this we see that the value of the GlS estimator of N does not 
depend on N, nor on N i . e. 
N = (1 I V;'1]-1 "V,-'y 
k 
It can be proved that I Y, I = II = (ltCiI 
- - - Uk I B,OI - - -ok/or 
r=l 
and that the (t,j)th element of y,-l is dij/ll where 
a ij 
{
alOZ - - - a.,,/ClJ"-L (I,ClI - - - Ok' (eljO )for i = j 
riJ . r 
a,1l,r; - - - o.,,/(o.ju j ) f or i I j 
It follows that (1''1,-1 1)6 
of Vj/6 in 1''1,-1,( is 
k 
.1 (1,01 - - - (lk/a.j whilst the co-efficient 
J=1 
tlj{tI,~ - - - 0k/tlj - f .o,o, - -.:. 0k/(CljCl ) +f tllClI - - - tlk"OtClj)} 
rlJ r ,Ij 
Z Cl,al---tlk 
k 
N L (a,tll 
", 
k k 
and hence 
k 
- °k,)Yt/ .r a,a, 
J" 
k k 
- - - ak,/tlj r ',I .r 1iUj 
", J" 
= k, L Yilt r Pi) Is the best linear unbiased estimator for N. 
1;1 i;1 
3. The Distribution of N and its efficiency relative to ~. 
Since the VI have a joint ~ultinomJal distribution it follows that 
k k r '(I is binomially distributed with parameters Nand p = r Pj/k=f,'P(y)dy, 
", ", 
and confidence Intervals for H can be found from either the Normal 
distribution or the Binomial distribution in the usual way depending on 
the estimated magnitude of Np. 
A52 
The efficiency of N relative to ~ is the ratio of the variance of ~ to 
the variance of N. It is easy to show that 
k k 
Vor . (r ',/p,) • N( r '/Pik - 1) = N«(J,'dy/p(y)) - 1) and that 
i:l 1=1 
k k 
Var( ( r Yi)1 r p,/k) • N(' 
i:l i=1 
k k r p,/k )1 r p/k) = N(1-!,' p(y)dy)/!.' p(y)dy 
i:l 1=1 
For very large Ie the relative efficiency of if relative to N is therefore 
(U,'dy/p(y)) -1)/(U,' p(y)dy)-' - 1) >- 1. 
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